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PROPOSITIONS
1.

Drainage systems are no guarantee for sustainable water management if the
irrigationplanningisnotadjusted.
{Thisthesis)

2.

The selection of drain depth is more critical than drain spacing in semi-arid
climates.
(Thisthesis)

3.

Adaptation of water conservation strategies is a better option than
recommending farmers toirrigate with poorqualitytubewell water.
(Thisthesis)

4.

In shallow groundwater table areas, irrigation water supplies on the basis of
potentialevapotranspiration iswrong.
(Thisthesis)

5.

Under un-restrictedwater supply conditions, the flexibility in irrigation water
distribution hasaconsiderablepositiveimpact ontheproductivity ofwater.
(Thisthesis)

6.

In the present water deficient environment of the Indus basin, introduction of
theon-demandirrigation waterdistribution systemisnot aviable option.
(Thisthesis)

7.

Weneverknowtheworthof watertillthewellisdry. (Englishproverb)

8.

Modelers andmodelusers shouldhaveonestepinthe field.

9.

The scientist is not a person who gives the right answers, he is one who asks
therightquestions.
(ClaudeLevi-Strauss)

10.

Ability will enable aman to get to the top,but it takes character to keep him
there.

i
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Asad Sarwar
"ATransient ModelApproach toImproveOn-FarmIrrigation andDrainageinSemiAridZones."(September 27,2000).

This workisdedicatedtomyfather,
Ghulam Sarwar, whodidnotlivelong
toseethefruits ofhishardwork.
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ABSTRACT

Sarwar, A. A transient model approach to improve on-farm irrigation and drainage in
semi-arid zones. Ph.D. thesis, Wageningen University and Research Center, Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
A transient model approach is introduced to improve design procedures for subsurface
drainage systems in relation to different irrigation management strategies to increase crop
productivity and environmental sustainability in the water scarce environment of Pakistan.
Thewater flow andsolutetransportmodel, SWAP,isusedtoevaluatetheimpact of irrigation
and drainage on crop transpiration, soil salinity and groundwater table behavior taking 15
years ofactual weather data. Model calibration improves considerably when field determined
soil water retention curves were used. The reference evapotranspiration calculated by the
Priestly-Taylor method appears to be physically more realistic than the Penman-Monteith
method because the latter ignores the feed-back mechanism of vapor pressure deficit on
stomatal closure.For the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP) conditions, azero flux atthebottom
ofthe soilprofile was found tobe a suitable bottom boundary for further model simulations.
For semi-arid areas,the selection ofaproper drain depthismore critical thandrain spacing.A
drain depth of 2.2 m is found tobe optimal for the multiplecroppingsystem of the FDP-area.
This drain depth gave thebestresults withregard tocropyields, soil salinity and groundwater
table control atrather low drainage intensity (q^aii/Ah), resulting from adrain spacing of 500
m. Long-term model simulations covering a period of 15 years show that the present FDP
drainage system has been designed at too high drainage intensity. If no operational and
maintenance constraints are present, the FDP-area could be drained with 25 percent less
drainage intensity.
Under shallow groundwater table conditions,reduced irrigation applications can saveupto25
percent of the canal water each year. This strategy will produce reasonably high crop yields
(relative transpiration T„c/Tpo,>0.90) andlimitfieldpercolation losses.Foreither conjunctive
use or use of tubewell water alone, reduced irrigation applications will not be sufficient and
additional supplies would be required for leaching the salts from the root zone. It must be
recognized that during relatively dry years drainage is not a guaranteed success. In the
absence of adrainage system, leaching of salts by means ofpoor quality irrigation water will
not be suitable. For these areas other options like growing more salt tolerant crops should be
considered. Reduced irrigation inputs isaproper short-term solution,however, inthelongrun
drainage systems associated with adjusted irrigation planning seems necessary.
Under average conditions, the effect of irrigation schedule flexibility on crop yields is
insignificant. However, compared to a fixed schedule and when un-restricted water supplies
would be available, theproductivity of water (Y„c/Irr)for the on-demand schedule would be
up to 30percent higher, but at the cost of salinity build up. The average annual water use by
the on-demand schedule is 20percent lower than thefixedschedule,which would result in 30
percent lower drainage volumes and 15 percent lower recharge to the groundwater. In the
absence of sufficient canal supplies,necessary infrastructure and management facilities inthe
Indus basin, moving towards a demand-based system would neither be economically feasible
nor socially acceptable. Therefore the emphasis should be on reducing irrigation water
application and constructing drainage inconjunctive water use areas.

Key-words: drainage design, irrigation, crop productivity, soil salinity, sustainability,
integrated water management, transient modeling, semi-arid zones, Pakistan.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Waterfor food

Theworld's population isincreasing atarateof 1.5 percentperyear.According tothe
United Nations, the world population will reach eight billion by the year 2025.
Because of this population growth, the average annual per capita availability of
renewable water resources is projected to fall from 6600 cubic meters today to 4800
cubicmeters in2025(Cosgrove andRijsberman, 2000).Current fresh wateruse isnot
sustainable asmany countries areentering aneraof severewater shortages. Giventhe
uneven distribution of these resources, some 3 billion people (about 40 percent of
total world population) will live in arid or semi-arid countries by the year 2025,
having less than 1700 cubic meters per capita per year. This is the quantity below
whichpeople starttosuffer from waterstress(Falkenmark etal., 1989).
Irrigated agriculture produces about 40 percent of the agricultural outputs and 60
percent of the world's grain production. To meet the increasing demand for food,
irrigated agriculture will haveto keeppace and therefore expand by 20 to 30 percent
in area by 2025. However, it is perceived that due to decreased investments in
irrigation sector combined with environmental and ecological threats, the expansion
in irrigated area will be limited to the 5 to 10 percent range only. This strong
reduction in irrigation expansion will lead to serious food shortages and rising food
prices. As opportunities for development of new water resources diminish and costs
rise, increasing theproductivity of existing water resourcesbecomes amore attractive
alternative. Therefore there is every motivation to designate more capital and efforts
to increase the productivity of water and the sustainability of water resources
management1.
Increasing the productivity of existing water resources is central to produce more
food, to fight poverty, to reduce competition for water and to ensure that there is
enough water for nature. The productivity of irrigation water can be increased in
essentially fourways:(i)increasingtheproductivityperunitofevapotranspiration (or,
more precisely, transpiration) by reducing evaporation losses; (ii) reducing flows of
usable waters to sinks; (iii) controlling salinity, sodicity and pollution; and (iv)
1

Productivity of water (kg m"3) is expressed in terms of yield (kg ha"') produced per unit
evapotranspiration (m). Sustainability refers to management of water systems which does not lead to
environmental degradation (waterlogging, salinization and desertification).

reallocating water from lower-valued crops to higher-valued crops (IWMI, 2000).
Achieving the greater productivity j s possible, especially in developing countries,
where waterproductivity \s far below potential. For cereal grains, for example, the
range is between 0.2 and 1.5 kg m . Even though production depends on conditions
of the environment, the market, the soil and other factors not equal across sites,there
appearstobeascopetomanageresourcesfor higherproductivity
Pakistan is also one of the countries who could face severe food and water crises in
the 21 s century. Continuous population growth with limited land and water resources
has put an enormous pressure on the economy of the country. The population is
increasing at a rate of 3.0 percent per year and has reached about 140 million.
Considering the reduction in present storage capacities and non-availability of
additional storage facilities, the shortfall of water requirements would be about 50
percent by the year 2025 (Alam and Bhutta, 1996). This shortfall of water would
impact onthe agricultural production. Because ofcontinuous rise inpopulation, water
demand for domestic, industrial andnon-agricultural useswill increase by about eight
percent and is expected to reach to ten percent of the total available water resources
by the year 2025. Water availability per capita will reduce to less than 600 cubic
meters per capita in year 2025 (Figure 1.1). This is roughly the value below which
water availability becomes a primary constraint to life (Engelman and Leroy, 1993).
Availabe land per person for cultivation is also decreasing. Moreover, agriculture is
threatened by severe waterlogging and salinity due to lack of drainage facilities and
good quality irrigation water. Therefore a multi-dimensional approach needs to be
applied for sustainable development ofland andwaterresources.
300
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Figure 1.1. Population growth and water availability percapita peryear in Pakistan (after
AlamandBhutta,1996).

1.2

Irrigation anddrainageintheIndusbasin

Irrigated agriculture in Pakistan is mainly confined to the Indus plains where it has
been developed by harnessing principal water resources available to the country.
Without assured irrigation supplies, these arid and semi-arid areas of Pakistan can not
support any agriculture, asthe evapotranspiration demand is high and rainfall is either
meager orunreliable.Thecontiguous Indus basin irrigation system irrigates an area of
about 16million ha, diverting annually about 131 billion m3 of surface water to 43
maincanal systems(Badruddin, 1996).Figure 1.2 showssomefeatures ofIndusbasin
irrigation system. About a century ago, the system was originally designed for an
annual cropping intensity (i.e. yearly cropped area) of about 75 percent with the
intentionto spread theirrigation water over aslarge anarea aspossible to expand the
settlement opportunities. The major objective of irrigation development at that time
was to prevent crop failure and avoid famine (Jurriens and Mollinga, 1996). Another
design feature was the low management and operational requirements, which is an
advantage, with an inherent disadvantage of inflexibility. Increasing demand for food
tocopewith the ever-increasing population hascaused the annual cropping intensities
torise to about 150percent. Moreover, many canals can even no longer convey their
official design capacity, due to siltation and erosion of banks. From the scarcity by
design andthe intensified farmer practices, over time canal water availability perunit
ofirrigated landhasbecomeevenmore limited.
The irrigation system typically consists of the main canals from which the water is
distributed to branch canals. Secondary channels, called distributaries, take off from
the branch canals. The distributaries and their branches, called minors are the main
arteries for releasing water through outlets to small irrigation service areas (averaging
160ha) called 'chaks'.Theoutlets are free draining structures,which have a capacity
fixed in proportion to the service area. The outlet discharge is a function of water
levelelevation in the supply canal.Duetothe variations inthemain canal discharges
and the changes in the channel regime caused by siltation, it becomes difficult to
achieve equity in water distribution. In times of water shortage, the water has to be
rotatedbetween secondary canals,thedistributaries andminors.
The operation of the Indus basin irrigation system is based on a continuous water
supply and is not related to actual crop water requirements. Irrigation canals are
usuallynot allocated morethantheirdesigncapacity,ofwhich atypical valueisabout
2 mm d"'. Despite significant increase in storage capacities, it is essentially a supplybased system. Hence, it can not adequately accommodate changing water demands
uringthecropseason.Thedistributionofwaterfromthecanaloutletshavingmostly

A F G H A N I S T A N

Figure 1.2. Some features oftheIndusbasin irrigation system of Pakistan.

a capacity of 30 to 90 1 s"1, to the group of farmers (in 'chaks') is done on a fixed
rotational system called 'warabandVbeing generally a seven days cycle. This means
that each farmer is allowedtotake an entire flow oftheoutlet once in seven daysand
for aperiod proportional tothe sizeofhisland holding.Thewater duty is insufficient
to irrigate the entire farm inone irrigation turn, and the farmer can decide whether to
under-irrigate all land or leave a fraction unirrigated and bring irrigation water to a
smaller fraction of his land holding. Due to age and poor maintenance, the delivery
efficiency of irrigation system is low,ranging from 35to 40percent from canal head
tothe crop root zone (Tarar, 1995). Inpractical terms,therefore, much surface water
iscurrently lost enroute,which,ifsalvaged,couldbeprofitably usedbythe farmers.
Due to the inadequacy, variability and unreliability of the surface irrigation supplies,
the farmers have turned more and more to the use of groundwater without a full
awareness of the hazard represented by groundwater quality. The Indus basin is
underlainby an extensive groundwater aquifer covering about 16millionha, ofwhich
6 million ha arefresh andtheremaining 10millionha aresaline (Haider et al., 1999).
The massive development of groundwater from the Indus basin aquifer started about
30years ago.Atpresent,totalgroundwater contribution isestimated as approximately
30to 40percent of thetotal irrigation water available at the farm gate.This source is
exploited by the use of 20,000 public and about 450,000 private tubewells
(Nespak/SGI, 1991). About 70 percent of the private tubewells are located in the
canal command areas while the rest provides irrigation based on groundwater alone.
The quality of groundwater is highly variable ranging from fresh (EC < 1.5 dS m"1)to
extremely saline (EC >4.5 dS m"') and is a main factor of salinity development in the
rootzone.
The Indus plain is characterized by a lack of any well-defined natural surface drainage
and differences in micro-relief define the pathways for surface run-off during the
monsoon season. The surface drainage problems are further aggravated by the
construction of infrastructures like roads, railways, flood embankments and the
irrigation system. Dueto the flat nature ofthe Indusbasin, natural subsurface drainage
throughdown-valley movementofgroundwaterisalsorestricted.Therefore, pondingof
agricultural lands following intense rainstorms, with consequent crop and property
damages, has become a recurrent phenomenon in many parts of the Indus plains. The
need for surface drainage of agricultural landshaslongbeen recognized and measures
were taken to construct surface drains in areas prone to severe damage. Even though
about 15,000kilometers of surface drains have been constructed to-date, crop losses
because of rain flooding remain excessive, especially in the Punjab and Sindh
provinces(Afzal, 1992).

1.3

Waterlogging andsalinity intheIndusbasin

Waterlogging
The introduction of large-scale irrigation without adequate drainage altered the
hydrological balance in the Indus basin. At the time of construction of irrigation
canals about a century ago, the groundwater table depth in different canal command
areas ranged between 20 to 30 m below the soil surface. Therefore the need for
provision of subsurface drainage as apart of irrigation system was not felt. Persistent
seepage over the years from unlined earthen canals and from a large network of
distributing channels and percolation losses from irrigated fields, increased the
groundwater recharge substantially. Inthe absence of drainage in the canal command
areas,the groundwater table roserapidly invast irrigated areasto within 1.5m of the
soil surface. This created waterlogging and, consequently, soil salinity. These
problems aremoreseriousinareaswheregroundwater issaline.Asatypical example,
the rise of the groundwater table after the introduction of the irrigation system in the
Punjab isshown inFigure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. Rise of the groundwater table after the introduction of canal irrigation in the
Punjab, Pakistan (after Wolters and Bhutta, 1997).The groundwater profiles are shown for
theyears1920and1960.
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The groundwater table in the Indus basin fluctuates seasonally. In general,
groundwater tables are deepest at the end of the dry season (May-June) and
shallowest immediately after thewet season(September).Itispresently estimated that
after the monsoon season, about 4.7million ha (30percent ofthe irrigated area) have
a groundwater table within 1.5 m of the soil surface (severely waterlogged). Prior to
monsoon,this areaisreducedtoabout2million hai.e. 13 percent ofthe irrigatedarea
(Tarar, 1995).The Punjab Province has about 25 percent of its irrigated area severely
waterlogged and Sindh has about 60 percent in the same category. Due to the
presence of this shallow and saline groundwater, about 40,000 ha are annually
abandoned within the Indus basin due to secondary salinization (WAPDA, 1989).
Figure 1.4shows that about 46 percent of the irrigated land have groundwater tables
deeperthan 3mandthisproportion isnotaffected bytheseason.

0-1.5
1.5-3.0
>3.0
Groundwatertabledepthrange(m)
Figure 1.4. Seasonaleffects ongroundwatertabledepthsintheIndusbasin.

Soil salinization
The Indus basin is faced with a considerable salt balance problem. The salts are
brought in by the rivers and their tributaries. The average annual salt inflow by the
Indus river water, is estimated to be 33 million tons while the outflow to the sea is
only 16.4 million tons. This means an annual average addition of some 16.6 million
tons to the salt storage in the Indus basin. Out of this only 2.2 million tons is
deposited in a series of evaporation ponds and the remainder of salts accumulates in
the soil profiles in the irrigated lands and its underlying strata and aquifer
(Nespak/MMI, 1993). This implies that, annually, an average of one ton of salts is
added to each hectare of irrigated land. This salt accumulation is mainly causing

salinization of the land. Therefore about 35 to 40 percent of the irrigated areas are
affected by salinity. Out of this, eight percent is severely affected and six percent
moderately affected by salinity. Of course, the scale of the problem of salt
accumulation in the root zone is even greater if saline groundwater is used for
irrigation.
Most of the soil salinity in the Indus basin is inherent, as it was produced during the
process of soil formation. The secondary salinization associated with the shallow
groundwater tables and use of poor quality groundwater for irrigation has further
compounded the problem. Therefore salt-affected soils have become an important
ecological entity in the Indus basin of Pakistan. It is estimated that nearly six million
ha are already afflicted with this menace, of which about half is in irrigated areas
(WAPDA, 1989). An estimated two million ha are abandoned due to severe salinity
(Wolters and Bhutta, 1997). The extent keeps on changing due to dynamic nature of
the problem.
The problems of soils in the Indus basin are not only of salinity but also of sodicity.
About 70 percent of the tubewells in the Indus basin pump sodic water, which contain
high concentrations of carbonate and bicarbonate. Application of this quality of water
for irrigation turn the soils to saline-sodic affecting soil structure and infiltration rates
thereby restricting the growth of conventional crops. Salt-affected soils of the Indus
basin are usually classified into four types (Qureshi and Barret-Lennard, 1998). The
area affected and the characteristics of these four soil types are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Classification of salt-affected soils in the Indus basin (after Qureshi and BarretLennard, 1998).
Classification of
salt-affected soils

Area affected
(million ha)

Slightly salinesodic
Porous saline-sodic

0.7

Severely salinesodic
Soilswith sodic
tubewell water

1.1

1.9

2.3

Characteristics
Slight salinity-sodicityproblem, occurring as
patches (about 20%ofthe area)incultivated fields.
Saline-sodic throughout theroot zone,porous and
pervioustowater.
Havehigh groundwater tables,dense and nearly
impervious towater.
Severely sodicduetoapplication of sodic tubewell
water. Contain highconcentrations of carbonates
andbicarbonates.Almost impervious.

The above facts indicate that the agricultural sector suffers deeply from both
waterlogging and salinity. About 75 percent of the population and about half of the
Gross National Product (GNP) are directly or indirectly related to the agricultural
sector. This shows that the problems of waterlogging and salinity are not just
agricultural problems, but that they do affect the country as a whole and ultimately the
social fabric of Pakistani society. Waterlogging and salinity have very adverse social
and economical effects on communities in Pakistan, causing poor living standards in
affected areas and health problems for humans and animals. This situation has forced
the local population to migrate to other areas.
In conclusion, waterlogging and salinity remain a hazard for the Indus basin and
threaten the livelihood of farmers, especially the smaller-scale ones. Therefore, in
future, drainage rather than additional water continue to be a top priority for the
sustainability of the system.
1.4

Measures taken to control waterlogging and salinity

The threat of waterlogging was recognized soon after the introduction of irrigation in
the Indus basin. The first observation wells to monitor the effect of irrigation on the
groundwater table depth were installed as early as in 1870. Based on these studies,
various remedial measures were tried. These measures were largely focused on
controlling the groundwater table depth with the idea to contain the capillary
salinization process. These measures included closure of canals in the monsoon
season, construction of surface drains in waterlogged areas and lowering of full
supply levels of canals (Ahmad and Choudhry, 1988). However, none of these
measures provided more than a local or temporary relief and the regional problem of
waterlogging and salinity continued to increase in severity. In 1958, the Water and
Power Development Authority (WAPDA) was created to tackle the problems of
waterlogging and salinity in the Indus basin, notably through large-scale vertical and
horizontal drainage projects. These projects are briefly discussed below.
Vertical (tubewell) drainage
The first detailed surveys of groundwater table depth and salinity conducted in the
1950s with the collaboration of the US Geological Survey Department formed the
basis for the SCARP (Salinity Control And Reclamation Project) program and the
decision to go ahead with vertical drainage (public tubewell program). As a result, in
fresh groundwater areas, about 14,000 tubewells (covering about 2.6 million ha of
irrigated land) with an average capacity of approximately 80 1 s"' were constructed in
the 1960s and 1970s. The main aims of the SCARP projects were to combat

waterlogging and salinity through lowering of the groundwater table and increase the
irrigation supplies at the farm gate by using the pumped groundwater directly or
mixed with canal water. This demonstration also led to a proliferation of private
tubewells with acapacity ofabout 281 s"1and lessby farmers inthe 1970sand 1980s.
Since then number of private tubewells areincreasing with an average annual growth
rate of about 9.6 percent (Badruddin et al., 1999). Implementation of SCARPs was
moderately successful and initially the problems of waterlogging and salinity were
somewhat arrested andreversed.
The exploitation of useable groundwater provided an opportunity for the farmers of
these areas tosupplement their irrigation supplies andtocopewiththevagaries ofthe
surface supplies. However, the present uncontrolled and unregulated use of
groundwater is replete with serious consequences as it is depleting the fresh
groundwater (Bhatti and Kijne, 1992). This may lead to excessive lowering of
groundwater and intrusion of saline groundwater into fresh groundwater aquifers.
This will not only deteriorate the quality of groundwater but also increase the
pumping cost. This means more expensive andpoor quality groundwater will have to
beused for irrigation in future.
Horizontal(tile) drainage
In the mid-seventies, it was realized that circulating salt-contaminated water through
vertical drainage only serves to aggravate the problem. Therefore thinking shifted
towards horizontal (pipe) drainage systems particularly in saline groundwater areas.
Under Pakistani conditions,pipedrainage systems are some 10times more expensive
than tubewell systems (roughly USS 1000ha"' compared to US$ 100ha"'). The main
reasons to introduce pipe drains in saline groundwater areas, despite the high costs,
were the assumptions that the long-term drainage water quality would be better with
pipedrainsthanwithtubewells and asmallvolumeofsalineeffluent willbeproduced
(Bhatti, 1987). Better drainage water quality will reduce the disposal problems and
increasethepossibility ofusingdrainagewater for irrigation.
In Pakistan, the horizontal subsurface drainage for waterlogging and salinity control
was first introduced in the East-Khairpur project. The project was constructed
between 1977 and 1985.After this, pipe drains were installed in the Mardan SCARP
project and the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP). At the time of construction of these
projects, no guidelines were available for the planning and design of subsurface
drainage systems for the (semi-) arid conditions of Pakistan. Therefore these projects
weredesigned byapplyingthe drainagedesign criteria asused for humid areas.These
criteria are mostly based on the steady-state equations of Hooghoudt and Ernst (see
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Ritzema, 1994), which assume steady-state moisture and solute fluxes occurring in
the unsaturated zone i.e. the design of drain depth and drain spacing for a priori
chosen drain dischargerateandpermissible depthtogroundwatertable.
The drain discharge rate for the above-mentioned drainage projects was calculated
using simple steady-state water balance approach. For the East-Khairpur drainage
project, recharge to the groundwater was mainly estimated from seepage of irrigation
canals and on-farm irrigation losses, which resulted in a steady recharge to the
groundwater of3.5mmd"1(vanSomeren andBoers, 1978).Themain objective ofthe
design was to maintain an acceptable groundwater table depth rather than rapidly
preventing excessive groundwater rises due to monsoon showers. For the Mardan
SCARP project, recharge to the groundwater was calculated considering on-farm
irrigation components, 5-year return period rainfall and reduced irrigation during the
monsoon and recharge to groundwater was found to be 3.2 mm d"1. At the Fourth
Drainage Project (FDP), the highest mean annual rainfall in the area was used while
the root zone was considered fully saturated before the design rainfall occurred. This
resulted inarechargetogroundwater of2.44mmd"1.
These estimated drain discharge rates were then used to calculate the required lateral
spacings using steady-state equations of Hooghoudt and Ernst. The average drain
depths of these three projects range from 1.95 m for East-Khairpur to 2.44 m for the
FDP andweremainly selected onthebasis ofminimum costs (Smedema et al., 1992).
The comparative studies of the above three completed projects have shown that all
three designs are rather conservative with high drainage intensities. Discussions with
farmers at Mardan and FDP projects confirmed that in the areas already drained the
demand for surface irrigation hasincreased (Vlotman etal., 1990).
Since the completion of the East-Khairpur drainage project, nine more pipe drainage
projects have been designed, of which several have been completed and others are in
various stages of completion. Since the design of the first drainage project, the value
ofdesigndraindischargeratehasgraduallyreduced from 3.5 mm d"' at East-Khairpur
to 1.3 mm d"1 at Khushab Project (Figure 1.5). Although local conditions such as
annual rainfall or seepage loss from canals influence the drain discharge rates, the
general trend towards lower drain discharge rates can be explained by the experience
designers have built up over the years who now feel more confident to design for
lower drain discharge rates (Boers and Zuberi, 1995). Above discussion reveals that
after 25-yearsof experience inthefieldofdrainage,Pakistan is still struggling tofind,
through trial and error, the suitable drainage design criteria for its conditions.
Experience has shown (Smedema, 1990)that drainage systems functioning in (semi-)
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arid zones for salinity control typically have adrain discharge rate of 2mm d" .From
the Figure 1.5 it can be seen that this single value of 2 mm d' does not satisfy local
field conditions of different drainage projects installed in Pakistan. The drain
discharge rateused for thedesignhasalarge influence onthe drain spacing and hence
on the project costs. Therefore, it is logical to develop the best methodology for the
designofdrainage systemsundertheconditionsprevailing inPakistan.

Khairpur Mardan FDP

Swabi

FESS Khushab

Drainageprojects
Figure1.5. Draindischargeratesusedfordifferent drainageprojects inPakistan,(derived
from data of Bhutta et al., 1994). The dotted line represents the value proposed by
Smedema(1990) for semi-arid regions. FESS represents Fordwah Eastern Sadiqia South
drainageproject.

On-farm watermanagementmeasures
To prevent further deterioration of agricultural lands from the twin menace of
waterlogging and salinity, a number of on-farm water management measures were
also tried. These included lining of watercourses to reduce seepage losses, adaptation
of proper irrigation schedules for different crops and climatic conditions.
Considerable work was also done to develop guidelines for the safe use of different
quality waters for irrigation and to reclaim salt-affected soils through biotic, physical
and chemical measures (Ahmad et al. 1990). However, these efforts remained
confined tothe farm and field level,and no serious attempt wasmadeto translate the
implications of these findings to a larger, system level. On the other hand, farmers
continue their efforts to reclaim large tracts of irrigated lands affected by salinity
and/or sodicity. Their measures are mostly related to water management, crop
choices, cultural practices and the application of chemical and biotic amendments.
Kielen (1996) has listed a number of measures adopted by farmers to cope with the
problems ofwaterlogging andsoil salinity intheIndusbasin ofPakistan.
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Despite all these efforts, problems still widely persist in vast tracts of irrigated areas.
A total of 40percent of irrigation losses takesplace inthe watercourse only (Aziz et
al., 1992). Farmers generally lack knowledge of important aspects of plant-soilclimaterelationships andpropermanagement ofdifferent qualitywaters for irrigation.
1.5

Problem statement

Continuous population growth with limited land and water resources has put an
enormous pressure on the economy ofPakistan. Pakistan is turning to awater scarce
country in the near future. It is estimated that to feed the increasing population, 40
percent more food would be required bytheyear 2025 (Alam andBhutta, 1996).Due
to lack of compatible development of water resources, water availability per capita
per year willbe reduced to 580m3by that time (Figure 1.1). The scopeof expansion
of irrigated areawill alsobe limited dueto shortageof good quality canal water. This
stressestheneed toincreasetheproductivityofavailable limitedwaterresources.
The average yields in Pakistan are low for wheat and rice, being 2276 kg ha" and
1756 kg ha"1, respectively. There is a great variability in crop yields with some
farmers achieving yields of 3874 kg ha"1 for wheat and 3545 kg ha"1 for rice. The
productivity of water in Pakistan is among the lowest in the world. For wheat, for
example it is 0.5 kg m"3 as compared to 1.0 kg m 3 in India (IWMI, 2000). Maize
reveals even afactor ninebetween lowest inPakistan (0.3kgm"3)and highest (2.7kg
m 3 ) in Argentina (Bastiaanssen, 2000). This reveals that there is a substantial
potential for increasingtheproductivityofwater.
Largetracts ofirrigated lands are already salinized orunder threat. Areaswith proper
drainage facilities arerare. Duetoanoverall shortageofcanalwatertoirrigate allthe
agricultural lands, use of poor quality groundwater as a supplementary source of
irrigation has become aroutine practice, which is adding huge amount of salts in the
root zonethus aggravating theproblem ofsoilsalinity. Ontheotherhand, losses from
the main irrigation canals and irrigated fields are resulting in a rapid rise of the
groundwater tables.Due to lack of drainage facilities, shallow groundwater tables are
becoming aninevitable feature contributing tosecondary salinization.
Over thepast three decades,numerous efforts have been made to solve the problems
of waterlogging and salinity and to improve water use efficiency at the farm level. In
spite of huge investments the success has been limited. The reasons are that the
installed drainage systemshad notbeen operated asintended. Theresearch conducted
to advise farmers onappropriate irrigation methods,waterusepractices with tubewell
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waters of different qualities and methods for reclaiming salt affected soils was
generally based on field scale experiments and was not tested for their long-term
consequences on crop production and environmental degradation. The results were
therefore regarded as local and short-term solutions and could not get the attention of
farming community. Moreover, no concrete efforts were made for the dissemination
ofthisknowledge.
The above discussion revealed that problems are very complex and a straightforward
solution seems impossible.Anintegrated watermanagement approach couldbe useful
to manage available surface and subsurface water resources with respect to quality
and quantity in view of increasing demands, limited resources, rising groundwater
tables and soil salinization. In order to increaseproductivity and sustainabilityof the
irrigation anddrainage systems,thefollowing potential solutionscanbe suggested:
• Improve irrigation efficiencies (saveirrigationwater);
• Conservewater atalllevels (increaseproductivityofwater);
• Minimizedrainagerequirements (improvedrainagedesign);
• Evacuate saltsfrom theroot zone(arrest soil salinization);
• Managewaterquality (maintain saltbalance);
• Improveirrigation waterdistribution (improvereliability).
To address the above-mentioned issues, integration of irrigation and drainage is very
necessary because irrigation management and drainage problems are closely interlinked through: (i) irrigation as acause ofwaterlogging, and (ii) relationship between
irrigation management and effluent disposal. In the past, no tools were available for
these integrated analysis therefore there was no other way except to simplify the
problem by concentrating upon the factors which have more direct bearing upon the
system. Although increased understanding of the soil-water-crop relationships and
concurrent development of new experimental and computational techniques provided
more opportunities for addressing these problems, their practical utility remained
limited duetotime,money and laborconstraints.
Thecomplexity in analyzing irrigation and drainage systems together is that there are
many combinations of irrigation management and drainage design that could be
investigated. The simulation models arethe best tools to describe these complex soilwater-crop-climate interactions. The simulation models provide a more direct link
between design parameters and objectives of drainage and water management
systems.Besides givingwaterand saltbalanceterms,simulation models canalsohelp
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to find the variables necessary for the calculations of crop water requirements
(infiltration, capillary contribution, leaching requirements). This data can be used to
study the long-term effects of different water management interventions on
groundwater table, soil, environment and crop growth for which field data is not
available or field trials could not be conducted. Since models answer easily and
quickly 'what if questions, they can help in organizing thoughts and in executing
systematic and efficient research.
For the large projects, it is time consuming, difficult and expensive to conduct such
detailed investigations. Therefore it is advantageous to do this research in pilot areas
where soil and hydrological conditions are similar to the project areas. For the same
reasons, data from Drainage Unit No. 9 (referred to as S1B9) of the Fourth Drainage
Project (FDP), Punjab, Pakistan, has been used in this study. The S1B9 area was
selected because its land use and intensity of cultivation is typical for the FDP-area.
The study approach involves the use of a soil water simulation model, SWAP. This is
a one-dimensional hydrological model, which produces daily water and salt balance
components as an output. The model is capable of simulating long-term impacts of
different irrigation management strategies on water and salt movement through the
root zone to the drains, considering temporal variations in weather.
1.6

Outline of the thesis

The main objective of this study is to develop a transient model approach to improve
design procedures for subsurface drainage systems in relation to adapted irrigation
techniques for improving crop yields without further detriment to waterlogging and
soil salinity in the (semi-) arid zones.
The specific objectives of this study are:
•

To demonstrate a methodology for the calibration of a transient-state soil water
simulation model in an irrigated and drained environment;

•

To improve design procedures for subsurface drainage systems for the semi-arid
conditions of Pakistan;

•

To revise irrigation planning for the shallow groundwater table areas for both
drained and un-drained conditions based on maximum irrigation water savings
and to study the long-term impacts of this water conservation strategy on crop
transpiration, soil salinity, drainage requirements and groundwater table behavior
as influenced by different irrigation water qualities;
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• Toevaluatetheimpactof flexibility inirrigation waterdistribution onoverall crop
productivity, water savings, soil salinization, drainage requirements and
groundwater tablebehavior.
Chapter 2 describes some important features of the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP)
and S1B9 pilot area along with the details of data collection for this study. Chapter 3
describes the brief theory of the SWAP model including the root water uptake as a
function of soil water pressure head and soil water electrical conductivity, top and
bottom boundary conditions, flow to the drains, different options to calculate
irrigation schedules andsolutetransport.
Chapter 4 deals with the calibration of the SWAP model for the physical conditions
prevailing in the FDP-area, experimental set up and methods of data collection. The
discrepancies between laboratory and field determined soil water retention curves
0(h) and initial and boundary conditions for SWAP will be discussed. Classical
misconceptions about the calculations ofreference evapotranspiration (ET0)for semiarid conditions will also be highlighted by comparing ET0values calculated with the
Penman-Monteithmethod aswell asthe Priestly-Taylor method. Asthe field sizes in
theFDP-area areconsiderably smallerthan thedistancebetweenthe lateral drains,the
resulting lateral discharge is the cumulative drainage from all these fields. A
methodology to estimatethecontribution ofsamplefieldtothe lateral drainage inthis
heterogeneously irrigated and drained environment will be introduced. A simple but
suitable bottom boundary condition will be determined for further applications of the
SWAPmodel intheFDP-area.
Chapter 5 deals with the re-evaluation of the existing drainage design criteria and
determination of an optimal drainage design criteria for the FDP-area. The effects of
twelve different drainage combinations (drain depth and drain spacing) on crop
transpiration, soil salinization and groundwater table behavior willbe evaluated using
the calibrated SWAP model. Based onthese analyses, an optimal drainage design for
the multiple croppingsystem of the FDP-area is presented. The performance of this
optimal drainage designwillbe compared withthepresent FDPdesign andthe design
proposed by Smedema(1990)forthe semi-arid conditions ofPakistan.
Chapter 6presents water conservation strategies for awheat-cotton cropping rotation
for the shallow groundwater table conditions of the FDP-area. The conservation
strategies will be compared with the farmers' present irrigation practices to evaluate
their long-term (15-years) impact on crop transpiration, soil salinity, drainage
requirements and groundwater table behavior. The FDP-area represents a conjunctive
16

use environment and only one-fourth of the project area is equipped with subsurface
drainage system. Therefore long-term simulations will be performed for both drained
andun-drained conditions consideringthreedifferent irrigation waterqualities.
Chapter 7 evaluates the impact of flexibility in irrigation water distribution on crop
productivity and environmental sustainability. Three water delivery schedules,
representing different levels of flexibility, will be studied under three conditions of
water supply. The long-term (15-year) simulations will be performed for drained, undrained anddeepgroundwater tableconditionstoevaluatetheimpactofvariouswater
delivery schedules on overall crop productivity, water savings, soil salinization,
drainagerequirementsand groundwatertablebehavior.
FinallyChapter 8summarizesthefindings ofthisstudy.
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DESCRIPTION OFTHE STUDYAREA

2.1

Location and climate

The study area i.e. Fourth Drainage Project (FDP) is located in the Rechna Doab, an
alluvial plain between the rivers Ravi and Chenab. It is situated north-east of Faisalabad
city in the Punjab Province of Pakistan. The area has a longitude of 73°E and latitude of
31°N. The location of the FDP-area is shown in Figure 1.2. The area is sub-tropical,
continental low-land, characterized as semi-arid with large seasonal fluctuations in
temperature and rainfall. Summers are long and hot, lasting from April through
September, with maximum day time temperature varying between 27 C and 43 °C,
while inwinter, it varies between 4°C and 24°C.The average annual rainfall is about 360
mm. The monsoon, or rainy season, occurs from July to September and accounts for
about two-third of the total annual rainfall. One-third falls in winter from January to
March as low intensity frontal rains. A comparison of rainfall and annual potential
evapotranspiration calculated with the Priestly-Taylor (1972) method for a period of 15
years (1980-94) is shown inFigure2.1.

ETpot
Rainfall

1400

13

15

Years

Figure 2.1. Comparison of annual potential evapotranspiration (ETr,„} a m j rainfall for a
period of 15years(1980-94).
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2.2

Soilsandsoilsalinity

Thestudyareaconsistsofavast stretchofalluvialdeposits,mainly unconsolidated sand
and siltwith major amounts of clay and gravel. Clay isgenerally found in lenses.Most
soils inthe areahave awiderangeof coarse tomedium textured material. Surface soils
inthearearangefrom sandyloamtosiltyclayloam,withmarkeddominanceofloamto
siltloamsoils.Thesesurface soilsareunderlainbyloamysandtosandyloamsublayers.
The soils are rapid to moderately permeable with a small water holding capacity and
generally lowinorganicmatter. Thedrybulk density varies from 1.5 to 1.7 gcm"3.The
areaisunderlainby ahighly conductive and deep aquifer of loamy sand to sandy loam.
Estimates of the depth of the aquifer range from 100 to 300 m. The depth of the
basement rock which forms the lower boundary of the aquifer varies throughout the
RechnaDoab.However, fortheFDPdesignthegeneralaquifer depthwastakenas76m
(USBR, 1989).
Soil salinity in the FDP-area is highly variable. This is mainly due to inequity in the
canal water supplies, which limit the chances of proper leaching at all fields. The
distribution of irrigation water in the fields is also not uniform due to inadequate land
leveling and irrigation application practices.This uneven distribution ofwater produces
patchesoflowandhighinfiltration rates,whichinturnproducespatchesoflowandhigh
salinity within the same field. Detailed profile salinity surveys conducted by the Soil
Survey of Pakistan (IWASRI, 1990) show that the problem is not only of salinity but
also of sodicity as aresult ofpoor quality groundwater used for irrigation. About 35to
40percent farmers oftheFDP-areaareconfronted withthisproblemtovariousdegrees.
Threesurface salinitysurveyswereconductedintheFDP-areaduringtheperiodof1983
to 1992with agap of about four years (SMO, 1994).Theresultsof these surveys show
that there is agradual decrease intheareaaffected by salinity. This canbe attributed to
the groundwater tables decline in largeparts of the FDP-area as aresult of surface and
subsurface drainage improvements. This slowed down the process of soil salinization.
Another reason is that farmers have reclaimed large tracts of land over the years. The
results of the surveys of 1983 and 1992 are compared in Table 2.1.The salinity was
determined by visual observations. Table 2.1showsthatdespite alleffortsto eliminate
theproblemofsalinity, about30percentoftheFDP-area isstillsufferingfromdifferent
levels ofsoilsalinity.
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Table 2.1. Percentage of FDP-area in different salinity classes determined through visual
observations during surveysof 1983and 1992(SMO, 1994).
Salinityclass

Salinitylevel

SI
S2
S3
S4

Non-saline
Slightlysaline
Moderately saline
Severely saline

2.3

Area affected (%)
1983

Areaaffected (%)
1992

55
20
15
10

68
17
7
7

Groundwater table depth and groundwater quality

The groundwater table depths in the FDP-area are generally shallow: about 70 percent of
the total area has a groundwater table between 1.5 to 2.5 m (Moghal et al., 1992). The
groundwater table depth varies considerably before and after the monsoon season.
Before monsoon, about 10 percent of the area has groundwater table depth between 0150 cm. After the monsoon, the area with groundwater table depth between 0-150 cm
increases to 40 percent (Table 2.2). The percentage of area with groundwater table depth
below 300 cm remained unchanged before and after the monsoon season. The presence
ofthis shallow groundwater is acontinuous source of capillary salinization.

Table 2.2. Percentage of FDP-area under different groundwater table depths before and after
themonsoon season.
Groundwater tabledepth(cm)

Before monsoon(%)

After monsoon (%)

0450

TO

40

150-300
>300

70
20

40
20

The groundwater quality in the area is highly variable, reflecting the heterogeneity in the
materials of the area. Groundwater is often saline and contains relatively high amounts
of sodium and bi-carbonates. Groundwater EC ranges from 2 to 4 dS m"1, which makes
it generally unsuitable for irrigation. The water quality is usually categorized according
to the standards adopted by WAPDA (Beg and Lone, 1992) as presented in Table 2.3.
Apart from the total salt concentration, expressed by the electrical conductivity EC, the
sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and residual sodium carbonate (RSC) are also used as
indicators. The SAR presents the ratio of the Na + concentration over Ca2+ and Mg 2+
concentration (mmol l"') 05 , while the RSC gives the concentration of CO3" and HCO3"
minus those of Ca2+ and Mg +. The percentage ofFDP-area under different groundwater
quality categories ispresented inTable2.3.
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Table2.3.Waterqualitystandards(BegandLone, 1992)andpercentageofFDP-areaineach
category.

2.4

EC
(dSm'1)

SAR
(mmolI-1)05

RSC
(meq l')

Category

Percentageof
FDP-area

0-1.5
1.5-2.7
>2.7

0-10
10-18
>18

0-2.5
2.5-5.0
>5.0

Useable
Marginal
Hazardous

40
20
40

Irrigationsystemandirrigationschedules

The irrigation water in the FDP-area is transported to the farmer fields through an
extensive system of unlined canals and small watercourses. The delivery of water in
thetertiary unit isbased on seven dayfixed rotational system called 'warabandf. The
farmers then distribute theirwaterturn ontheir fields. Theamount ofwater applied to
each field entirely depends on the wish of the farmer. Mostly, farmers use basinflooding method to spread water over their fields. Farmers usually formulate the
rosterofwaterrotation.Theoperation ofthissystem isbasedonacontinuous (butnot
necessarily constant) supply, which is not related to the crop water requirements. A
considerable variability inthe canal supplies occurs duetounforeseen irregularities in
upstreamwaterofftakes atwatercourse level.
The sanctioned water supply totheFDP-area is 0.2 1 s"'ha"1,which is equivalent to 1.7
mm d"',almost half of the crop water requirements (WAPDA, 1988).The canal water
quality is excellent with an EC of 0.3 dS m"'. The conveyance losses in the FDP-area
ranged from 25to40percentofthedischarge attheoutlet (Brussel, 1990).Duetothese
conveyance losses,thedelivery rate atthefieldsmight be even lower. Therefore not all
fields canbecroppedwiththisamountofwater.Asaresult,about 12percentofthetotal
FDP-area is abandoned. Inwinter, anadditional 13percent ofthe fields arekept fallow.
In summer, this area increases to an additional 24percent (SMO, 1994).Dueto limited
canal water supplies, farmers are prompted to use more and more tubewell water to
supplement their irrigation requirements. This is evident from the increasing number of
privatetubewellsintheFDP-area duringtheperiod 1983-92(Figure2.2).Thequalityof
privatetubewell waterranged from marginal tohazardous (EC =2-4dSm";SAR= 1317;RSC=4-7)(Table2.2)andisconsidered injurious forbothcropsandsoils.
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Figure 2.2.Growth innumber ofprivatetubewells intheFDP-area from 1983to 1992.

Because of the poor quality, groundwater is usually applied in conjunction with canal
water. By mixing tubewell water with the good quality canal water, farmers tend to
decrease the salinity ofthe irrigation water in order to reduce the risk of soil salinization.
Although evidences exist that blending of saline and non-saline irrigation water is less
effective in keeping soil salinity levels lower than applying alternate irrigations (e.g.
Hussain et a l , 1990; Shalhevet, 1994; Kumar, 1995), this strategy is widely practised
inthe FDP-area.
In extreme downstream areas where canal water supplies are even more limited,
groundwater is used as the only source of irrigation. Farmers who do not have their own
tubewell, usually buy tubewell water from their neighbors in periods of acute water
shortage. Trading of tubewell water is a more common practice in those areas where
only tubewell water isavailable for irrigation (Vlotman et al., 1994).
Farmers having access to groundwater in addition to canal water tend to apply more
water compared to those who are fully dependent on canal water, which aggravates
waterlogging conditions. The irrigation schedules in the FDP-area vary a lot. Due to
uncertainties in the canal water supplies, farmers usually do not plan their irrigations in
advance. Their decision to irrigate mainly depends upon the crop water need and
availability of water in the canal system. The studies carried out in the FDP-area
(Vlotman et a l , 1994; Raza and Choudhry, 1998) have shown that the number of
irrigations applied to a wheat crop varies from 3 to 6, to cotton from 4 to 6, to maize
from 4 to 7 and to sugarcane from 10 to 14. The depth of individual irrigation
applications has been subject of many research studies in the FDP-area. According to
Willardson (1992), the depth of water applied per irrigation is about 50 mm. Vehmeyer
(1992) found that it ranged from 60 to 70 mm. Vlotman and Latif (1993) determined the
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average depth applied per irrigation between 70 and 80 mm. On the basis of field
measurements, Raza and Choudhry (1998) reached a value of 50 to 75 mm with an
averageofabout65mmperirrigation.
2.5

Cropsandcroppingpatterns

The climate of the study area allows for two cropping seasons in a year: the winter
growing season called Rabi, which lasts from November to April, and the summer
growing season called Kharif, which lasts from May to October. Wheat, sugarcane,
cotton and fodder are principle crops in the area. Next in importance are maize and
vegetables. The most dominant cropping patterns are wheat-cotton, and year long
sugarcane crop with cropping intensity (i.e.yearly cropped area) of about 120percent.
The average farm size inthe area is about 3.75 ha compared tothe national average of
five ha and a decrease in farm sizes is still continuing (Bhatti and Kijne, 1992).More
than 80percent of the farms are either owner operated or owner-cum-tenant operated.
The crops are selected, to a small degree, to serve the farmer's own household
consumption and for livestock. The crop yields in the area are generally below the
nationalaverageyieldsinPakistan.
2.6

Subsurface drainagesystem

The FDP-area occupies 120,000 ha of irrigated land. The area has long been suffering
from waterlogging and salinity.Thedetailed surveyconducted in 1983showsthatabout
77percent oftheproject area is suffering from extremely high groundwater tables (less
than 1.5 m from soil surface), while about 45 percent of the area was affected by
salinity/sodicity (Table 2.1). Considering this alarming situation, it was decided to
control waterlogging and salinity by improving surface drainage systems in the entire
project area andby installing ahorizontal subsurface pipe drainage system in anareaof
about30,000ha.
The subsurface drainage system was designed on the recommendations of the United
States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR, 1989). Based on their studies, the most
economical drainagedesign wasonewiththedrainpipesatanaverage depth of2.44m.
Drain spacings vary considerably from 100 to 610 m. The corrugated PVC pipes,
ranging in diameter from 10to 30 cm have been used for both laterals and collectors.
Bothlateralsandcollectorsareperforated, and aresurrounded byagravel envelope.The
drainage water is discharged into a sump at adepth of 3to 4m below the soil surface.
From the sump the water is pumped into the surface drains which convey the water to
the rivers Ravi and Chenab. The Fourth Drainage Project includes two separate areas,
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Schedule I and II. The total area of these two schedules was divided into 79 small
drainage units.Atypical drainageunit intheFDP-area usually coversbetween 200and
400 ha. Generally, it consists of subsurface laterals that discharge in a sump through a
subsurface collector. Eachdrainageunithasitsownsump-pumparrangement andaccess
tothesurface drain.
2.7

Sitefor data collection

The data for this study was collected from a225 ha drainage unit (called S1B9) of the
FDP-area. The acronym S1B9 stands for the ninth sump unit of Schedule 1-Bof the
Fourth Drainage Project. Schedule 1-B borders onthe Lower Gugera Branch Canal in
thenorth,ontheBuralaBranchCanalinthesouth,onthetownofSatianaintheeastand
ontheMaduanaBranch Drain inthewest. To alleviate waterlogging and salinityinthe
area, eleven sumpunitswith collectors and field drainswere installed (Figure 2.3).The
S1B9 area was selected for this study because its land use, intensity of cultivation and
hydro-geological conditionswerefound fairly representativeoftheFDP-area.Moreover,
this areawas extensively monitored after the completion oftheFourth Drainage Project
andsufficient datawasavailableforthisstudy.

Figure 2.3. Schedule 1-B of the Fourth Drainage Project with the location and layout of
subsurface drainage systems at the 11 sump units. The location of the S1B9 area is also
shown.
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Soil investigations have shown that the S1B9 areahas two distinct soil layers. The upper
layer up to 2.5 m depth has a low permeability. The deeper layer has a relatively high
permeability. The surface soils in the S1B9 area range from mainly loam to silt loam.
The loamy sand to sandy loam sublayers start at about 2.5 m depth (IWASRI, 1990).
The area is under perennial canal' irrigation and is located at the end of the Balochwala
distributory. Canal water supplies are usually irregular and well below the design value.
As a result, use of poor quality groundwater is a common practice to meet crop water
requirements. The main crops in the area arewheat, cotton, sugarcane and fodder. About
75 percent of the area is under cultivation while the remaining 25 percent is abandoned
mainly due to lack of irrigation water and due to waterlogging and salinity. A summary
of general characteristics ofthe S1B9 areais given inTable 2.4.
Table2.4.Generalcharacteristics oftheS1B9areaoftheFourthDrainageProject(FDP).
225 ha

Total area

Climate
Mean annualrainfall =360mm
Mean annual evaporation = 1500mm

Land use
Cultivated
Abandoned
Fallow
Municipal

Kharif(%)
45
25
25

5

Rabi(%)
61
25
9
5

Irrigation system
Sanctioned irrigation water supply: 0.2 1 s'1ha"1
= 1.7 mmd"1
Warabandi rotation: 7days
Drainage system
Design drain discharge =2.44 mmd'1
Drain spacings= 460 - 5 1 5 m
Threeparallel laterals depths = 1.64-3.2m
Length ofeach lateral = 840m

Perennialcanalsarethosedesignedtoreceivewaterthroughouttheyear,withexceptionoftheannual
maintenance period. Non-perennial canals receive water only during the kharif (monsoon season)
period.
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THEORYOFTHESWAPMODEL

Feddes et al. (1978) developed the one-dimensional model SWATR to describe
transient water flow in a heterogeneous soil-root system, which can be under the
influence ofgroundwater. Thismodelwasfurther developed by Belmans etal.(1983),
Wesseling etal.(1991),Van denBroek etal.(1994) and Van Dam etal.(1997)and is
now referred to asSWAP. Themodel aims at simulation ofunsaturated flow, solute
transport, heat flowandcrop growth intheatmosphere-plant-soil environment at field
scale level (Figure 3.1).Themodel offers a wide range of possibilities to address
practical questions in the field of agriculture, water management and environmental
protection. Previous versions of this model have successfully been applied in many
hydrological studies foravariety ofclimatic andagricultural conditions (Bastiaanssen
et al., 1996). Options exist for irrigation scheduling, drainage design, prediction of
depthtogroundwatertable,soilsalinityandleachingofnitrogenandpesticides.

rain/irrigation
Atmosphere
interception 1"
Plant

$m

'transpiration
m

*$M - i - s o i l evaporation
surface runoff

Unsaturated
zone
drainage/
^ infiltration
Saturated
zone

seepage/
percolation
Deep Groundwater

Flow/transportof:
- soilwater
- soilheat
- solutes
nfluenced by:
- hysteresis
- soilspatialvariability
- water repellency
- shrinkagecracks

Figure3.1. ProcessesincorporatedintheSWAPmodel.
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3.1

Soilwaterflow

SWAP employs Richards' equation for soil water flow in the soil matrix. Richards'
equation isa combination ofDarcy's law and the classical continuity equation
(conservation ofmass).Forverticalflow, theequationreads:

C(h)^=^[K(h)(^
at az
az

+V]-S(h)

(3.1)

whereh(cm)issoilwaterpressurehead,K(cmd"1)ishydraulicconductivity, C(dO/dh)
(cm"1)isthedifferential soilwatercapacity,S(cm3cm" d"1)issoilwater extraction rate
byplantroots,z (cm)istheverticalcoordinatepositiveintheupwarddirection and t(d)
is time. Richards' equation is solved through an implicit finite difference scheme as
describedbyVanDamandFeddes (2000).
Richards' equationhasaclearphysicalbasis atascalewherethesoilcanbe considered
as a continuum of soil, air and water. SWAP solves Eq. 3.1 numerically for both the
unsaturated and saturated zone,subject to specified initial and boundary conditions and
with known relations between soil water content (0), soil water pressure head (h)and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K).These relationships, which are generally called
the soil hydraulic functions, can be measured directly in the soil, or might be obtained
frombasic soil data. The soil hydraulic functions are described by the Van Genuchten
(1980)andMualem(1976)modelorbytabularvalues.Hysteresisofthewaterretention
function canbetaken intoaccountwiththescalingmodelofScottetal.(1983).
Theanalytical soilwaterretention, 6(h) function proposedbyVanGenuchtenreads:

0 = 0

+_!o,

6 , -6™ _

( 3 2 )

(i+ W Y
where 6sa, (cm3cm"3)isthesaturatedwatercontent, 8res (cm3cm"3)istheresidual water
content inthe very dry range and a (cm"1),n (-) and m(-) are empirical shape factors.
Withoutloosingmuchflexibility, mcanbetaken equalto:

m=\--
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(3.3)

Using the above 0(h) relation and applying the theory on unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity byMualem(1976),thefollowing K(8)function results:

K = KMSex

1-1-5.

(3.4)

where Ksa, (cm d"') is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, A,is a shape parameter
depending onAKIdh, andSeistherelativesaturation defined as:

Se=

0-9
9sa,

3.2

=-

(3.5)

-8res

Soilwaterextractionbyroots

Thepotential rootwaterextractionrate (Spol),integrated overtherootingdepth(Droot),is
equal to the potential transpiration rate, Tpot, which is governed by atmospheric
conditions.Thepotential root water extraction rate at a certain depth,Spo, (z) (d"1),may
be determined by the root length density,lroot (z)(cm cm"3),at thisdepth as fraction of
theintegratedrootlengthdensity(e.g.Bouten,1992):

£,„(*)= !'°°'{Z)
Tpo,
\hoo\z*)dz

(3.6)

-"„„„

whereDroo,istherootzonedepth(cm).
SWAPcanhandle every distribution ofroot lengthdensity. Inpractice howeverprecise
data on root length density distribution is often not available.Therefore inthis thesis,a
uniform root length density distribution is assumed,which leadsto asimplified form of
theEq.3.6(Feddesetal.,1978).

S , ^ ) ~

(3-7)

Stressesduetodryorwet conditionsand/orhighsalinity concentrationsmayreduce Spot
(z).WaterstressinSWAPisdescribedbythefunction proposedbyFeddesetal.(1978).
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S(h,z) = arw(h)Sfel(z)

(3.8)

where a^fh) isadimensionlessfunction ofsoilwaterpressurehead (h)(seeFigure3.2).
The value of «TOvaries between 0 and 1. When a w is 1,water extraction by roots is
equal to potential. If 0 < am < 1, the soil water status in the root zone becomes
important. Above hinowateruptaketakesplaceduetooxygen deficiency, whilebelow
the wilting point, h4, the plant is not able to extract water due to 'too dry' conditions.
Between #2and hi,water uptake remains optimal. Critical pressure head values of this
sink term function for a variety of crops can be obtained from Taylor and Ashcroft
(1972),Wesselingetal.(1991)andcanalsobederivedfrom thesoilandcropdatagiven
inFAOPublications(DoorenbosandPruitt, 1977;Doorenbos andKassam, 1979;Smith,
1995).

1.0
7po,= 1 mmd- 1

a,TW
0.0
Figure3.2.Dimensionlesssinktermvariable,am,asfunction ofsoilwaterpressureheadh and
potentialtranspirationrate,T^(afterFeddesetal.,1978).

For salinity stress the response function of Maas and Hoffman (1977) is used. They
found that the reduction in crop yield dueto salinity canbe linearly related to the soil
solution electrical conductivity. Crops can tolerate increases in soil salinity up to a
threshold value, after which yield reduces linearly with increasing salt concentration
(Figure3.3a).

for

=1
• =l-a(ECe-ECe
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)

for

0<ECe>ECe
ECe>ECe'

(3.9)
(3.10)

where ECeis the electrical conductivity of the soil saturation extract (dS m"1),ECe* is
theelectrical conductivity ofthesoilsaturationextractatwhichyieldbeginstodecrease
(dSm"1)andaistheslopewhichequalsthefraction yield decreaseperunitofelectrical
conductivity increase. Salt tolerance data according to Eq. (3.9 and 3.10) have been
listedfor anumberofcropsbyMaas(1990).

Ysc/Y,

EC e (dScm- 1 )

711 ( c m )

Figure 3.3. a: Relative yield Yac/Yr„,versus the electrical conductivity of the soil
saturationextractECC. b:Rootwateruptakereductionfunction arsversusosmotichead%.

Assuming that relative yield (Yac/Yp0,)has a one to one relationship with relative
transpiration {Tac/Tp0i) and thus withrelative root water water uptake (Sac/Spot) over the
entirerootzone,wecanwritethatundersalineconditions:

/)„„„

f(ECc) =ars(7i)

(3.11)
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where ars (ri)is the root water reduction function due to salinity, written in terms of
osmotichead.Toconverttheelectricalconductivitybased slopeainto anosmotichead
basedslope,onemayuseafactor of360(USSalinityLab., 1954): K= -360ECe. Hence
ocrs(fl)=1

<znM =l

for

(n-n")
360

for

0<n< n

n> 7t

wheren istheosmoticthreshold value(Figure3.3b).
Fortherootwateruptakeatdepthztheeffect ofsalinity stresscanthen similartowater
stress,beexpressedas:
S{n, z)=ars{K)S^ (z)

(3.12)

It is still not clear if under the conditions where both stresses apply, the stresses are
additiveormultiplicative (Van Genuchten, 1987;Dirksenetal., 1993;Shalhevet, 1994)
orneither of them (Homaee, 1999).Inorder to simplify parameter calibration and data
retrieval, the parametrization of water and salinity stresses in SWAP is multiplicative.
Thismeansthattheactualrootwaterflux, S„c,(z)(d"1),iscalculated from:
Saa(h,Tr,z)=anv (h)ars {K)Spol(z)

(3.13)

IntegrationofS„c,(z)overtherootzoneyieldstheactualtranspirationrate,Tnc,(cmd" ).

Tma= )s„Jz

(3.14)

-D„m

3.3

Solutetransport

Solute transport in SWAP is calculated according to the convection-dispersiondiffusion equation:

J =qc-e{Ddif+Ddis)^
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(3.15)

whereJ(g cm" d") isthetotalsolute flux density,Drf,/(cm d"1)isthe solute diffusion
coefficient, Ddu (cm2 d"1) is the solute dispersion coefficient and dc/dz. is the solute
concentration gradient. The solute diffusion coefficient is very sensitive to the actual
water content, as it strongly affects the solute transport path and the effective crosssectional transport area. In SWAP, the relation proposed by Millington and Quirk
(1961)isusedtodescribe flow pathtortuosity andA*,/isequalto:

Ddlf=Dw^—

(3.16)

whereDw (cm d") isthe solute diffusion coefficient in free water and <j>por (cm3 cm")
isthe soil porosity. Under laminar conditions,D,/isisproportional to the pore velocity
v(cmd"1)(Bolt, 1979):
Ddis=Ldisv

(3.17)

where L<tiS (cm) is the dispersion length, which depends on the scale over which the
water flux and soluteconvection are averaged.
By considering conservation of mass in an elementary volume, the continuity
equation for solutetransport isexpressedas:

™=-^-Ss
dt
dz *

(3.18)

whereX(g cm")isthetotal soluteconcentration inthesoil system andSs(gcm" d )
isthe solutesinkterm accounting for decomposition anduptakebyroots.
The solutes may be dissolved in the soil water and/or may be adsorbed to organic
matterortoclayminerals:
X =6c+ PbQ

(3.19)

where p/, (g cm"3) is the dry soil bulk density and Q (g g"') is the solute fraction
adsorbed to soilparticles.ThesolutesinktermSs canbewrittenas:
Ss=ju(ec + pbQ)+krSc

(3.20)
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where ju (d"1) is the first order rate coefficient of transformation, kris the root water
uptakepreference factor (-) andSistherootwaterextractionrate(d"1).
Combination ofEq.3.15, 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20, yieldsthe transport equation applied in
SWAP which isvalid for dynamic, one-dimensional, convective-dispersive mass
transport, including non-linear first order decomposition and root water uptake
(Boesten and Van der Linden, 1991).Eq. 3.21 permits the simulation of salt transport,
includingtheeffect ofsalinityonrootwateruptake.

d

-^^
at

=-d-^ + ^WDdlf+Ddis)dA-M(Oc
oz oz
oz

+ PbQ)-krSc

(3.21)

As initial condition, the solute concentration, c, (g cm"3) in the soil water and the
average solute concentration in the groundwater, cgr(g cm"3)need to be specified. For
theupperboundarycondition,thesoluteconcentrations ofirrigation water, cirr(gcm"3),
and rain water, cprec (gcm"), need tobespecified. For the drainage boundary
conditions,SWAP assumesthatthe lateral drainagefluxleavesthe soil profile laterally
atthe lowest compartment. Duringdrainage (q<tmi„ > 0),the solutefluxdensity,Jdmin (g
cm"2)that leavestheone-dimensional soilprofile iscalculatedas:
J

drain =1drai„C„

(3-22)

where c„isthe solute concentration (g cm"3) inthe lowest compartment. During
infiltration (qdmin <0),Jdrain follows from:
J drain = 1 drainCSr

(3-23)

wherecgristheaveragesoluteconcentration inthegroundwater(gcm").
From the bottom boundary condition, SWAP uses the flux through the bottom of the
soilprofile (qbot)-in c a s e ofupwardflow(qbot> 0),thesolutefluxdensity,Jbo, (gcm"2),
positiveupward)equals:
4 = f c V

(3-24)

Ifqbotisdirecteddownwards{qbot<0),thesoluteflux density,Jbo,(gcm"2) equals:
J bo, = <loo,Cn
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(3-25)

3.4

Boundary conditions

Thewiderangeofupper and lowerboundary conditions beingoffered inSWAPis one
of the keyadvantages ofthe model. Theupper boundary conditions ofthe systemare
described by potential evapotranspiration rate, ETpo, (cm d"1), irrigation and
precipitation. SWAPusesdailymeteorological datatocalculatedailyETpo,accordingto
Penman-Monteith (Smith, 1995). If necessary meteorological data arenot available,
SWAP opts for alternative procedures andETpolorreference evapotranspiration rate,
ET0 (cmd"1)candirectly beused asinput. Precipitation may beprovided either ona
daily basis or as actual intensities. Short-term rainfall data allow the calculation of
runoff andpreferential flow.
ETpo, is divided into potential transpiration rate, Tpo, (cm d"1) and potential soil
evaporation rate,Epo,(cmd"')based either ontheleaf area index,LAI(m2 m"2)or the
soil cover fraction, SC(-),both as a function ofcrop development. Reduction ofthe
potential soil evaporation rate intoactual soil evaporation rate,E„c,(cmd"')dependson
themaximum soilwater flux inthetopsoilaccordingtoDarcy's laworiscalculatedby
an empirical function following either Black et al. (1969) orBoesten andStroosnijder
(1986). For this study, reference evapotranspiration rate calculated by the PriestlyTaylor (1972) method was directly used as input. Soil cover fraction was used to
partition ETp0, into Epol and Tpol, while the empirical function of Boesten and
Stroosnijder wasusedforthereductionofEpo,into E„a.
Thebottom oftheflow systemmaybesituated eitherintheunsaturated zoneorinthe
saturated zone. Atthis lower boundary, onecanspecify apressure head, a flux ora
relationbetween thetwo.Withthelowerboundary conditionstheconnection withthe
saturated zone canbe established. Inthis wayeffects of surface water management
influencing the groundwater depth upon, for instance, crop transpiration can be
simulated. The coupling between the two systems is possible by considering the
phreaticsurface asaninternal movingboundary.
At thebottom ofthe system, theboundary conditions canbedescribed with various
options. These include groundwater level as a function of time, flux to/from semiconfined aquifers, flux to/from open surface drains, an exponential relationship
between bottom flux and groundwater table or zero flux, free drainage and free
outflow (VanDamet al., 1997).Inthis study, forthecalibration ofthe model daily
measured groundwater levels were used as bottom boundary condition. For model
simulations,zeroflux atthebottom ofthesoilprofile was applied.
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3.5

Field drainage

SWAP makes a distinction between lateral and vertical outflow, the former is the
local flow to drains ('drain discharge rate'), qdrain (cm d"), and the later regional
groundwater flux at the bottom of the simulated soil profile, qbot (cm d"). The drain
discharge rate depends on the simulated groundwater level midway between the
drains. In order to calculate correct residence time for solutes, SWAP assumes that
qdrain is extracted laterally in the saturated zone of the soil profile. So the bottom flux,
qbot, excludes the qdrain- Three options are available for the calculation of the drain
discharge rate. These include a flux-groundwater level relationship, a tabular fluxgroundwater relationship or drainage equations of Hooghoudt and Ernst (see Ritzema,
1994). The difference in hydraulic properties of the layered soil profile determines
whether the Hooghoudt or Ernst equation should be chosen. For the FDP-area, the
drainage situation is described by a homogeneous soil profile with drains above the
impervious layer as shown in Figure 3.4.
Infiltration
Evapotranspiration
ItWAWA'AW/V&A'AWA'^AWA'^M

>• Run-off
'MM'A'^A'A'A'A'/VAWA'^^AWMWi'A

Figure 3.4. Schematization of flow in the SWAP column in relation to the location of the
subsurface drains for the FDP-area. qdrain = drain discharge rate,d= equivalent depth which
is a reduced value of the depth of impervious layer below drain level, D, &h = total
hydraulic head difference between the drain level and the phreatic level at midpoint, L =
drain spacing and H= groundwater tabledepth belowthe soil surface.
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The drain discharge rate (qdram) was calculated using the Hooghoudt drainage
equation. These equations allow studying the effect of given drain spacings and drain
depths on drain discharge rates and groundwater table fluctuations by simulating the
water and solute transport in the unsaturated zone.This opensthe possibilities for the
design orevaluation ofdrainage systems.TheHooghoudt equationreadsas:
SK^dAh

+4K?a,Ah2

1 drain =

~jj.

<3-26>

where qdram(cm d") is the drain discharge rate, Ksat (cm d") is the horizontal
saturated hydraulic conductivity, d (cm) is the equivalent depth which is a reduced
depthofthe impervious layerbelowdrain level,D(m),^h (cm)isthehydraulichead
difference between the drain level andthephreatic level atmidpoint andL (cm)isthe
drain spacing. Parameter d is a function of L, D and the radius of the drain r0 and
needs an iterative procedure to be solved. The value of d was calculated using the
relationshipofL, Dandr0asgivenbelow(seeRitzema, 1994).
nL
d =-

3.6

£
—
nL
D
L
—-+l n ( - ) + ln(—)
sD
L
nr„

(3-27)

Irrigation scheduling

Irrigations in SWAP may be prescribed at fixed times or scheduled according to a
number of criteria. Also a combination of irrigation prescription and scheduling is
possible. The scheduling criteria define the time and depth of irrigation application.
Both depth and timing criteria may be dynamic i.e. defined as a function of crop
development stage. The scheduling options allow the evaluation of alternative
application strategies,which canbeusedtosupportthedesign ofacombined irrigation
anddrainagesystem.
Two irrigation depth criteria can be specified: a constant application depth, a volume
of water needed to fill the root zone back to field capacity. According to the rate of
depletion through evapotranspiration and percolation, timing of the next irrigation
will be automatically calculated taking actual weather, groundwater conditions, root
water uptake and capillary water flow into account. Five different timing criteria can
be selected to generate an irrigation schedule. These include allowable daily stress,
allowable depletion ofreadily available water intherootzone,allowable depletion of
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totally available water in the root zone, allowable depletion amount of water in the
rootzoneandcriticalpressureheadorwatercontent atacertaindepth.
3.7

Cropgrowth

Effects of water on crop production in irrigation design and management are
paramount. Plants consume water essentially for the process of photosynthesis and
transpiration. Wateristransportedtotherootsofaplant andthenremoved from theleaf
surface viatranspiration.Transpiration iscontrolled bythestomatal aperture andbythe
vapor pressure gradient from the leaf to the atmosphere. Since stomata acts as
regulators for CO2 exchange and water loss, water stress sufficient to close stomata
depressesphotosynthesis andultimatelycropyield.
The amount of water required by the plants for their growth depends on a number of
factors including the type ofplant, its growth stage, soil properties and meteorological
conditions. Under water limiting conditions, it is important to know what is the
minimum amount of irrigation water needed to ensure a maximum production of a
certaincrop.
Doorenbos and Kassam (1979) suggested that when the full crop water requirements
arenotmet,theeffect ofwaterstressoncropproduction canbequantified byderivinga
relationship between relative yield decrease and relative evapotranspiration deficit
givenbytheempirically-derived yieldresponsefactor(Ky):
Y
pot
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\

(3.28)

. " ETr« J

where Yac, (kg ha"1) is the actual crop yield, Ypo, (kg ha"1) is the potential crop yield,
ETaa (cm d"') is the actual evapotranspiration rate andETpot(cm d"') is the potential
evapotranspiration rate. The value of Ky is based on a wide range of growing
conditions.
For the determination of water use efficiency at crop production level, a distinction
should be made between evapotranspiration of soil and crop and transpiration.
Evaporation isthewater losstothe atmosphere from bare soil andtranspiration is the
loss of water vapor to the atmosphere through plant surfaces. Evaporation from bare
soil should therefore be considered a loss, only transpiration reveals crop water use.
Therefore when consideringproduction/wateruserelationships one should infact not
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consider the water use by soil plus crop i.e. evapotranspiration, but the water use by
the crop itself i.e. transpiration. This because photosynthesis/dry matter production
and transpiration are directly related through the processes of diffusion of carbon
dioxide and water vapor through the stomata of leaves (Feddes, 1985; Feddes and
Koopmans, 1997).
De Wit (1958) pointed out that under high radiation conditions not restricting
transpiration, the water requirements of plants are more or less proportional to the
level of radiation expressed as evaporation from a free water surface, E0. He
concluded that the relationship between actual crop yield (Yaa) and actual
transpiration (Tact)for arid andsemi-arid regionsislinearinthefollowing form:

±

Y =f
J

act

(3.29)

J

act

where/is a crop parameter. De Wit also indicated that this relationship is hardly
affected bysmallvariations inwaterandnutrient availability.
For a given crop and year for which/and E0 are constant, a simplified relationship
betweenrelativeyield Y„c,/Ypo,andrelativetranspiration T„c,/Tpo,applies:
Y
_acL

Y
pot

T
=

_J1£L

( 3 3 0 )

T
pot

The validity of De Wit's linear relationship in field experiments was confirmed by
several researchers in different climates (Hanks, 1974, 1983; Stewart et al., 1977;
Feddes, 1985). Eq. 3.30 does not include the occurrence of drought sensitive periods,
however the use of a more complicated expression including drought sensitive stages
does not seem to improve the results (Stewart et al., 1977). Hanks (1983) correctly
remarked that Eq. 3.30 is more suitable to compare treatments within a given year,
because Ypo, may vary from year to year. Since under arid and semi-arid conditions of
Pakistan variations in solar radiations (i.e. evapotranspiration) over the different years
are relatively small (Figure 2.1), Eq. 3.30 can be used as a general expression for the
estimation of actual crop yields. Other non-water factors such as nutrient availability,
pest, weed and disease control and farm management are considered to be optimal.
FurtherdetailsofSWAParedescribedbyVanDametal.(1997)andtheprogramuseis
documented by Kroesetal.(1999).
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CALIBRATION OFTHE SWAP MODEL1

Abstract
This Chapter deals with the calibration and verification of the transient state water
flow and solute transport model, SWAP, for the physical conditions prevailing in the
Fourth Drainage Project (FDP), Punjab, Pakistan. The calibration was performed for a
period of about 14 months using data from two sample fields located in the S1B9
drainage unit of the FDP-area. During the calibration process, emphasis was given to
the accurate determination of soil hydraulic parameters, reference evapotranspiration,
drainage from sample fields, and bottom boundary condition. Laboratory determined
soil hydraulic parameters were found non-representative of the field conditions.
Difference between laboratory and field determined soil water retention curves were
found significant.The pressure heads and soil water contents measured in depth
increments of 15 cm were in good agreement with the simulated values after applying
a field measured retention curve. A close proximity was also found between measured
and simulated average root zone salinity at 0 to 1.0 m depth. The reference
evapotranspiration calculated by the Priestly-Taylor (PT-^7^) method was found
physically more realistic than the Penman-Monteith ( P M - g ^ ) method due to
ignorance of the feed back mechanism of vapor pressure deficit on stomatal closure.
The simulated cumulative drainage from two sample fields was comparable with the
field determined values. The analysis of piezometer data shows that there is a
negligible water exchange between the deep aquifer and the unsaturated zone.
Therefore for scenario analysis, no flow conditions at the bottom of the soil profile
can be applied as abottom boundaiy.

4.1

Introduction

In semi-arid areas, the puipose of a drainage system is to keep the water table deep
enough to allow adequate aeration in the active root zone, to meet leaching
requirements, and to minimize capillary salinization during fallow periods. On the
other hand, watertable should be high enough to maximize the contribution of soil
water replenishment through capillary rise (Feddes, 1990). These objectives have
made the drainage design more difficult and complex. In the absence of a specific
drainage design criteria for the semi-arid conditions, the drainage systems in Pakistan
were designed using steady-state equations of Hooghoudt and Ernst (See Ritzema,
1994, for review). Different drainage projects installed in Pakistan have failed to
generate enough agricultural benefits tojustify their construction. One of the reasons
of this low efficiency was that the steady-state approach does not allow to study the
1
Adapted version of Sarwar, A., Tli.M.Boersand J.C. Van Dam,2000. Evaluating drainage design
parameters for the Fourth Drainage Project, Pakistan byusing SWAPmodel: Part I-Calibration.
Irrigation and Drainage Systems(inpress).

impact of different hydrological conditions on the necessary drainage capacity.
Therefore, it did not yield satisfactory results to achieve a multi-objective drainage
designcriterianeeded forthesemi-aridconditions.
Inreality,therecharge tothe groundwater varies with time according to fluctuations in
rainfall, irrigation,evapotranspiration andseepage.Inordertosolvethese unsteady-state
problems,variousapproacheshavebeendeveloped.TheyincludeGlover-Dumm(1960),
DeZeeuw-Hellinga(1958),andKrayenhoff vanderLeur-Maasland(Krayenhoff vander
Leur, 1958, 1962; Maasland, 1959). The unsteady-state approach offers major
advantagescomparedwiththesteady-stateapproach,butvariousassumptionsrestrictthe
useoftheseunsteady-stateequations.Firstly,theseequations canbeapplied insoilswith
ahomogeneous profile only. Secondly,they donot consider moisturetransfer dynamics
intheunsaturated zone:only fluxes aremade variable as a function ofthe depth ofthe
watertable. Introducing a constant value for the drainable pore space in unsteady state
equationscouldresultinconsiderableerrors(seeRitzema,1994).
Drainspacinganddraindeptharenotindependentbutshouldincombination becapable
to discharge excess soil water and salts. The transient simulation models are powerful
tools to describe these interactions. They provide an opportunity to capture the full
range of all influencing parameters, many of which vary during the crop season and
interact with each other. Thegreatest limitation ofthese models is the lack ofreliable
input data for practical applications and astandard protocol to calibrate these models.
One such transient simulation model is SWAP (Van Dam et al., 1997). SWAP is a
one-dimensional model,which can simulate the effects of certain drainage designs on
soil water and salinity dynamics in the unsaturated zone. Previous versions of this
model have been successfully applied to design criteria for drainage dimensions in
relation to actual transpiration and crop yields (Feddes, 1988;Van Wijk and Feddes,
1990; Skaggs, 1999) and for the interaction between irrigation, drainage and crop
yields (Bastiaanssen etal., 1996).
The SWAP model has also been applied in Pakistan to simulate irrigation and
drainage conditions (Sarwar, 1993;Kelleners, 1994; Beekma et al., 1995; Van Dam
and Feddes, 1996; Smets et al., 1997). Inthese studies, many assumptions regarding
the model-input data were made. Moreover, the model was mainly calibrated for
conditions intheunsaturated zoneandnoemphasiswasgiven onthe evaluation ofthe
drainage component andthe bottomboundary conditions. Therefore there is aneed to
perform profound analysis ofthe different model input parameters andtheir influence
onmodelresults.
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The objective of this study is to demonstrate that by putting specific effort on the
collection of required input data, the transient state models can be calibrated against
local field data. This Chapter presents the methodology used to calibrate the model,
andtheresults ofmodelcalibration. Specialemphasizewillbegivento:
• Compare laboratory andfieldmeasured soilhydraulicparameters.
a

a

a

4.2

Emphasize classical misconceptions about the calculations of reference
evapotranspiration forsemi-aridconditions.
Estimate drainage from sample fields in a heterogenously irrigated and drained
environment.
Determine asuitablebottomboundary condition for further modelsimulations.
Materialandmethods

The data for this study was collected from drainage unit no. 9 (called S1B9) of the
FDP-area (see Chapter 2). The S1B9 area has its own field drainage system with
sumpandpump. Theschematic view ofthe drainage systemat S1B9 areaisshown in
Figure 4.1. The spacing of laterals variesfrom460 to 515mwith an average slope of
0.05 percent. Drain depths varies from 1.64 mto 3.20 mbelow the soil surface. The
depth of the collector is 3.05 m. The collector of S1B9 area is perforated to provide
additional drainage. The design drain discharge rate was 2.44 mm d-1. Subsurface
drainage water generally originates from excess irrigation and rainfall percolating
below theroot zone.Aparallel systemwith asinglesidedentry intothe collectorwas
installed. Manholes havebeenprovidedatthejunction ofeachlateralandcollector. A
subsurface interceptor drain was constructed toincrease stability of side slopes ofthe
surface drains andtoprevent seepagefromthe surface drainbacktothedrainedarea.
For the calibration of the SWAP model, two farmer fields of 0.2 ha each were
selected and extensively monitored from December '95 to April '97 (Figure 4.1).
Field 1 represents the silt loamterrace andbelongs tothe Faisalabad soil series. Field
2 also represents asilt loamterrace butbelongs to theJaranwala soil series dueto the
presence of small stones at depths of 60 cm and below (IWASRI, 1990). The soil
analysis ofboth fields shows that textural differences in horizontal direction are very
small. In vertical direction, there is a tendency towards a somewhat coarser texture
with increasing depth. Theaverage dry bulk density from 0 to 1.20 m is 1.67 g cm-3
for Field 1, and 1.55 g crrr3 for Field 2. Both fields are under basin irrigation. The
crops grown during the calibration period were sugarcane (Field 1) and sugarcanewheat (Field 2)with intermittent short fallow periods.
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Figure 4.1. Layout ofthe drainage systematthe S1B9area along withthe locationof
thetwo monitoringfields.Thedotsrepresentthepositionofthepiezometers.
Input data relate mainly to the water and salt balance and to characterization of the
soils. The meteorological data were collected from a weather station installed in the
study area. The data includes daily values of maximum and minimum air
temperatures, wind speed, rainfall, wet and dry bulb temperatures to calculate the
relative humidity and daily sunshine hours. The meteorological data for the
calibration period of420days(16.2.96to22.4.97) isshown in Figure4.2.
In each field, tensiometers were installed at eight different depths (at 15, 30, 45, 60,
90, 120, 150, 200 cm) and were read weekly. For the determination of soil water
content, TimeDomain Reflectometery (TDR) (Topp et al., 1980)tubes were installed
in both fields. TDR readings are sensitive to soil type, soil density, temperature and
salinity. Therefore for accurate results, soil specific calibration is necessary (Dirksen,
1999). TDR readings collected from two sample fields were calibrated by comparing
them with the soil water data obtained by the gravimetric method. The soil water
contents were also measured weekly, from the same depths as that of tensiometers,
which allows for determination of the soil water retention characteristics under field
conditions.
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Figure 4.2. Meteorological measurements conducted at the S1B9 area from 16.2.96
(Day 1)to 22.4.97 (Day 420). (Part A) Precipitation, (Part B) Air temperature (Part C)
Relative humidity, and (Part D)Wind velocity.
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The soil hydraulic parameters describing the relationship between hydraulic
conductivity (x), soil water pressure head (/,) and soil water content (#) for the
surface soils ofthemonitoringfieldswere also determined bytaking undisturbed soil
samples at different depths and analyzing them in the laboratory with the laboratory
outflow method (Van Dam et al., 1990). With the laboratory outflow method, a wet
soil sample is put on a perforated ceramic plate in a pressure cell and subjected to a
number ofincreasing pressures. This induces unsaturated flow, with the ceramic plate
remaining saturated. Cumulative outflow from the sample between successive
pressure increments ismeasured at different times. The measured cumulative outflow
was used to determine the parameters of the Van Genuchten-Mualem model (Van
Genuchten, 1980) using an optimization model called MULSTP (Van Dam et al.,
1990).Adetailed description oftheseexperiments isgiven inBeekma(1993).
Piezometers were installed inboth samplefieldsand across the laterals tomonitorthe
depthtogroundwatertable(Figure4.1).Thepiezometers installed inthe sample fields
were read on daily basis while the others on bi-weekly basis. Drain discharges were
measured by two methods. The first method was based on PVC sharp-crested weirs
installed in the manholes at the end of each lateral. Stilling wells were used to
measure the upstream heads. Drain discharges were determined by using the
discharge-head relationships developed withthe computer program FLUME (Brussel,
1990). Drain discharges were also measured at the manholes with a bucket and a
stopwatch. The measurements were made on daily basis except for the period when
laterals were dry due to dry weather conditions or when no irrigation activities
occurred.
Thedepth of all irrigations applied tothe samplefieldswas measured. The inflow to
each sample field was measured with a cut-throat flume and the duration of each
application was registered. From this, the depth of each irrigation application was
calculated. Salinity measurements of the sample fields were taken at the beginning
and end of each growing season by electromagnetic induction with EM38 equipment
(McNeill, 1986).Measurements weretaken at40different locationsfromeach sample
field. The EM38readingswerecorrectedfor differences insoil temperaturethat occur
within a year. With the EM38, apparent electrical conductivity (ECJ °f a bulk soil
volume was measured. These £Q values were then converted into gc values using
the equations developed by Beekma et al. (1994) for the S1B9 area. At the end of
each growing season, eight soil samples were taken at different depths in each field
andanalyzed inthelaboratory for soiltexture,soil watercontent andEQ values.
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Data on crop development, crop height, sowing and harvesting dates and crop yields
wasrecorded oncontinuous basis.Thedata collected for the calibration ofthe SWAP
model arelisted inTable4.1.
Table4.1. Data collectedfor thecalibration andvalidationoftheSWAPmodelintheS1B9
drainageunitoftheFDP-area.
Typeofdata
Soil characteristics
Soilwater content
Soilwaterpressure head
Meteorological data
Soil salinity
Irrigation regime
Drain discharges
Groundwater levelssample fields
Groundwater levelsinarea
Agronomic data

4.3

Collection method

Frequency

Undisturbed samples-Laboratory

Unce

outflow method
TimeDomainReflectometery (TDR)
Tensiometers
Weather station atS1B9 area
EM38-surveys
Disturbed samples
Field observations
PVCsharp-crested weirs
Bucket andstop watch
Piezometers
Piezometers
Field surveys

Weekly
Weekly
Daily
Seasonal
Seasonal
When applied
Daily
Daily
Daily
Bi-weekly
Continuous

Calibration ofmodelinput parameters

Topboundaryconditions
The upper boundary of the soil profile was described on daily basis by potential
evapotranspiration rate (J?T o(), actual rainfall, and irrigation, gj ot was obtained by
multiplying thereference evapotranspiration rate (£fr) with the crop factors (^).The
maximum rooting depth for sugarcane and wheat were taken as 160 and 110 cm,
respectively. The crop factors (£c) and rooting depths for both wheat and sugarcane
crops weretakenfromthe studies of Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC,
1982). Root length density distribution was considered to decline linearly with depth.
TheBoesten model(Boesten andStroosnijder, 1986)wasusedforthereduction ofthe
potential soil evaporation rate (g rJ into actual soil evaporation rate (Eacl)- The
calibrated value of Boesten factor was 0.63. The values of pressure heads for
regulating rootwater uptakeweretaken from Taylor andAshcroft (1972).These crop
parameters aresummarized inTable4.2.
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Table 4.2. Inputparameters usedinthe SWAPmodel.Thehito h4values refer to the sink
termtheoryofFeddesetal. (1978).
Wheat

Cotton

Sugar cane

Boestenparameter, p(cm"2)

0.63

0.63

0.63

Ac-valuefor full crop cover
Maximum rooting depth (cm)
Limitingpressureheads (cm)

1.15
110

1.15

1.15
160
/i,= -15;/; 2 =-30;

Input parameters

h,=-0.V, h2= -1.0;
/;.,=-500;/!.,'= -900;

160
h. =-0.1;/i2= -1.0;
h,== -500;/i.,'= -900;

h4=-16000

h4= -16000

/i.,=-325;/!.»'=-600;
h4=-8000

Reference evpotranspiration rate (ET,) was determined by the Priestly-Taylor (PT)
method (Priestly and Taylor, 1972), although FAO has recommended the use of the
physically based Penman-Monteith (PM) surface energy balance equation (Smith et
al., 1990;Allen et al., 1994).ThePTmethod was preferred because it relies more on
radiation rather than on the turbulent momentum, heat and vapor transport
mechanisms, and the results aretherefore less sensitive to non-representative relative
humidity and temperature measurements (only the slope of the saturated vapour
pressure deficit is affected). The famous 'well supplied by water' restriction for the
measurement site is a pre-condition to a successful application of the PM equation.
Paw U and Gao (1988) also stressed that the PM equation should be applied under
conditions where the difference in surface and air temperatures is minimal i.e. when
sensible heat flux is low and latent heat flux is high. McAneney and Itier (1996)have
also shown that the PM is often impractical beause of uncertainities about stomatal
behavior and turbulant transport under high saturation deficits. Using similar
arguments, Kumar and Bastiaanssen (1993) advised the use ofthe PTmethod instead
ofthe PMforthe irrigated areas inPakistan andIndia.
Figure 4.3 (Part A) shows a one to one line comparison of ?T-ET„ a n ^ ^^'ET„ A
distinction has been made between the values below and above the vapor pressure
deficit (vpd) of20mbar. Theresults show thatETrj values calculated bytwo methods
are in good agreement below vpd value of 20 mbar. Above this threshold vpd, PMET values areconsistently higherthan ?T-ETO values. Figure 4.3 (Part B) shows that
PM-£7; values exceedthenet radiation values (jin)above avpdof20mbar leadingto
>
?M-ET /R" 1-3,which isphysically unlikely. However, agood correlation with net
radiation is present for avpd oflessthan 20 mbar. This shows that under dryand hot
climatic conditions, ETr,values are overestimated by PM. However, ET„values
calculated by PT are consistent with the net radiation values for both, below and
above the 20 mbar vpd conditions. Therefore, ET„ calculated by the PT method was
used inthemodel asinput.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of ?M-ET0with PT-£T„ (Part A) and PM-ET„ with Net radiation
(Part B)with oneto oneline.

Soil hydraulic properties
For both fields, a 480 cm soil profile was divided into three layers, each of them
having different physical properties. The first layer is from 0-30 cm, the second from
30-280 cm, and the third beyond 280 cm. The soil water retention curves 9(h) for the
first two layers of both fields were derived from the field measurements of pressure
heads and soil water contents and were also determined in the laboratory using a
pressure outflow method (Van Dam et al. 1994). The comparison of laboratory and
field measured 9(h) relationships for the first two layers of both fields is shown in
Figure 4.4.
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Field 1 and Field 2. Dots represent field measurements. Soil water pressure head h is
expressed incm.
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The deviations of laboratory parameters from the field determined parameters were
substantial, which is likely to be related to the sample size and unavoidable
disturbances during the experimental procedure. The laboratory parameters gave
unrealistic simulation results, which showstheir uncertainty to describe the soil-water
relationship. Bastiaanssen et al. (1996) have also stressed the need to give more
attention to the field determination of soil hydraulic properties rather than getting
them from laboratory measurements or other sources like pedo-transfer functions.
They obtained ill-affected water balances of the irrigated fields in Egypt and
Argentina by applying laboratory determined soil hydraulic properties. During the
calibration process,field-determinedsoilwater retention parameters (9^ 9S, a,ri)were
kept constant. The parameters to describeunsaturated hydraulic conductivity (KsaP X)
for these two layers were taken from the studies conducted byBeekma (1993) for the
S1B9 area. These parameters were slightly adjusted in a 'trial and error' process to
obtain optimal calibration results against 9(z) and h(z) profiles. The calibrated
hydraulic conductivity curves ofboth samplefieldsare showninFigure4.5.

Figure 4.5. Calibrated hydraulic conductivity curves for the three different layersof
Field 1 andField2.Kisexpressedincmd"1 andhin cm
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The parameters to describe 9(h) and K(h) relationships for the third layer were also
taken from Beekma (1993) as they could not be measured in the field due to presence
of groundwater table. The calibrated Van Genuchten-Mualem (VGM) parameters for
Fields 1and 2 are given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Calibrated Van Genuchten-Mualem (VGM) parameters used to describe soil
hydraulicproperties intheSWAPmodel.
Parameters

Field1

Field2

Layer1

Layer2

Layer3

Layer1

Layer2

Layer3

30-280

Soil Texture

0-30
loam

0-30
silt

30-280
silt

>280
loamy

Residualwater content0re!
Sat.watercontent 0,a
Sat.hyd.cond.K,a (cmd"1)

0.0
0.384
60

silt
loam
0.0
0.509
40

>280
loamy
sand
0.028
0.40
72

loam
0.0
0.43
40

sand
0.028
0.40
72

Shapeparameter a (cm 1 )
Shapeparameter n (-)

0.0085
1.35
1.0

0.0090
1.45
1.0

loam
0.0
0.384
60
0.016
1.45

0.020
1.50
1.0

0.014
2.663
0.5

Depth ofLayer (cm)

Shapeparameter A (-)

0.014
2.663
0.5

1.0

Bottom boundary conditions
The daily measured groundwater table depths and the characteristics of the drainage
system were used to describe the bottom boundary of the soil profile. The soil
hydraulic parameters given in Table 4.3 only describe the vertical hydraulic
conductivity (Kv). The lateral flow to drains is mainly driven by the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity (Kh). In alluvial deposits, the Khis often higher than the Kv. In
SWAP, this can be expressed as an anistropy-factor (K)JK^). The Kh for the surface
soils of the S1B9 area was determined by WAPDA (1983) and USBR (1989). Based
on their data, the anistropy factors for layers 1 and 2 were taken as 1 and 2,
respectively. The anistropy factor for the third layer was calculated using the
measured field data. The procedure used is as follows.
The measured data on drain discharge rates and groundwater table depths midway
between drains was used to calculate the drainage resistance for the entire area
surrounding Lateral 2 (Figure 4.1). The average groundwater table depth mid way
between the drains was determined using piezometers PI6, P24, P35, and P43 (Figure
4.1). Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between drain discharge rate (</,*„,•„) and the
total hydraulic head difference between drain level and phreatic level at mid point
(Ah). The slope of this curve determines the drainage resistance (yamm), which can be
calculated as being 616 days. The designed drainage resistance for this project was
500 days. Earlier studies in the area have also shown that the actual drainage
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resistance is higher than the designed value. This is mainly due to lower field
permeabilities (IWASRI, 1994). As the depth of impervious layer below the drain
level is very large, the second term in the numerator of Eq. 3.26 can be neglected. The
horizontal hydraulic conductivity was therefore calculated by using the simplified
relationship as given below.

Ah
H dram

(4.1)

8KL,d

The value of equivalent depth, d,was calculated using Eq. 3.27 and was found to be
23.97 m. Putting this value in equation (1), the horizontal hydraulic conductivity was
calculated as 188 cm d"1.The vertical hydraulic conductivity for the bottom layer was
72 cm d"1(Table 4.2), which yielded an anistropy factor of 2.6.

400
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a
a

200

y=616x
R2=0.90

100
0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Draindischarge rate(mmd" )
Figure 4.6. Relationship between drain discharge rate and the hydraulic head difference
between the drain and phreatic level atmidpoint(Ah)for the S1B9area based on field data.

Salinity parameters
The salinity parameters in the classical convection-dispersion equation that describe
salt transport are the dispersivity, Ldis (cm), and the diffusion, Ddif (cm2 d"'). Under
field conditions with irrigation, solute spreading due to dispersion is much more
pronounced than solute spreading due to diffusion. The value of Ljis typically ranges
from 0.5 cm, or less, for laboratory scale experiments involving disturbed soils, to
about 10 cm or more for field scale experiments (Nielsen et al., 1986). The values for
L^s and D^,/that gave best results of simulated profiles ECe(z), were 15 cm and 0.48
cm 2 d"1, respectively.
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4.4

Verification ofmodel input parameters

The calibration period for Field 1 was from 16.2.96to 22.4.97 covering two cropping
seasons i.e. sugarcane and wheat. The calibration period for Field 2was from 8.3.96
to 6.3.97 covering year long sugarcane crop.Measured field data regarding soil water
pressure heads, soil water contents and drain discharge rate were compared with
simulated results. For these simulations, measured daily groundwater table depths
were used as input data and both pressure heads yz\ and soil water profiles Q/Z\ and
the fluxes qdmin andqbolwere computed. Agreement between simulated and measured
values was quantified by the root mean square error (RMSE)- The RMSE represents
how much the simulation overestimate or underestimate the actual field
measurements.

Z(A/,--5,.)2
RMSE=

whereM. and$. arethemeasured and simulated values atthe endof day /andn isthe
numberofdaysofobservation.
Pressureheads
As atypical example, the measured and simulated pressure heads at depths of 30 cm
and 90 cm for both fields are illustrated in Figure 4.7. The simulated pressure heads
matchquitewellwiththemeasured data for all depths.Therootmean square error for
thepressure heads ofalldepthswas29cm (n=88)for Field 1and 24cm (n=93) for
Field 2. Some discrepancies were found in the top layer of 15 cm where the model
simulated more dry conditions than the measured values (not shown here). This was
mainlyduetothe limitation oftensiometerstoread thepressure headsbelow -600cm.
Soilwatercontent
Figure 4.8 shows atypical example of measured and simulated soil water contents at
two different depths for Fields 1 and 2. The graph shows that the soil water trend
simulated by the model for both fields is in good agreement with the measured data.
The root mean square error for the volumetric soil water content of all depths for
Field 1 was 0.020 cm3cnv3 (n = 170)and for Field 2,itwas 0.018 cm3cm-3 (n =113).
Theroot mean square error values show avery good matchingbetween measured and
simulatedvalues.
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of measured and simulated pressure heads for Field 1and Field 2
at 30cm and 90cmdepths.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of measured and simulated soil water contents for Field 1 and
Field 2 at 30 cm and 90 cm depths.
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Soilsalinity
The measured ECevalues from the samplefieldswere available for a limited number
of days. Therefore a comparison could only be accomplished for these days (Figure
4.9). The root mean square error (RMSE) for ECewas 0.15 dS m"1(n = 5)for Field 1,
which shows a close proximity between measured and simulated values. The
measured data for Field 2 was available for two days during the calibration period.
Although not shown, measured and simulated ECe values for Field 2 were in good
agreement for bothdays.
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Figure4.9. ComparisonofmeasuredandsimulatedECevalues(0-1.0mdepth)for Field1.

Bottomflux
During the calibration process, daily groundwater table depths were used as bottom
boundary and the bottom flux has been computed as the water balance residual. The
variations in the bottom flux over the calibrated period for both fields are shown in
Figure 4.10. The positive and negative bottom flux shows upward and downward
movement of water at the bottom of the soil profile, respectively. The graphs show
that there are fluctuations in the bottom flux after an irrigation or rainfall event.
However, the cumulative bottom flux for both fields was within five percent of the
total applied water, which means that overall effect of bottom flux was not very
significant. This implies that at the bottom of the soil profile almost no flow
conditions occur.
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Figure 4.10. Fluctuations inthe bottom flux at 480 cmdepth during the calibration period
for Field 1 and Field 2.

This situation was confirmed by installing three piezometers in the S1B9 area at
depths of 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m with a distance of 1.0 m between each. A deep
piezometer was also installed at a depth of about 200 m. These piezometers were read
simultaneously on daily basis for a period of about three months. The data shows that
they all read about the same water levels, which means that changes in the hydraulic
head due to seepage are almost negligible. This hypothesis of zero flux at the bottom
was further verified by giving it as bottom boundary in the SWAP and model was run
to simulate groundwater tables. The comparison of measured and simulated
groundwater tables is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of measured and simulated groundwater table depths using
zerofluxas abottom boundary for Field l(PartA)and Field 2(PartB).

The comparison shows that the discrepancies in the measured and simulated
groundwater table depths were small with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 15 cm
for Field 1 and 19 cm for Field 2. Considering that piezometer observations reflect a
larger area than that of the investigated field and the limited possibility to describe
field heterogeneity in the theoretical simulation models, the results are encouraging.
This means that under the prevailing aquifer conditions of the area, zero flux at the
bottom of the soil profile could be used as bottom boundary for scenario analysis.
However, other areas where irrigation schedules and hydrogeological conditions are
different, may result in considerable amounts of bottom flux. In such conditions, the
net bottom flux as calculated during the model calibration (using groundwater table
depths as bottom boundary condition), can be used as bottom boundary condition
during scenario analysis.
Drain discharge rate
As the field sizes (0.2-0.4 ha) in the S1B9 area are considerably smaller than the
distance between the lateral drains, the measured lateral discharge is the cumulative
drainage from all these fields. As the model could be applied on one field with one
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crop at a time, the simulated drainage could not be compared directly with the
measured drain discharges from the laterals. In order to compare the simulated
drainage, the contribution of sample fields to the lateral drainage must be calculated
separately. This was done in the following way.
The two sample fields are not located exactly in the middle of the two lateral drains.
Therefore drainage resistance and hence amount of drainage from these two fields
will be different than those fields which are located in the middle of the drains. Both
sample fields are located at a distance of 215 m from Lateral 2 (see Figure 4.1).
Therefore this distance was considered equal to the half of drain spacing (L/2). This
means that a drain spacing (L) of 430 m is valid for the two sample fields. This drain
spacing was used to calculate equivalent resistance (ydram) for the sample fields. Daily
measured groundwater levels were used to calculate drainage from the sample fields
using Eq. (4.3). This is referred as calculated drainage.

-

Ah

'
Idrain ~ 7 drain T

(4.3)

where qdram is the drain discharge rate from the sample field, Ah is the total hydraulic
head difference between the drain and phreatic levels in the sample field, and Ydram is
the drainage resistance of the sample field (518 days, calculated with L = 430 m and
Ksa,h = 1.88 m d"1 and d = 23.74). For drainage calculations, daily measured
groundwater levels were used.
For model simulations, a drain spacing of 430 m and zero flux as bottom boundary
was specified to simulate groundwater levels. These simulated groundwater levels
were then used to calculate drainage according to the Eq. 4.3. This is referred as
simulated drainage. Figure 4.12 shows that the simulated cumulative drainage is in
good agreement with the calculated cumulative drainage. The root mean square error
(RMSE) was 0.009 mm d"1 (n = 430) and 0.018 mm d"' (n = 250) for Fields 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of calculated and simulated cumulative drainage for Field 1and
Field 2. For the calculated drainage, daily measured groundwater table depths were used to
determine Ah'for Eq. 4.3. For the simulated drainage, groundwater table depths obtained
from model simulations using zero flux as bottom boundary condition were used to
determine Ah'.

The simulation results also show that the drain discharge rate is not constant over
time, but fluctuates according to the percolating moisture flux in the unsaturated zone.
Figure 4.13 shows the fluctuations in the flux below the root zone for both the sample
fields during the calibration period. The depth of root zone for wheat crop is taken as
110 cm whereas for sugarcane and cotton it is 160 cm (see Table 4.2). The graphs
show that considerable fluctutaions in the flux after an irrigation or a heavy rainfall
event can be expected, but generally it is less than the designed value of 2.44 mm d'1.
Earlier studies have also shown that the drain discharge rate at the S1B9 is far less
than the design value (IWASRI, 1994).
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Figure 4.13. Flux at the bottom of the root zone for Field 1 and Field 2 during the
calibration period.

4.5
•

Conclusions
The difference between laboratory and field measured soil water retention curves
9(h) were found significant. Laboratory determined 0(h) relationships were found
to be non-representative of field conditions for irrigation and drainage modeling.
Therefore more efforts should be dedicated to the field determination of these
parameters.

•

For arid and semi-arid conditions, the Priestly-Taylor method for the
determination of reference evapotranspiration was found more realistic than the
Penman-Monteith method due to ignorance of vapor pressure deficit feed back
mechanism on stomatal aperture.

•

The strategy adopted to calculate drainage from sample fields in a
heterogeneously irrigated and drained environment seems successful. A close
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proximity in the calculated and simulated cumulative drainage shows that the
calibrateddrainagesystemcharacteristics arereliable.
Analysis ofpiezometer datashows that underthe prevailing aquifer conditions of
the FDP-area, no flow conditions atthebottomofthesoilprofile couldbe applied
as abottomboundary for further model simulations, and this was confirmed from
the simulated groundwater fluctuations.
Thecalibration results show that the SWAP model can be applied to obtain water
and salt balance terms to analyze water efficiency and drainage system
performance.
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RE-EVALUATION OF DRAINAGE DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR THE FOURTH DRAINAGE PROJECT 1

Abstract
This Chapter presents the results of model simulations to re-evaluate drainage design
criteria for the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP). The SWAP model was applied to
compute the effects of land drainage (twelve combinations of drain depth and
spacing) on soil water conditions in the root zone and their effect on crop yield and
soil salinization. The results indicate that the selection of drain depth in semi-arid
areas is more important than drain spacing. Deeper drains perform technically better
in relation to crop growth and soil salinization. The optimum drain depth for the
multiple cropping system of the FDP-area was found to be 2.2 m. This drain depth
produced reasonably good crop yields at rather low drainage intensity (drain spacing
of 500m)while keeping the root zone salinity within acceptable limits.This drainage
design also maintained the groundwater table depth below the root zone throughout
the growing season. Theoutcome ofthis study alsorevealed that thepresent drainage
design criteria of the FDP is rather conservative with high drainage intensity. The
model simulations show that the FDP-area can effectively be drained with a 25
percent lower drainage intensity {gamin/AK) provided no operational or maintenance
constraints are present. However, the final decision on the optimum combination of
drain depth and drain spacing would require a thorough economic analysis. The nonsteady state approach proved successful in analyzing the complex interactions
between irrigation and drainage components. It is a valuable tool to optimize the
design ofdrainage systems againstcropyields and soil salinization.

5.1

Introduction

The specific objective of a drainage system for (semi-) arid area is to protect crops
from excess soil water conditions (waterlogging) and to prevent soil salinity. Since
drainage needs of these areas are heavily dependent on the irrigation component,
additional constraints include minimizing drainage effluent and the amount of
irrigation water required (Skaggs, 1990). Environmental considerations also impose
severe constraints on the design and operation of drainage and related water
management systems (Tanji, 1990). Another factor of critical importance is the
control of groundwater table, which should be lower than the so-called critical depth.
In (semi-) arid areas, soil salinity caused by shallow groundwater tables is often the
main limiting factor tocropproduction. Thedepthofthegroundwater tableduring the

Adapted version of Sarwar, A. and R.A. Feddes, 2000. Evaluating drainage design parameters for the
Fourth Drainage Project, Pakistan by using SWAP model: Part II-Modeling results. Irrigation and
Drainage Systems (in press)
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dry spell when land is fallow is of critical importance for capillary rise and secondary
soil salinisation (Prathapar and Sarwar, 1999). The reason for this is that, by
maintaining a deep groundwater table, the drainage system can intercept the seepage
water and hence reduce the capillary rise and soil salinisation. Therefore the optimum
watertable depth will be the one, leading to maximum crop yield and reducing or
maintaining soil salinization at an acceptable level.
Evapotranspiration during the warm growing periods is considerable and contributes
significantly to depletion of soil moisture, thus creating storage for subsequent
rainfall. But at the same time, solute concentration increases due to the lesser amount
of water available. Drainage requirements during these periods are rather small,
except for occasional (monsoon) rains,which can create periods of excess water in the
root zone. Under such conditions, drainage aims primarily at arapid restoration of the
upper root zone aeration, following a heavy rainfall.
The depth at which drains should be installed is a design decision and the drain
spacing is derived from it. Drains are generally placed as deep as economically
feasible. Advantages of deeper drains are a greater watertable head and more water
storage capacity in the soil, both resulting in a large spacing and less length of drains
per unit area (Feddes, 1990). The drain depth affects the depth of groundwater table
and the depth can be optimized such that the groundwater contribution to the crops
through capillary rise is maximum, without permanently accumulating salts in the root
zone (Hendrickx et al., 1990). Wider drains also reduce drainage volume and
installation costs. However, higher salt concentrations may be found in drainage
effluent as leaching occurs within a deeper soil profile.
The success of a drainage system depends on its proper design and installation. For
irrigated lands in (semi-) arid regions, no specific drainage design criteria are
available. It has therefore become a common practice to apply the design criteria of
the type used for humid areas. These criteria are mostly based on the steady-state
equations of Hooghoudt and Ernst (see Ritzema, 1994), which assume steady-state
moisture and solute fluxes occurring in the unsaturated zone, being independent of
soil and crop. One such steady-state criteria usually used for drainage design in
(semi-) arid conditions in general and for Pakistan in particular is given in Table 5.1
(Smedema, 1990)
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Table 5.1. Drainage design criteria (independent of soil and crop!) applied for different
water control objectives forsemi-aridregionsinPakistan (after Smedema, 1990).
Drain

Design

Drain

Groundwater

Drainage

discharge
rate

groundwater table
depth
H
(m)

depth

tablehead
midway drains

intensity

D

Ah =D-H

qdmJAh

(m)

(m)

(d-1)

0.50
1.00

0.010

Leaching

0.0005
0.0020

1.75
1.00

1.2
1.0
2.5

0.70

-

Compromise

0.0020

1.00

Objectives

qjmin

(md"1)
Aeration
Sub-irrigation
Capillary salinization

0.0070

2.5
2.0

-

-

0.75
1.50
1.00

0.0007
0.0013
0.0020

In Table 5.1, separate criteria for different processes are given, because in the past
irrigation and drainage systems were mostly planned and designed separately. For
aeration, the high criteria as used in moderate climates is used. For sub-irrigation,
design groundwater table depth is based on the controlled field experiments
conducted in Pakistan. For leaching and capillary salinization, the criterion is based
on a typical case where there is a small seepage load (coming from canal leakage) and
soil has a fine sandy/silty subsoil with high capillarity found in many alluvial river
plains in semi-arid regions. The drain depth D has been taken as the least cost depth.
It is clear from the Table 5.1 that highest drainage intensity is required for aeration
control as the crops can stand only a limited period of waterlogging. For capillary
salinization control about i 5times lower drainage intensity is reuired.
Different drainage projects installed in Pakistan using these steady-state design
criteria have failed to reach the designed objectives. Because the impact of irrigation
management on a drainage system and vice versa, has been difficult to evaluate and at
times impossible. For practical purposes, a unique criterion needs to be developed
taking into account the effects of all the prqcesses involved in an integrated way. For
this purpose, determination of water and salt balances in the unsaturated zone is
absolutely necessary.
The strong and complex interaction between irrigation and drainage components can
be better described by the use of simulation models, which can accurately simulate
irrigation requirements, crop production, water and salt movement through the root
zone and flow to the drains on a day-to-day basis, considering variations in the
rainfall and evaporative demand of the atmosphere. This integrated irrigation and
drainage modeling will be very useful to evaluate the impact of alternative drainage
designs on crop growth and soil salinisation.
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The main objective of this study is to analyze the drainage design criteria of the
Fourth Drainage Project (FDP), and to improve the drainage design procedures for
subsurface drainage systems in Pakistan. The effects of drainage system design on the
yields of dominant crops grown in FDP-area are evaluated with the calibrated SWAP
model. The basic features of the model and, the results of calibration and field
validation are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. This Chapter presents the results of
model simulations for obtaining an optimum drainage design for the FDP-area. It also
includes a comparison of optimum design with the present United States Bureau of
Reclamation (USBR) and Smedema design parameters (Table 5.1).
5.2

Input data and model application

Simulations were performed for a period of 15-years (1980-94) as the daily climatic
data (rainfall, sunshine hours, wind speed, maximum and minimum temperatures) for
this period were available from the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP). Model simulations
were performed both for the wheat-cotton and sugarcane crop rotation. Wheat-cotton
is by far the largest crop rotation system in the Indus basin comprising over 4.5
million hectares (Mulk, 1993) and sugarcane is the major cash crop of the area.
Irrigation schedules
In the heterogenous cropped and imgation environment of the FDP-area, it was
difficult to translate the behaviour of individual fanners into an average condition.
Therefore, for this study, on average twelve irrigations in a growing year are assumed.
This means five irrigations to wheat and five to cotton crop along with two presowing irrigations and twelve irrigations (including pre-sowing) to the sugarcane
crop. The depth of each irrigation was taken as equivalent to a normal imgation of an
upland crop in Pakistan i.e. 65 mm (OFWM, 1980). The amount and number of
irrigations were kept constant for the years of simulation. For all iirigations in a year,
canal water of very good quality (EC = 0.3 dS m"1) was used. The groundwater
salinity in the FDP-area varies between 3 to 4 dS m" , therefore an average value of
3.5 dS m" was taken for these simulations. A zero flux atthe bottom of the soil profile
was taken as bottom boundary condition (see Chapter 4).
Drainage combinations tested
The model was applied to compute the effect of land drainage (12 combinations of
drain depth and drain spacing) on the yields of wheat, cotton and sugarcane. The drain
depths chosen were 1.0. 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 m below the soil surface. Each of these drain
depths were combined with three different drain spacings ranging from narrow (125
m), medium (250 m) to wide (500 m). These drain spacing correspond with high.
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medium and low drainage intensities, respectively, in a ratio of 4:2:1. For each
drainage combination (drain depth and drain intensity), simulations were performed
for aperiod of 15-years under the prevailing climatic conditions.
Initial conditions
In order to achieve zero change in the water storage over the year for each drainage
combination, initial soil profile was generated by changing the initial soil water
contents. The initial salinity concentrations were derived from current field
measurements. Salinity surveys conducted in the FDP-area during 1990-96 show that
the average ECe of the soil profile up to a depth of 2.0 m varies between 1.5 and 2.6
dS m"1 with an average value of about 2.0 dS m"1 (Raza and Choudhry, 1998). As the
depth-wise salinity data were not available, this average value was used as an initial
condition for salt balance simulations. For salinity stress the response function of
Maas and Hoffman (1977) and for water stress the function proposed by Feddes et al.
(1978) were used (see Chapters 3 and 4).
5.3

Results and discussion

Crop growth rate and actual crop transpiration rate (Tm:t) are linked. Transpiration and
crop growth can be adversely influenced by the soil being either 'too wet' or 'too dry'
(Feddes and van Wijk, 1990). Salinity also retards crop transpiration by reducing root
water uptake. Therefore, relative transpiration (Tac/Tpo,) is a good indicator to
evaluate the effect of different drainage designs on soil moisture and salinity and their
effect on crop growth. TpM is the potential crop transpiration rate. Relative
transpiration is further considered equivalent to relative crop yield (see Chapter 3).
Effect of land drainage on crop transpiration rate
The SWAP model simulations were carried out to compute the effects of land
drainage (12 combinations of drain depth and spacing) on the relative transpiration
{Tac/Tp„t) of three major crops grown in the FDP-area. In Figure 5.1, relative
transpiration of wheat, cotton and sugarcane is shown as a function of four drain
depths at three different drainage intensities. The values of Tac/Tpol are based on 15
year averages.
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Figure 5.1. Relativetranspiration (Tac/Tpol)of wheat,cottonandsugarcaneas a function
of drain depth D at three drainage intensities (qdrai^'Ah) based on 15 year (1980-94)
averages as calculated with SWAP. 1, high drainage intensity; 2, medium drainage
intensity; 3,lowdrainage intensity.
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Figure 5.1 shows that there is a clear effect of drain depth (D)and drainage intensity
{qdmJAh) on crop yields. The values of Tac,/Tpot for wheat were optimal for all
drainage combinations, which means that both moisture and salinity conditions
remained favourable during the growing season. The wheat crop is usually grown in
winter (Dec.-Apr.)when evapotranspiration demandisrelatively low.Therefore water
applied through irrigation andrainfall kepttheroot zone sufficiently wetto maximize
croptranspiration andtomaintain adownwardflux fortheleaching ofsalts.
Cotton being a summer crop is usually subjected to heavy monsoon rains. Therefore
risk of damage due to 'too wet' conditions for cotton is much higher. Figure 5.1
shows that for all drain depths, the maximum yield of cotton is obtained at high
drainage intensity. At 1.0 m drain depth, the relative cropyield obtained at this high
drainage intensity is about three percent smaller than theyields obtained atthe drain
depths of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 m. This was due to excessive soil water conditions after
heavy monsoon rains, which reduced the capacity of roots to extract water from the
soil andnegatively affected thecroptranspiration.
For medium drainage intensity, excessive soil water conditions persist much longer
causing afurther 15 percentreduction intherelative cropyield atadrain depth of 1.0
m. At low drainage intensity, the cotton crop completely failed due to submerged
conditions after the monsoon season. With drains at 1.5 m depth, the highest cotton
yields were obtained at high and medium drainage intensities. However, at the low
drainage intensity, considerable reduction in cotton yield occurred mainly due to
waterlogged conditions. At deeper drain depths, 95percent ofthepotential yield was
obtained atthe low drainage intensity. This yield was only three percent smaller than
theyield obtained atthe(four times)high drainage intensity.
The maximum yield of sugarcane is obtained at high drainage intensity for all
drainage combinations. This is due to the fast removal of excess water by closely
spaced drainage system thereby reducing the time for which the soil conditions are
anaerobic. At the 1.0 m drain depth, yield obtained at the medium drainage intensity
is nine percent lower than the yield obtained at the high drainage intensity. This
reduction ismainly dueto excessivesoilwater conditions. Forshallow drains (1.0m)
together with the low drainage intensity, the groundwater table reached to the soil
surface after the first year of simulations, resulting in a complete failure of the
sugarcane crop. At 1.5 mdrain depth, sugarcane crop dosurvive but yields are about
16percent lower as compared to high and medium drainage intensity. However, this
is not the case when drains areinstalled at deeper depths: reasonably good yields are
obtained evenatthelowdrainage intensity.
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Figure 5.1 also shows that the maximum achievable yields of sugarcane under all
drainage combinations were only up to 90 percent of the potential yield. Because of
its longer growing season and the high demand of the atmosphere, sugarcane needs
considerably more water than the wheat-cotton crop rotation. The average actual
transpiration ofsugarcane (1050mm)is about250mmhigherthan wheat-cotton (800
mm)rotation. Thismeans thatthe considered irrigation regime (780mm of irrigation
water) was not sufficient to satisfy the transpiration demand of the sugarcane. This
createddeficit soilwaterconditions andhencerelativeyieldwasreduced.
Inan attempttoreduce droughtstress, additional simulations wereperformed with an
increased amount of irrigation water, which was obtained by maintaining the same
irrigation frequency at twelve irrigations per year but increasing the depth of each
irrigation from 65 mm to 90 mm. This increases the total amount of irrigation water
from 780to 1080mm peryear. This irrigation strategy nearly eliminated the drought
stress at all drainage intensities and increased maximum yield of sugarcane to about
98 percent for drain depths of 2.0 m and 2.5 m. However, this strategy raised the
groundwater table and reduced yields due to excessive soil water conditions at
shallow draindepths.
Inthe Fourth Drainage Project (FDP),agricultural field sizes are considerably smaller
than the average distance between two laterals. The catchment area of each lateral
usually comprises several individual fields, each with a different crop and water
requirement. Therefore the drainage system for this area should be able to fulfill the
requirements of this multiple croppingsystem. For this puipose, effects of different
drainagecombinations ontherelativetranspiration ofmultiplecrops was investigated,
andtheresults arepresented inFigure5.2.
The optimum drain depth for the soil, crop and climatic conditions prevailing in the
FDP-area is about 2.2 m. The maximum relative yields are obtained at the high
drainage intensity. The yield obtained at the low drainage intensity for D =2.2 m,
however, is only one percent smaller, despite the fourfold difference in the drainage
intensity. At the optimum drain depth,thegroundwater table remained below theroot
zone throughout the growing season, thereby eliminating the chances of any yield
reductions due to excessive soil water conditions. Figure 5.2 shows that the drains
shallower than D =2.2 m can cause severe yield reductions due to excessive soil
moisture conditions. The situation may become more worse during relatively wet
years. Further increase in drain depth will increase the costs without any additional
benefits.
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Figure 5.2. Relative transpiration (Tac/Tpoi)forthe multiplecroppingsystem asa function of
drain depth D at three different drainage intensities (qdra„/Ah) based on 15 year averages
(1980-94) as calculated with SWAP. 1, high drainage intensity; 2, medium drainage
intensity; 3,lowdrainage intensity.

Effect of land drainage on soil salinity
Salinity control is a major concern for the soils of the semi-arid areas, therefore to
maintain long-term sustainability, the effect of different drainage designs on the soil
salinization also needs serious consideration. Long-term (15-year) model simulations
were performed to determine the effects of drainage on the root zone salinity, and the
results are presented in Figure 5.3. The ECe values represent the average salinity
calculated over a 2.0 m deep root zone based on 15-year averages.
Figure 5.3 shows that soil salinization is closely related to drain depth. The salinity of
the root zone decreases with the increasing drain depth. This is because of increased
effective leaching of salts by deeper drains. However, for a particular drain depth,
salinity changes are relatively independent of the drainage intensity. The average root
zone salinity never exceeded the threshold values at which crop yield reduction starts
e.g. for wheat at 6.0 dS m , cotton at 7.7 dS m and sugarcane at 1.7 dS m (after
Maas, 1990). This implies that yield reductions for different drain depths were mainly
due to either excessive or deficient soil water conditions. The low salinity values can
be explained by the good quality canal water (EC = 0.3 dS m ) used for all
irrigations.
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Figure 5.3. Average root zone salinity (ECe) for the multiple cropping system as a
function of drain depthD atthree drainage intensities (q^mi/Ah)based on 15year averages
(1980-94) as calculated with SWAP. 1, high drainage intensity; 2, medium drainage
intensity; 3,lowdrainage intensity.

In conclusion, selection of the proper drain depth for semi-arid regions seems more
critical than the drain spacing. For the conditions considered, deeper drains perform
better than shallow drains with regard to crop growth and soil salinisation.
Bastiaanssen et al. (1996) also found deeper drains more feasible for semi-arid areas.
Their findings were based on detailed analysis of integrated on-farm water
management in Haryana, India. However, the final decision on the optimum
combination of drain depth and drainage intensity would require thorough economical
analysis.
5.4

Comparison of present USBR, Smedema and SWAP drainage design
parameters

The present drainage design of FDP was based on the estimates of United States
Bureau of Reclamation (USBR, 1989). The USBR design was based on a 5 year
return period monsoon (June-Sept.) rainfall. However, they did not mention the
amount of design rainfall. The analysis of Boonstra (1991) shows that 5 year return
period monsoon rainfall for the FDP-area is 347 mm. The root zone was considered
fully saturated before the design rainfall occurred. The drain discharge rate was
calculated considering conveyence losses from irrigation canals and watercourses,
excess irrigation deliveries and infiltration from the excess rainfall. The drain
discharge rate estimated by this method was further increased to account for possible
power failures, but by how much is not mentioned. It was assumed that 16 out of 24
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hours will be available to pump out the daily design rainfall. The designed drain
discharge rate was 2.44 mm d-1. This drain discharge rate was also considered
adequate to satisfy the leaching requirements and maintain a favourable salt balance
in the root zone. The designed groundwater table depth midway between the drains
was 1.2 mbelow the soil surface, which resulted in adrainage intensity (qdrair/Ah) °f
0.0020 d-'. Drains are,on average,installed at adepths of2.4 mwitharange between
1.8 to 3.8m,mainly selected onlow costbasis. Thedrain spacing varies considerably
in the area from 100 to 750 m with an average of 495 m. A comparison of present
USBR, Smedema andSWAP drainage designparameters isgiveninTable5.2.
Table 5.2. Comparison of the present USBR,Smedema and SWAP drainage design
parameters.
Drainage
designs

Drain
discharge
qdram
1

(mmd )
USBR
Smedema
SWAP

2.44
2.0

-

Drain
depth

Groundwater table
headmidway drains

Drainage
intensity

D
(m)

Ah = D-H

qdraiJAh

Drainage
spacing
L

(m)
1.22
1.00

(d-1)
0.0020
0.0020
0.0015

495 (100-750)
450
525

2.44(1.8-3 8)
2.0
2.2

-

(m)

Table 5.2 shows that the drainage intensities of the present USBR as well as the
Smedema design are about 25 percent higher than the SWAP design. The optimum
drain depth determined by SWAP model is shallower than the USBR but higher than
the Smedema design. The SWAP design also advocates a larger drain spacing. The
present USBR and Smedema designs are rather conservative with high drainage
intensities. From the SWAP simulations it appeals that drain discharge rate is not
constant but fluctuates over time according to the percolating moisture flux in the
unsaturated zoneandanaveragevalue of1.5 mmd 1 issufficient todrainthearea.
Thepost project (1990-97) monitoring ofthe FDP (Figure 5.4) shows that the actual
drain discharge rates are far less than the SWAP value of 1.5 mm d_1,and even most
of the maximum observed values are substantially lower than the USBR designed
value of 2.4 mm d-'. Bhutta et al. (1992) and Kelleners and Choudhry (1998) have
also shown that themaximum measured drain discharge rates for the FDP-area areof
the order of 1.2 to 1.5 mmd_1.This gives confidence on the drain discharge rates as
predictedby SWAP. Thelowdraindischarge rates measured during 1990-97couldbe
due tothe fact that the designed monsoon rainfall (347 mm) did not occur duringthis
period. The monsoon rainfall during the year 1992 was 270 mm, being close to the
designed rainfall. Even then the drain discharge rates are considerably lower than the
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designed value (see Figure 5.4). This implies that either the USBR over-estimated
irrigation system and field percolation losses or the margin of safety was kept too
high.

Jan-90

Figure 5.4. Measured mean daily drain discharge rates of the FDP-area on monthly basis
during 1990-97.Thegaps inthegraph indicatemissing data.

The performance of these three drainage designs was also evaluated by comparing
their effects on crop transpiration, groundwater table fluctuations and root zone
salinity. For this purpose, simulations were carried out with the SWAP model for a
period of 15-years (1980-94) using the drainage design parameters as given in Table
5.2.
Relative transpiration
Figure 5.5 shows that the relative transpiration of wheat, cotton and sugarcane
predicted by the three sets of design parameters are comparable. The relative
transpiration of all crops predicted by the SWAP design parameters is in good
agreement with the other two sets of parameters. The slightly lower relative
transpiration values of the present USBR design can be explained by the deficit soil
water conditions due to the applied deeper drain depth.
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Figure5.5. Relativetranspiration('ac/'poi) ofwheat,cottonandsugarcaneforthepresent
USBR,SmedemaandSWAPdrainagedesignparametersbasedon 15 yearaverages(198094)ascalculatedwithSWAP.
Groundwatertable fluctuations
Thegroundwater table depth isthe most important design parameter inthe practice of
drainage. Because ofinefficient drainage systems, thegroundwater table may rise into
the root zone resulting in an increase in capillary salinization. The situation becomes
even more critical when groundwater is of poor quality as inthe FDP-area. Therefore
the groundwater table is usually kept lower than the so-called critical depth. The
critical groundwater table depth for most of the soils is in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 m
and rising to 2.0 m in very fine sandy or silty profiles according to Smedema and
Rycroft (1988). Agronomic surveys have indicated that most of the crops grown in
Pakistan decrease their production when the groundwater table rises above 1.5 m
below soil surface (Harza/Nespak, 1984).
Figure 5.6 presents the relationship between the average highest groundwater table
depth and the drainage intensity for four different drain depths based on 15-year
averages. On a semi-logrithmic scale there is a linear relationship. The points on the
lines refer to the drainage intensities applied in the model study. The dotted lines
show the predicted highest groundwater table depths for three drainage designs at
their respective drainage intensities. Figure 5.6 implies that by installing deeper
drains, the groundwater table depth can effectively be controlled at relatively low
drainage intensities. For shallow drains, however, considerably higher drainage
intensities will be needed to ensure fast removal of the excess water from the root
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Drainageintensity (?j„,,/AA)
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Figure 5.6. Relationship between average highest Groundwater Table (GWT) depth and
drainage intensity (qaraJAh) for four drain depths D based on 15year averages (1980-94)
ascalculated with SWAP. 1,Smedemadesign; 2, SWAP design; 3,present USBR design.

The average highest predicted groundwater table depth for the Smedema design is
around 100 cm below the soil surface. Because of the high potential of capillary rise
in silt loam soils, this shallow groundwater table depth might increase the salinity of
the soil profile due to capillary rise. The highest predicted groundwater table depth
with the SWAP design will be around 140 cm, which is roughly the depth considered
to be optimal for Pakistani conditions. The present USBR design will maintain the
groundwater table at deeper depths. This is favorable for both average and wet
conditions. However, in relatively dry years, the groundwater table might drop to
much deeper depths creating soil water deficit conditions in the root zone. This will
then require additional surface irrigation to supplement the depleted moisture profile,
ultimately requiring more drainage effluent to be disposed of. This situation already
occurred during the post project monitoring of the FDP-area when the deepest
groundwater tables during dry periods were found more than 3.0 m deep below the
soil surface (IWASRI, 1994).
Soil salinization
Long-term (15-years) salinity trends for the multiple cropping system for three
drainage designs are illustrated in Figure 5.7, where the ECe values represent the
average root zone salinity calculated over a root zone depth of 2.0 m based on 15 year
averages. For all three drainage designs, salinity reduces, as compared to the initial
value of 2.0 dS m"'. The SWAP drainage design proves to be equally good in keeping
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the root zone salinity within acceptable limits. TheECevalues up to a depth of 1.5 m
are around 1.0 dS m"1, but below that there is an increase and maximum salinity is
found at the drain depths. This is due to the fact that the salinity concentrations near
the drain depths do not depend onthe percolation and groundwater salinity only, but
also onthebuild-up ofsaltsduringwet/dry years.Therefore salinityvalues around 2.0
mdepth areindicative ratherthanconclusive.

£C c (dSm')
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Smedema
SWAP
USBR

Figure 5.7. Comparison of simulated average root zone salinity (ECe) for the multiple
croppingsystem forthepresent USBR, Smedema andSWAPdrainage designsbasedon
15 yearaverages(1980-940ascalculatedwith SWAP.

5.5

Conclusions

Thepremise ofthis studywasthat the drainage systems designed byusing the steadystate methods did not yield satisfactory results because the relationship between
rainfall, irrigation and drainage are complex and dynamic in nature. Therefore these
designs need to be re-evaluated and improved. In this study, present drainage design
of the FDP-area has been checked using a transient modeling approach that accounts
for soil moisture and root water uptake dynamics. The model simulations lead to the
following conclusions.
• In semi-arid areas, the selection of a proper drain depth is more critical than that
of drain spacing. For the conditions considered, deeper drains perform better with
regard to cropgrowth, soil salinization and groundwater tabledepth.
• The optimum drain depth from an agro-hydrological perspective for themultiple
croppingsystem of the FDP-area is about 2.2 m. This drain depth will produce
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reasonably high cropyields {Jac/T ol> 0.90) at arather lowdrainage intensityand
maintains the root zone salinity within acceptable limits. Drains shallower than
this depth can causesevereyieldreductions dueto excessive soilwater conditions
particularly during relatively wet years. Drains deeper than this will increase the
costswithout anyadditional benefits.
The present USBR and Smedema designs are rather conservative with high
drainage intensities. The SWAP simulations show that the FDP-area can
effectively be drained with 25 percent less drainage intensity (fldraiJ/$) than the
othertwo drainage designs provided nooperational or maintenance constraints are
present. This design mayalsoreducethe costs considerably.
These findings arebased on afixed irrigation schedule (12 irrigations or 780mm
of irrigation water per year) and the assumption that a sufficient amount of good
quality canal water is available for irrigation. However, under the circumstances,
when quality and/or quantity of irrigation water is not optimal, irrigation
schedules should be adjusted accordingly. These aspects of water management
willbediscussed indetailinChapter6.
Drainage needs of irrigated areas are much dependent on the irrigation
component. Therefore drainage systems in these areas should be designed taking
into account the interactions between irrigation and drainage. Non steady-state
approaches like SWAP make it possible to study the complex soil-crop-climate
interactions and to predict the effect of different drainage designs on water and
saltmovement intheroot zoneandtheirultimateeffect oncropyields.
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EFFECTS OF IRRIGATION WATER CONSERVATION ON
CROP PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENT 1

Abstract
As water is becoming a scarcer commodity, savings in the irrigation sector could
enhance water development in areas currently not being irrigated, and arrestthe rapid
environmental degradation due to waterlogging in arid zones. This Chapter
investigates possible water reductions for wheat and cotton crops under shallow
groundwater table conditions prevailing in the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP). The
simulations are performed for both drained and un-drained conditions considering
three different irrigation water qualities. The results indicate that as far as good
quality canal water is available, a reduced application to wheat (195mm) and cotton
(260 mm) will maintain the soil sustainability under both drained and un-drained
conditions. Whenfanners haveno optionotherthan conjunctive useorusingtubewell
water,they should apply more water (wheat 325mm; cotton 325mm).However, this
will only be applicable to the areas where proper subsurface drainage systems are
present. Forun-drained areas,this strategywill not be suitable therefore other options
such as growing more salt tolerant crops should be encouraged. Drainage can not
solve the salinity build up problem under all circumstances because relatively dry
monsoons provide insufficient leaching water, and salts added by tubewell irrigation
can only be evacuated from the soil profile if the drainage system is very intense.
Reduced irrigation inputs is a proper short-term solution, although the wheat
production tends to declineinallareaswithout adrainage system, evenwhen irrigated
with the canal water. Large scale drainage investments associated with adjusted
irrigation planning seemunavoidable inthe longrun.

6.1

Introduction

In the (semi-) arid climates, irrigation is often essential to achieve economically
viable crop productions. Benefits from irrigation may be partially offset by
detrimental effects ofrising groundwater tables and soil salinization. Inefficient water
delivery systems and poor on-farm irrigation techniques can waste a fair amount of
water as deep percolation. This not only reduces the water availability to other crops
but also increases the drainagerequirements, which can be an economical burden and
an environmental problem for disposing ofeffluent, especially when there isno outlet
to the sea such as in the Punjab. A fragile equilibrium between leaching, root water
uptake andgroundwater interactions exists in(semi-) arid climates andsalinizedsoils.
' Adaptedversionof Sarwar,A. andW.G.M. Bastiaanssen, 2000. Long-termeffects of irrigationwater
conservation on crop production and environment in semi-arid areas. ASCE Irrigation and Drainage
Engineering iSubmitted).

This makes the irrigation management more complex and important than in other
irrigation conditions. It necessitates precise calculations of irrigation and leaching
processes tohalt environmental degradation andfoster cropproduction.
Irrigation scheduling is one oftheimportanttools to achieve efficient use ofwater on
the farm. It is defined as the process of forecasting the optimum amount and the
optimum time of irrigation application (Fereres, 1996). The concept of irrigation
scheduling received widespread emphasis some three decades ago. Initially, it was
defined as amethod of measuring soilwater status for deciding when to irrigate. The
amount ofwater appliedwasgenerally determined bythe method of irrigation andthe
soil water holding capacity. At that time, water resources availablility was high and
groundwatertables were deep. Jensen (1969, 1975)proposedto accomplish irrigation
scheduling by using computers. Since then considerable progress has been made to
refine irrigation planning and investigate the role of drainage systems, as irrigation
and drainage issues cannotbeseparated.
Despiteallscientific progress,schedulingpracticeswitnessed inthefieldarebasedon
maximum water holding capacity or, worse, on the maximum amount of water a
farmer can capture. Farmers around the world commonly use plant symptoms as an
indicator ofwhen to irrigate (Clyma, 1996). Hilland Allen (1995) found that farmers
in Pakistan usually do not plan their irrigations in advance. Their decision mainly
depends upon the visual plant stress indicators and the instant availability of water in
the canal system being related to the reliability of the irrigation service. Trimmer
(1990) concluded that farmers in Pakistan do not have sufficient knowledge of
irrigation scheduling. Therefore present irrigation practices of farmers include a
tendency to over-irrigate, whereas the opposite should be accomplished. These farm
management practices have also been noticed in similar field conditions in Haryana,
India(Jacobs et al., 1997).
Recommended irrigation schedules from the educated community are mainly based
on the guidelines recommended by FAO (Smith, 1995) and field experiments
conducted by local Agricultural Departments. These guidelines are very generic, and
donottake into account the groundwater contribution to crop evapotranspiration, and
consider irrigation and precipitation as the only source ofwater in the calculation of
irrigation water requirement for crops. Drainage systems are-no-doubt required to
controlrising groundwater tables,buthave thedrawback ofbeing expensive to install
and producing highly saline effluents, which must be properly disposed of. The need
for installing drainage systems may be avoided by reducing the irrigation water
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applications and allowing the crop to draw maximum water from the groundwater
(Singh and Singh, 1997).
Dynamic simulation models that can calculate soil water and solute transfer
originating from all water resources in combination with crop growth, are useful tools
to provide a rapid, flexible and relatively inexpensive means of estimating the effects
of various irrigation management practices on crop production under a variety of
climatic and physical conditions (Bradford and Letey, 1992; Teixeira et al., 1995).
These tools can be used to derive guidelines and examples, which could be transferred
to farmers through extension workers. The main objective of this study was to revise
irrigation planning based on maximum irrigation water savings for wheat and cotton
crops for the shallow groundwater table conditions prevailing in the Fourth Drainage
Project (FDP) within the context of the present rotational irrigation system. The
calibrated model SWAP (Chapter 4) was used to determine water conservation
strategies. The best irrigation water conservation practices were compared with the
fanners' present irrigation practices to evaluate the long-term consequences of water
conservation on crop transpiration, soil salinity, depth to groundwater table and the
drainage requirements.

6.2

Modeling farmers present irrigation practices

Studies conducted in the FDP-area have shown that the average number of irrigations
for wheat ranged between three to six and four to six for cotton (Raza and Choudhry,
1998). These irrigations are in addition to one pre-sowing irrigation, which most of
the farmers apply to ensure favourable moisture conditions for seed germination. To
simulate farmers irrigation practices, five irrigations for wheat as well as for cotton
are schematized in addition to one pre-sowing irrigation for each crop. Farmers apply
more water (80 mm) during pre-sowing irrigation to reduce root zone salinity. All
together, twelve irrigations totalling 810 mm in a growing year are applied
independent of water quality as to demonstrate the effects of canal and tubewell
water. The first irrigation to wheat was applied three weeks after sowing, and to
cotton, six weeks after sowing. As the behaviour of individual fanners is difficult to
translate into an average condition, subsequent imgations to wheat and cotton were
distributed uniformly over the growing season.
SWAP offers different options for the imgation timing and application depth criteria.
In this study a fixed interval of one week in between consecutive imgation
applications and a fixed depth of 65 mm were taken to comply with the rotational
warabandi system characteristics. The initial soil water profile was adapted to each
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scenario by achieving zero annual change in water storage. The initial soil salinity
concentrations were derived from field measurements. The average electrical
conductivity (EC) of the soil profile was taken as 2 dS nv1 or 2700 grrr3 (Raza and
Choudhry, 1998).
6.3

Performance indicators

As our ultimate objective is to maximize crop yields with a minimum of canal water
resources, maintaining an acceptable relative transpiration (T„C/T 0)' *s mandatory.
Since j /j ot takes into account the effect ofboth soil water and salinity, it was used
asan indicator toreflect theoverall conditions inthe unsaturated zone andtheir effect
on crop yield. The effects of soil salinization on the relative transpiration are not
immediately apparent because of their different time scales: Salinization is a gradual
process whereas crop transpiration varies from day-to-day with state variables. To
ensure long-term sustainability of irrigated agriculture, salt build up in the root zone
should be kept within tolerable limits. To quantify the impact of different irrigation
schedules onroot zone salinity, two different indicators were identified (Bastiaanssen
et al., 1996). The threshold values of different performance indicators used for this
studyaregivenbelow.
• Relative transpiration (T„cl/Tpot) i s considered equivalent to relative crop yields
(see Chapter 3). Because the FDP-area has awater scarce environment, alimited
water stress may be allowed. For these simulations, it has been assumed that
T„cl/Tot > 0-90isacceptable for both cotton and wheat crops. Itiscertain that crop
yield is not affected by the water factor alone, but inclusion of other factors (i.e.
crop varieties, fertilisers, disease and pest management) is beyond the scope of
this study.Therefore thesenon-water factors areconsidered tobeoptimal.
• Salt Storage Change (SSC = AC/CinMal) h e l P s i n estimating whether the
considered irrigation schedules areincreasing or decreasing the salt storage in the
root zone.Thesalt storagechange over acertainperiod is AQ and £,,„„„/i sm e s a ^
storage at the onset of the time frame considered. Thevalue of §SQ is determined
for 1.0 m soil layer below the soil surface. Ideally, $$£ should be zero, however,
inview ofsalinegroundwater conditions,asmallbuild upofsalts istolerable. Itis
assumed that $SQ <0.05 (5%increase in salt storage from the initial value) overa
period of 15-yearsisacceptable.
• SalinityHazardIndex (SHI)defined as (ECe°-'-ECe""")/(ECemnx-ECemi") i s u s e d
quantify the harmful effects of different salinity levels in the root zone on crop
yield. Where EC°~1 ' S m e average salinity calculated over a 1.0 m depth of root
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to

zone, ECem" is the permissible electrical conductivity of soil saturation extract for
100 percent crop yield and ECemax is the permissible electrical conductivity of soil
saturation extract for zero percent crop yield. The value of SHI varies between 0
to 1. Negative values are taken equal to zero. For this study, SHI < 0.10, which
corresponds to 10% yield reduction due to build up of root zone salinity is
considered acceptable. ECem" values for wheat and cotton were taken as 6.0 and
7.7 dS m"1, respectively, whereas ECemax values for wheat and cotton were taken
as 20 dS m"1 and 27 dS m"1, respectively (after Doorenbos and Pruitt, 1977).
6.4

Determining water conservation schedules

Irrigation planning of the average year
The irrigation schedules for reduced water application were determined first for an
average year to comply with the rigid water application characteristic of the
warabandi system. The average year was selected on the basis of annual rainfall data
of 15-years (1980-94). The average annual rainfall of this series was 375 mm.
Rainfall for 1987 with 363 mm was the closest (45 percent probability of exceedance
with a return period of 2.5 years). The daily weather data (i.e. maximum and
minimum temperatures, wind speed, sunshine hours) of 1987 were taken to get a
matching reference evapotranspiration (ET0) using the Priestly and Taylor (1972)
method. The ET0 is substantially smaller (1110 mm) and more realistic than the 2000
mm resulting from Pan evaporation measurements. The average monthly rainfall and
ET0 for the average year are shown in Figure 6.1.

J F M A M J J A S O N D
Months
Figure 6.1. Average monthly rainfall and Priestly-Taylor ET0 for the average year of
1987.
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For simulations of the average year, the SWAP irrigation schedule found that three
irrigations (195 mm) for wheat and four (260 mm) for cotton are sufficient to obtain
Tacl/T oi values higher than 0.90. This irrigation schedule was also successful in
maintaining the salt storage change and salinity hazard index values within acceptable
limits. A comparison between reduced water application and the present farmers'
irrigation practices is presented in Table 6.1. The irrigation amounts shown in Table
6.1 are in addition to rainfall and pre-sowing irrigations.

Table 6.1. Comparison of water conservation schedules ('reduced') and the farmers' present
irrigation practices.
Parameters

No. of irrigations
Total irrigation water applied (mm)
Actual evapotranspiration (mm)
Average irrigation interval (days)
Days offirstirrigation after sowing

Wheat
Farmers'
Reduced
practices
3
195
396
50
45

5
325

30
21

Cotton
Reduced
Farmers'
practices
4
260
610
46
40

5
325

30
45

Table 6.1 shows that fanners in the FDP-area are applying higher irrigation amounts
to wheat and cotton crops as compared to what is theoretically necessary to meet the
crop and environmental conditions described before. The difference is more
pronounced for wheat than for cotton. The conservation technique - applied to the
warabandi context - suggests an average irrigation interval of about six weeks for
wheat and cotton as compared to four weeks presently practised by farmers. Table 6.1
shows that farmers are applying the first irrigation to wheat 24 days earlier and for
cotton five days later than under the water conservation schedule. The simulation
results show that the first irrigation to wheat crop can be delayed because the winter
period from December to January has low evapotranspiration. In this way farmers can
save a considerable amount of water, which is otherwise not used for root water
uptake, but which pushes the groundwater table upwards.
6.5

Long-term evaluation of irrigation schedules

Long-term (1980-94) simulations were performed in order to predict the effect of
irrigation schedules identified in Table 6.1 on crop transpiration, soil salinity,
groundwater table behaviour and drainage requirements. Variations in water quality
on the irrigated crops were incorporated. As farmers of the FDP-area are using
tubewell water for irrigation, three different irrigation water qualities were
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considered: Irrigation with the good quality canal water (EC = 0.3 dS irr 1 ), irrigation
with the blended canal and tubewell water (EC = 1.5 dS nv1) and irrigation with
tubewell water only (EC = 3.0 dS nr 1 ). Two conditions related to groundwater table
depths prevailing in the FDP-area were considered:

a

The first condition represents the area where an adequate sub-surface drainage
system is present, which keeps the groundwater table at desired depths. The
characteristics of this adequate drainage design are taken as a drain depth of 2.2 m
with a drain spacing of 500 m (see Chapter 5),which approximately coincide with
the present drainage design of the Fourth Drainage Project i.e. a drain depth of 2.4
m and a drain spacing of 495 m.

a

The second condition is related to the areas where no drainage system is present
and the groundwater is shallow and saline. For this situation, the groundwater
table was initially assumed at a depth of 2.0 m and was allowed to fluctuate over
the growing season depending upon the amount of irrigation, the irrigation water
quality and rainfall. The electrical conductivity (EC) ofthe groundwater was taken
as3.5dSm-ior4700gm-3.

A summary of different water management scenarios simulated is given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Description of different water management scenarios used for the long-term
analysis with the SWAP model. CW = Canal Water, CTW = Canal + Tubewell Water and
TW =Tubewell Water.
Irrigation applications
Water conservation schedule

With
drainage

Without
drainage

•

</
Farmers irrigation practices

v

*

Irrigation water qualities
CW

CTW

TW

•

v<

«/

V

v

•

>/

v

</

•

<s

•
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6.6

Results and discussion

Waterconservation schedule-with drainage
The relative transpiration of wheat and cotton as influenced by three different
irrigation water qualities in the presence of a subsurface drainage system are
illustrated in Figure 6.2. The simulations were performed for a continuous period of
15wheat-cotton croprotations.Afterwards, theresults ofwheat andcotton cropswere
presented separately to quantify the effect of different irrigation management
strategies onrelativetranspiration ofwheatand cotton individually.
Figure 6.2 shows that there is a clear effect of different irrigation water qualities on
crop transpiration. When good quality canal water is used for irrigation, relative
transpirationhigherthan 0.90 canoften bemaintainedboth forwheatandcotton crops
during 15years. However, when canal water is used in conjunction with thetubewell
water (1.5 dS m"1), acceptable crop transpiration for cotton can be obtained, but not
for wheat(7out of 15years has Tact/Tpo,<0.90). Thesimulation results showthat the
use of poor quality tubewell water (3.0 dS m"1) for irrigation will lead to a
considerable reduction in crop yield with Tact/Tp„,values as low as 0.60, both for
wheat andcotton.
The decrease in relative transpiration due to poor quality tubewell water is
approximately 13 percent if good quality canal water is taken as reference. The
reductions aremorefor wheat than for cotton. Twofactors cause cotton cropto suffer
less under these conditions: Firstly, cotton is more salt tolerant than wheat and
secondly salinity levels in the wet cotton season are generally lower due to monsoon
rains.Thetemporal variations inTac,/Tpo, overthesimulation periodcanbe ascribed to
differences in annual precipitation. The year 1985 with 217-mm precipitation
introduced asignificant dropin Tact/Tpol. This revealsthatyears withabelow-average
precipitation enhance soil salinization in the root zone immediately, which affects
wateruptakebyroots.
The considerable reductions in therelativetranspiration for the poor quality (1.5 and
3.0 dSm'1)imgation waters aremainly duetoincreases intherootzone salinity. This
implies that less irrigation water is used for croptranspiration and indicates that salts
are building up. The average annual amount of drainage water produced under
optimized imgation schedules with the canal water imgation is only 20 mm, which
did not provide enough leaching (SSC= +0.03). The simulated average annual water
andsalt balances for wheat-cotton rotation for three different irrigation water qualities
arepresented inTable6.3.
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Figure 6.2. Rainfall and relative transpiration (Tac/Tpot) of wheat and cotton based on the
water conservation schedule as influenced bythree different irrigation water qualities inthe
presence of a subsurface drainage systemfor a period of 15years (1980-94). CW = Canal
Water; CTW = Canal+Tubewell Water; TW = Tubewell Water. Dotted line indicates the
acceptablethreshold value.
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Table 6.3. Simulated average annual water and salt balances for wheat-cotton rotation based
on the water conservation schedule as influenced by three different irrigation water qualities
in thepresence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal Water; CTW=Canal+Tubewell
Water; TW = Tubewell Water. The Tpo, is 901 mm and theEpo, is 367 mm.
Treatment

CW
CTW
TW

Rainfall

Irrigation

(mm)

(mm)

(cm)

375
375
375

615
615
615

851
837
811

' net

E„c,

(mm)
159
162
165

Drainage
(mm)
20.0
20.5
30.8

AW

ssc

(mm)
-52.1
-22.9
+9.6

+0.03
+4.53
+6.81

(-)

Table 6.3 shows that the solutes, supplied through the irrigation water are seen to
suppress the crop transpiration (by 2 to 5 percent) and enhance the soil evaporation
rate, Eact, by (2 to 4 percent) since the surface remains wet for longer periods as
compared to the CW scenario. The change in soil water storage, AW, reflects the net
wetting/drying effects. For TW scenarios, AW is positive due to increased soil salinity
and reduced transpiration rates. The value of SSC for CW treatment was 0.03 (3
percent increase in salt storage) over the simulation period of 15-years, which is
acceptable. However, for CTW and TW treatments, SSC values are extremely high
and show severe environmental destructions, even if a drainage system is present.
This shows that drainage systems are no guarantee for success if the irrigation
component is notproperly adjusted.
Figure 6.3 presents the trends of root zone salinity. The ECe values represent the
average root zone salinity calculated over a 1.0 m deep root zone at the end of each
simulation year. Irrigations with the canal water maintain the root zone salinity below
a threshold value of 4.0 dS m"1 although a slightly increasing trend may be witnessed
(SSC = +0.03). A value of 4.0 dS m"1 is usually considered for non-saline soils in
Pakistan (Mulk, 1993). For the poor quality (1.5 and 3.0 dS m"1) irrigation waters, the
root zone salinity increases sharply in the first six years and then this salinization
process reaches to a certain equilibrium state with more or less a constant salt storage.
The temporal development of salinity hazard index (SHI) for wheat-cotton rotation
for three different irrigation water treatments is shown in Figure 6.4. As wheat and
cotton crops respond differently to the increased root zone salinity due to their salt
tolerance characteristics, the SHI was first calculated separately for wheat and cotton
crops and then averaged to show the overall effect of salinity build up on crop yield.
Although SSC for CW treatment was slightly positive (Table 6.3), SHI remained zero
The CTW and TW treatments, will result in an increase in SHI with the superiority of
TW. Remarkable are the step changes occurring during elongated diy spells.
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Figure 6.3. Temporal development ofaverage root zone salinity (ECe)based onthe water
conservation schedule as influenced by three different irrigation water qualities in the
presence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal Water; CTW = Canal+Tubewell
Water; TW=TubewellWater. Dottedlineindicatesthe acceptablethreshold value.
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Figure 6.4. Temporal development of the salinity hazard index (SHI) for wheat-cotton
rotation based on the water conservation schedule as influenced by three different
irrigation water qualities in the presence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal
Water; CTW=Canal+Tubewell Water;TW=Tubewell Water.

Water conservation schedule-without drainage
Figure 6.5 illustrates the relative transpiration (Tact/Tpoi) of wheat and cotton based on
the water conservation schedule as influenced by three different irrigation water
qualities (Table 6.2) in theabsence of a subsurface drainage system. This combination
represents the majority in the Punjab, besides the fact that farmers irrigate more than
the annual 615 mm applicable to water conservation.
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Figure 6.5. Rainfall and relative transpiration (Taa/Tpoi) of wheat and cotton based on the
water conservation schedule as influenced bythree different irrigation water qualities in the
absence of a subsurface drainage system for a period of 15 years (1980-94). CW = Canal
Water; CTW = Canal+Tubewell Water; TW = Tubewell Water. Dotted line indicates the
acceptablethreshold value.
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The results indicate that the relative transpiration for wheat collapsed after a few years
with below average precipitation in the middle of the eighties. The reductions in
Taa/Tpot values during the years six to ten are mainly due to increasing soil salinity in
the root zone (Figure 6.6). The groundwater table started declining for CW and CTW
(Figure 6.7) as a result of capillary rise to supplement the low precipitation. It is
apparent that the crop productivity reduces with time, even when good quality water
irrigations are supplied. The cotton crop seems less affected under these conditions as
was observed under drained conditions.
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Figure 6.6.Temporal development ofaverage rootzone salinity (ECe)based onthe water
conservation schedule as influenced by three different irrigation water qualities in the
absence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal Water; CTW = Canal+Tubewell
Water; TW =Tubewell Water. Dotted line indicatesthe acceptable threshold value.

The long-term simulations revealed that for tubewell water irrigations, the effect of a
shallow groundwater table is very pronounced. Salts are added by capillary rise as
well as through tubewell irrigations. As plants are constrained in their root water
uptake under highly saline conditions, infiltrated water pushes the groundwater table
up. This phenomenon not only increased the root zone salinity (Figure 6.6) but also
created waterlogged conditions (Figure 6.7). For these shallow saline groundwater
table areas, leaching of salts by means of poor quality irrigation water will not be
suitable and the lands will go out of production even faster. Therefore, other options
like growing more salt tolerant crops, eucalyptus or phreophytes should be adapted.
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Figure 6.7. Temporal development of groundwater tables based onthe water conservation
schedule as influenced by three irrigation water qualities in the absence of a subsurface
drainage system. CW= Canal Water; CTW = Canal+Tubewell Water; TW = Tubewell
Water
Farmers present irrigation practices-with drainage
Figure 6.8 shows that with the farmers present irrigation practices, maximum relative
transpiration (Tac/Tpot) for both wheat and cotton crops could be obtained irrespective
of water quality issues. The total depth of water applied by farmers per year is 810
mm, being 25 percent higher than the water conservation schedule with 615 mm
including pre-sowing irrigation.
The increased water application did not result in a proportionate increase in Tac/Tpot
values. The relative transpiration is five percent higher for wheat and only three
percent for cotton as compared to the values obtained by water conservation schedule.
However, it did result in increased drainage requirements (130 mm) (Table 6.4) as
compared to 20 mm for the water conservation strategy (Table 6.3) causing inefficient
use of irrigation water. However, this extra amount of water provides sufficient
leaching to maintain root zone salinity below 4.0 dS m"1 (Figure 6.9) as far as canal
water is used for irrigation. For CTW and TW treatments, only a slight reduction in
Tac/Tpotvalues occurred due to increased root zone salinity. The simulated cumulative
average annual water and salt balances for wheat-cotton rotation for three different
irrigation water are given in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.8. Relativetranspiration (Tac/Tpo!)ofwheat and cotton based onthe farmers present
irrigation practices as influenced by three different irrigation water qualities in the presence
of a subsurface drainage system for a period of 15 years (1980-94). CW = Canal Water;
CTW= Canal+TubewellWater; TW =Tubewell Water. Dotted line indicates the acceptable
threshold value.
Table 6.4. Simulated average annual water and salt balances for wheat and cotton based on
the fanners present irrigation practices as influenced by three different irrigation water
qualities in the presence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal Water; CTW =
Canal+Tubewell Water;TW =TubewellWater.TheTpo,is910andEpo,is367mm.
Treatment
CW
CTW
TW

p

Rainfall
(mm)

Irrigation
(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Drainage
(mm)

(mm)

(-)

375
375
375

810
810
810

894
891
859

177
178
180

129
130
156

-7.6
-6.2
-0.9

-0.26
+2.78
+5.15
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Figure 6.9. Temporal development of average root zone salinity (ECe) based on the
farmers present irrigation practices as influenced by three different irrigation water
qualities in thepresence of a subsurface drainage system. CW = Canal Water; CTW =
Canal+Tubewell Water; TW = Tubewell Water. Dotted line indicates the acceptable
threshold value.

Table 6.4 shows that tubewell water depressed the crop transpiration by about five
percent as compared to canal water irrigation. Interesting to note is that the salt
storage change becomes negative only in the case of CW, while for the other two
treatments it remained positive despite about six times more leaching through
drainage as compared to the water conservation scenario. This shows that salts added
by poor quality irrigation water were in excess of the amount of salts removed
through drainage. This implies that applying more frequent irrigations with saline
water does not help in taking away the saltsfrom the crop roots and that this scenario
is not sustainable. The SHI for CW remained zero (not shown), while for other two
treatments a slightly increasing trend was observed with TW leading CTW.
Farmers present irrigation practices-without

drainage

The long-term simulations show that the farmers present irrigation practices are not
suitable for adaptation in the areas where no drainage system is present and
groundwater is shallow and saline. Application offive irrigations for wheat and five
for cotton will raise the groundwater table to the surface level in just two to three
years, making crop production very difficult. Therefore results of these simulations
are not presented here.
For sustainable crop production in these areas without installing a drainage system,
irrigation applications should be substantially reduced to minimize percolation losses
and to enhance capillary drying of the soil. The best irrigation strategy under shallow
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water table conditions could be to irrigate at relatively high stress levels and the most
critical growth stages that do not reduce yields. Prathapar and Sarwar (1999) have
shown that in areas where no drainage systems are present and groundwater is
shallow and saline, the quantities of irrigation water can be reduced to meet 80
percent of the crop evapotranspiration without reducing crop yields and without
increasing soil salinization.
Productivity of water
Where water is a constraining resource, yield per unit of water becomes more
important. Different indicators to relate crop production per unit of water exist. Most
commonly used are 'yield per unit of water evapotranspired (K ac /ET ac ,)' and 'yield
per unit of irrigation water supply (Yact/Irr) (Molden et al., 1998). Droogers and Kite
(1999) expressed theproductivity of water per unit 1) evapotranspiration {Yact/ETact),
2) transpiration (Yaa/Tact), 3) irrigation water supply (Yact/Irr) and 4) depletion using
the concept of relative transpiration for estimating crop yields (Yact/(ETac, + Dr). In
our case, depletion is defined as the sum of actual evapotranspiration (ETact) and
amount of drainage (Dr). The maximum attainable yields in the FDP-area for wheat
and cotton are taken as 3350 kg ha"1 and 1950 kg ha"1,respectively (Bastiaanssen and
Ali, 2000). Table 6.5 shows the comparison of different productivities of water for
wheat and cotton crops for water conservation schedule and farmers present irrigation
practices.
Table 6.5. Comparison of different productivities of water for water conservation schedule
andfarmers present irrigationpractices inthepresence ofasubsurface drainage system.
Water conservation

Farmers present

scenario

irrigation practices

Wheat

Precipitation (mm)
Irrigation, /„(mm)
Actual transpiration, T^,(mm)
Actual evaporation, 2v, (mm)
Actual evapotranspiration, ETac,(mm)
Drainage,Dr (mm)
Actual estimated yield,Yac, (kgha"1)
Yac/T^ (kg m 3 )
L/£r„(kgmJ)
YJIrr (kgm"3)
Yac/(ET„cl+Dr) (kgm 3 )

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

106

270

106

270

195

260

325

325

327

524

353

541

54

109

50

177

381

633

403

718

5

15

28

126

3070

1880

3340

1940

0.94

0.36

0.95

0.36

0.81

0.30

0.81

0.30

1.57

0.72

1.03

0.60

0.80

0.29

0.77

0.23
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In general,productivity of water is higher in case of water conservation schedule as
compared to farmers present irrigation practices. Table 6.5 shows that the actual
yields obtained under farmers present irrigation practices are 8 percent higher for
wheat and only three percent for cotton as compared to yields obtained under the
water conservation schedule. The yield per unit of irrigation water supply for the
water conservation schedule is 35percent higher for wheat and 17percent for cotton
as compared to farmers present irrigation practices. This reflects higher efficiency of
canal water use under water conservation schedule. Theyield per unit of depletion is
also significantly higher (4 percent for wheat and 20 percent for cotton) for water
conservation schedule as compared to fanners present irrigation practices under
drainedconditions.
6.7

Conclusions

The farmers present irrigation practices are aimed at applying maximum water for
maximum crop production. The law of the increased benefits does not apply to
salinized land threatened by a rising groundwater table. The opposite is true:
Unplanned irrigation applications can ruin the land resources within a time span of
several years. Careful management istherefor apre-requisiteto usetheresources in a
productive andsustainableway.
Irrigations with good quality canal water shows that three post-sowing irrigations to
wheat and four to cotton (with each irrigation application depth being 65 mm) are
sufficient to maintain reasonably high relative transpiration (Tac,/Tpot) for shallow
groundwater table conditions of the FDP-area under both drained and un-drained
conditions. Such water conservation schedule will minimize deep percolation and
keep thesaltstoragechange(SSC)andsalinityhazardindex(SHI) within acceptable
limits. Farmers of the FDP-area can save up to 25 percent of the scarce canal
irrigation water each year, waterthat otherwise will be drained. This saved water can
beused for subsequent utilization ontheadjoining 24percent ofthe un-irrigatedFDPareas (SMO, 1994). For poor quality irrigation waters (mixed or tubewell only), this
water conservation schedule will be insufficient. Hence, water savings are applicable
to canal water irrigations only. Table 6.6 summarizes the water management
performance indicators for different scenarios tested in this study. The values given
are only for drained conditions and are based on 15-year averages. The SSC values,
however, reflect thesaltstoragechange overtheentiresimulation period of 15-years.
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Table 6.6. Summary of water management performance indicators for the water conservation
schedule andthe farmers present irrigationpractices as influenced by three different irrigation
water qualities in thepresence of a subsurface drainage system based on 15 year averages.
CW =Canal Water; CTW=Canal+TubewellWater; TW=Tubewell Water.
Performance indicators

Water conservation
schedule

Farmers present
irrig ation practices

CW

CTW

TW

CW

CTW

TW

Salt Storage Change (SSQ

0.94
+0.03

0.93
+4.53

0.90
+6.81

0.99
-0.26

0.99
+2.78

0.95
+5.15

Salinity Hazard Index (SHI)

0

0.08

0.08

0

0.02

0.05

Drainage (Dr)(mmyf )

20

21

31

129

130

156

Relative transpiration (TaJTpol)

The model simulations have indicated that for un-drained areas, leaching of salts by
means of poor quality irrigation water will not be feasible and the lands will go out of
production even at a faster rate due to rising groundwater tables. Therefore, in these
areas, other options like growing more salt tolerant crops such as eucalyptus or
phreophytes should be considered. The construction of drainage systems is an
economical burden for rural communities. It is nevertheless necessary, but not a
guarantee for successful water management. The CTW and TW treatments showed an
increasing trend in salt storage change (SSC) and salinity hazard index (SHI) despite
a high leaching induced by drainage systems. This essentially affects wheat with
seven out of fifteen years having a production below desired level.
The temporal variations in relative transpiration and root zone salinity revealed that
the deviations in annual precipitation from an average year are very critical to
maintain fragile equilibrium between different water and salt balance components.
Ideally, water allocation and distribution should be based on crop evapotranspiration,
precipitation and salinity build up and reviewed yearly. However, for the present fixed
rotational irrigation system, this will remain a constraint.
Due to the population expansion in Pakistan there exists a need for more food, while
the per capita irrigation water availability is diminishing. The fact of having less
irrigation water of good quality available by the withdrawal of water resources to
urban areas should result in a 25 percent reduction of canal supplies to farmers. Under
these conditions, adaptation of water conservation strategies is a better option than
recommending farmers to irrigate with tubewell water, unless the groundwater quality
is acceptable. Drainage helps long-term solutions but success is not guaranteed and
some deviations from the optimum should be accepted.
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From the above conclusions, guidelines for the extension workers can be drawn for
the safe and sustainable use of different quality irrigation waters (Table 6.7). These
guidelines are based on the taken simulation period of 15 years considering wheatcotton crop rotation. The yield reductions are assumed to be affected only due to
excessive moisture and/or salinity conditions. Other non-water factor such as nutrient
availability, pests, weeds, disease control and cultural practices are considered as
optimal.
Table 6.7. Management strategies for the safe and sustainable use of different quality
irrigation waters under different groundwater table conditions for the FDP-area based on 15
year simulations with the SWAP model. CW = Canal Water, CTW = Canal + Tubewell
Water, TW = Tubewell Water. Irrigation amounts to wheat and cotton crops represent postsowing water applications (mm)in agrowing season.
Management strategiesfor different quality irrigation waters

Drainage
conditions

CW
(EC= 0.3dSm"')

Subsurface
drainage

No
subsurface
drainage

100

CTW

TW

(EC=1.5dSm"')

(EC= 3.0dSm-')

Reduced
water
application

Leaching feasible

Extra leachingnot feasible
Grow salttolerant crops

Wheat=195 mm
Cotton = 260mm

Wheat= 325mm
Cotton = 325mm

Wheat= 325mm
Cotton = 325mm

Reduced
water
application

Leachingnot feasible

Install drainagesystems or

Grow salttolerant crops

grow salt tolerant plants
for
reclamation
e.g.

Wheat= 195mm
Cotton = 260mm

Wheat =195 mm
Cotton =260mm

eucalyptus
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EFFECTS OF IRRIGATION WATER DISTRIBUTION ON
CROP PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENT 1

Abstract
This Chapter examines the response of three water delivery schedules, representing
various levels of flexibility, on crop production, water saving, soil salinization,
drainage requirements and groundwater table behavior. The calibrated SWAP model
has been used as a tool. The evaluations were made for un-restricted and restricted
water supply situations considering three different groundwater table conditions
prevailing in the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP) of the Punjab, Pakistan. From the
simulation results it is apparent that on average the effect of schedule flexibility on
crop yields is not very significant. However, compared to a. fixed schedule provided
un-restricted canal water supplies are available, the productivity of irrigation water
supply (Yact/Irr), is up to 30 percent higher for the on-demand schedule. The ondemand schedule capable of complying with the temporal variations in climate is also
more effective in water saving, reducing drainage volumes and controlling rising
groundwater tables. In the present water deficient environment of the Indus basin, the
benefits of the on-demand schedule and a fixed schedule are comparable. In the
absence of sufficient canal water supplies, infrastructure and a well-designed and
effective monitoring and communication system, moving towards the on-demand
system will be un-productive. For the long-term sustainability of the irrigation
system, improvements in the performance of the present water allocations and onfarm water management practices seems to be more necessary.

7.1

Introduction

Increasing demand and decreasing water quality has put enormous pressure on the
agriculture sector to use its available water resources more efficiently and to improve
the productivity of water. These pressures are a result of the increasing demand for
food and evermore limited possibilities for extension of irrigation to other areas due to
scarcity of land and water resources and costs of development (Shanan, 1992). The
growing scarcity of water has also increased the inter-sectoral competition for water,
particularly from the municipal and industrial sectors. Thus, in future, irrigation's
contribution to food security will have to come from improving existing systems and
expanding the area under irrigation. This requires a major effort to improve irrigation
management, operation and maintenance, rehabilitation and modernization of existing
schemes.
Adapted version of Sarwar, A., W.G.M. Bastiaanssen and R.A. Feddes, 2000. Irrigation water
distribution and long-term effects on crop and environment. AgriculturalWater Management
(Submitted).
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The allocation and distribution ofwater in an irrigation system are some of the most
important activities found in agriculturebecausethey require an understanding of the
complex interactions between the physical, technical, socio-economical and
organizational factors thatuniquely affect each irrigation system. Thepresent process
of water allocation and distribution in Pakistan is based on the assumption that
irrigation systems arehomogenous (Renault and Godaliyada, 1999). This implies that
generic rules for operation will lead to equivalent levels of performance whatever
systems or subsystems are considered. The characteristics of an irrigation system,
however, vary both in time and space (Steiner and Walter, 1993). The greatest
challenge often faced by irrigation managers is to copewith the spatial diversity and
temporal variability oftheir irrigation system. The spatial diversity includes cropping
patterns, local convective rains, topography and soils, social organizations and
management capacity. Temporal variability encompasses short-term changes in agroclimatic conditions, long-term changes in ecological conditions, degradation of
hardware and management. Therefore in order to optimize productivity of water, a
heterogeneous approach tooperations is requiredto dealwith thespatial diversity and
temporal variability of the irrigation system. The word operation refers to both the
manipulations of physical structures in the irrigation system to implement
management decisions about water allocation and the schedules of delivery and
distribution (RenaultandMakin, 1999).
The large scale, low-supply schemes of Indo-Pak (Ganga and Indus) basins are
characterized as 'protective irrigation'. This term is more related to water rights and
has historically influenced the system's design and canal capacities. The major
objective of 'protective irrigation' was to distribute the little water available to the
greatest possible number of users to prevent crop failure and avoid famine (Jurriens
and Mollinga, 1996). The major concerns regarding performance of irrigated
agriculture in Pakistan are low crop yields and low water use efficiency. Among
others, inequitable, untimely and non-assured canal water supplies are usually held
responsible for this lowperformance (Shanan, 1992).
It must be realized that it is notjust the volume of water delivered, but the way it is
delivered controls the effective use of resources. It is generally argued that
improvement in productivity primarily depends upon better matching irrigation
supplies with crop demand. Therefore a more flexible scheduling system capable of
distributing water insuch awaythat itis available inthe quantities and atthetimes it
is needed, is necessary for the optimization of cropproduction. In Pakistan, emphasis
isalsoincreasingfor achange-overfrom thepresentfixedrotational system(basedon
proportionate division of water over available land) to a more crop demand-based
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irrigation management to achieve equitable and timely deliveries and efficient use of
water (World Bank, 1992).
The discussions on the water division are usually based on the comparison of crop
yields, development costs, management and infrastructural constraints and sociopolitical conditions (Merriam, 1992; Steiner and Walter, 1993; Wolters et al., 1997).
However, very little attention is given to the long-term impacts of these proposed
interventions on environmental parameters such as soil salinization, drainage
requirements and groundwater table behavior. Therefore, the debates on the
advantages and disadvantages of this change remain ambiguous due to the lack of
necessary data to quantify this impact. In this Chapter the consequences of water
delivery at the farm gate on crop production and environment will be evaluated using
the calibrated SWAP model. The results of long-term SWAP model simulations to
include weather anomalies will be described. Some opportunities and constraints for
the introduction of a more flexible irrigation water distribution system in the Indus
basin will also be discussed.
To systematically evaluate the impact of different water delivery schedules on crop
production and environment, following performance indicators were used.
•

Relative transpiration (T„c,/Tpot)(see Chapter 6).

•

Salt Storage Change (SSC =AC/Cinmai) (see Chapter 6).

•

Net flux at 250 cm depth leaving or entering the root zone (c]2.w)- This flux was
considered as deep percolation and capillary rise. The deep percolation is
represented by negative values and the capillary rise by positive values.

•

Productivity of irrigation water supply (yield per unit of irrigation supply, Yact/I,r
(kg m"3). where Yact (kg ha"1) is the estimated actual yield and /„. (m3 m"2) is the
depth of irrigation water applied. The maximum attainable yields in the FDP-area
for wheat and cotton are taken as 3350 kg ha"1 and 1950 kg ha"1, respectively
(Bastiaanssen and Ali, 2000).

7.2

Water delivery schedules studied

A water delivery schedule during an irrigation period is a sequence of regulations
specifying the amount of irrigation water at each point in time for all recipients or
groups of recipients in a distribution system. The water delivery schedules differ
mainly in time period and flow re-adjustments and are usually based on the type of
water allocation. Water allocations to tertiary units can either be supply-based or
demand-based. Supply-based water allocations are based on proportional division of
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water over available land. In the case of demand-based water allocation, the actual or
estimated cropwaterrequirements form thebasis ofwater distribution.
Of crucial importance for the establishment of irrigation schedule is the specification
of three components of water delivery at the farm outlet: the rate of water flow
('discharge'), the duration of water delivery and thefrequency of water delivery.
Assuming that each ofthese components can eitherbe constant orvariable, anumber
of different types of irrigation delivery schedules can be distinguished (FAO, 1982;
Replogle and Merriam, 1982;WorldBank, 1986;Clemmens, 1987;Horst, 1998).For
this study, the three most important categories of water delivery schedules,
representing different levels ofschedule flexibility, were studied. These schedules are
briefly discussedbelow.
• Fixed schedule: Water delivery is based on a schedule proportional to land
holding orirrigated area. This can be attained eitherby dividing continuous flows
through the system according to the areas served or by delivering the water
intermittently on a proportional time basis (rotation system). This schedule is
presently beingpracticedinmanyirrigated areas ofIndiaand Pakistan.
• Flexibleschedule:Crop water requirement can either bebased on the requests of
farmers for water ('on-request') or on an assessment by the Central Irrigation
Agency of the various crops and their water requirement ('arranged'). In 'onrequest' schedule, flows are regularly adjusted (once every 1 or 2 days), for
'arranged' schedule,re-adjustments areusually madeonceevery 7, 10or 14 days.
• On-demandschedule:Individual farmers decide when and how much irrigation
water is needed. The system is designed in such away that each farmer is able to
draw any quantity of water at any time he wishes. With this type of scheduling,
some form of automatic control in which the system responds automatically to
withdrawal ofwaterisneeded.
To achieve desired targets,the abundance and shortage of water supplies can make a
significant difference in the performance of an irrigation system. The selection of a
water delivery schedule cannotbemade freely without testing it interms of demandsupply considerations. The above-mentioned three water delivery schedules were
tested for two water supply situations: un-restrictedwater supplies throughout the
year and restricted water supplies (considered equivalent to the sanctioned canal
water supplytotheFDP-area i.e.600mmyr"1).
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Un-restrictedwatersupply
Fixed schedule:These schedules have their conditions fixed at the beginning of the
irrigation season as to frequency, rate and duration. The behavior of individual
farmers in the fixed schedule is difficult to translate into an average condition.
Therefore we adapted the irrigation schedule recommended by the Punjab
Agricultural Department (PAD) for wheat-cotton agro-climatic zone of the Punjab
(OFWM, 1980)usually being followed by fanners. Thefirst irrigation was applied to
wheat,threeweeks after sowing, andtocotton,fiveweeks after sowing. In addition to
the pre-sowing irrigations, subsequent irrigations were appliedto wheat and cotton at
three-week intervals. Irrigations of wheat and cotton were stopped three weeks and
five weeks before harvesting, respectively. The depth of each individual irrigation
wastaken as65mmwhereas for pre-sowing irrigation 80mmwastaken (Sarwar and
Bastiaanssen, 2000).Thisrotationrepresents a fixed' schedulesinceallthreedelivery
components i.e.frequency, rate andduration offlow are fixed.
Flexibleschedule:Water is delivered by the Central Agency according to crop water
requirements. The interval of water supply was taken as 7 days and the irrigation
requirement for each interval was calculated by subtracting cumulative effective
rainfall from the cumulative potential evapotranspiration (ETpol) during that period.
Daily ETpo, values were calculated bymultiplying reference evapotranspiration (ET„)
with the crop factors (kc) for wheat and cotton crops. To obtain effective rainfall, a
fixed factor of 0.85 (Smith, 1995) was used. The irrigation requirements were
calculated for an averageyear. The averageyear was determined on the basis of
annual rainfall and ETpo, data of 15years (1980-94). The average annual rainfall of
this series was 375 mm and average annual ETp0, 1180 mm. The net irrigation
requirement for eachweekwas calculated accordingto0.9*(ETpor0.S5*P),where Pis
therainfall. The factor 0.9wasusedtoaccount for theunavoidablefieldlosses dueto
unequal water distribution within a field. This represents a more 'flexible' schedule
since the actual crop water requirements are used to vary the depth of irrigation
application.
On-demand schedule: This irrigation schedule allows the fanners to control the
frequency, rate and duration of flow at his outlet. This situation was modelled by
filling the root zone to field capacity whenever relative transpiration ratio (Tnc/Tpo!)
dropped below a value of 1.0. A value of 10 for Trwt/Tpo, represents maximum
attainable crop yields. This criterion was used to optimize timing and amount of
irrigation using SWAP model. This represents the 'on-demand' schedule since all
three water delivery components i.e. frequency, rate andduration offlow arevariable.
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Restrictedwatersupplies
Thetotal canal water available for cropgrowth inthe FDP-area is about 600 mmyr"1
(WAPDA, 1989).Irrigationswere adjusted tothreewater delivery schedules insuch a
way that the total amount of water applied in ayear does not exceed 600 mm. For a
fixed schedule, in addition to one pre-sowing irrigation of 80 mm to each crop,
application ofthis criterionresulted inthreepost-sowing irrigations towheat and four
to cotton with depth ofeach individual irrigation equivalentto65mm. Fortheflexible
schedule,this amountofwater could onlymeet 60percent ofthetotal irrigation water
requirements, in addition totwo pre-sowing irrigations. Irrigations were applied with
the same 7-day interval. For the on-demandschedule, the best irrigation schedule for
wheat and cotton cropsthat fits within 600mmyr"1ofwater,was optimized using the
SWAPmodel.Itwas found thatfillingthesoilprofile backtofield capacity whenever
Tac/Tp0, value dropped below 0.85, would be the best strategy under therestricted
water supply conditions. SWAP uses this criterion (Tac,/Tpot = 0.85) on daily basis to
calculate irrigation requirements. However, cumulative relative transpiration at the
end ofthegrowingseason couldbehigherthanthisvalue.
The long-term (15 year) simulations were performed for three groundwater table
conditions prevailing in the FDP-area. In addition to the 'drained' and 'un-drained'
situations as defined in Chapter 6, simulations were also performed for the deep
groundwater table (DWT) conditions. For this situation, a soil column of 10m was
considered for which an initial groundwater table depth of 10 m below soil surface
was assumed. Zero flux atthebottom ofthesoil profile was used asbottom boundary
condition.
7.3

Results and discussion

Un-restrictedwatersupplies
Figure 7.1 shows the response curve illustrating the effect of increasing schedule
flexibility on relative crop yields and salt storage change (SSC) under drained, undrained and deep groundwater table (DWT) conditions for un-restrictedcanal water
supplies. The presented results are based on 15 year averages considering wheatcotton croprotation ascalculatedwiththeSWAPmodel.
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Figure 7.1. Relative transpiration (Tac/Tpoi) and salt storage change (SSC = AC/Cinitiai)as
influenced by a fixed, flexible and on-demand schedule for un-restricted canal water
supplies under drained, deep groundwater table (DWT) and un-drained conditions as
calculated with SWAP based on 15 year averages (1980-94). The values for the fixed
schedule under DWTconditions arebased on 11year averages. Note thatSSC values for undrained conditions are positive indicatingan increase inSSC. I=standard deviations.

Increasing the schedule flexibility by moving from a fixed application of 65 mm at
constant intervals to filling the soil profile back to field capacity whenever relative
transpiration dropped below 1.0, crop yields under drained conditions increased by 4
percent. The small reduction in yields for &fixed schedule is due to constant irrigation
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supplies without considering temporal variations in climate. Due to the restricted
capacity of the drainage system, during high rainfall years excessive soil moisture
conditions in the root zone persists for relatively longer periods. This reduces the
capacity of roots to extract water and negatively affected crop transpiration. For
relatively dry years, afixedschedule was sufficient to maintain maximum crop yields
under variable climatic conditions. The slightly reduced relative yields in case of a
flexible schedule areattributed tovariations inthe hydrological conditions of different
simulation years from an average year. The on-demand schedule maintained
maximum yields under all climatic conditions asthe timing and amount of irrigations
could be adjusted according to variations in rainfall and evaporative demand of the
atmosphere. Aswould be expected, the more flexible the schedule was, the lower the
standard deviation in crop productivity. This is logical since the added flexibility in
water deliveryallows ittorespondbettertocropstressandthusminimize variability.
The percolation losses under deep groundwater table conditions triggered the
groundwater table rise, which exacerbates the damage potential of waterlogging and
increases the need for subsurface drainage. The irrigations according to a fixed
schedule raises the groundwater table to soil surface levels in the 11 year of
simulations (Figure 7.2), makingthe crop production very difficult. Therefore relative
transpiration values for a.fixed schedule under deep groundwater table conditions are
based on 11year averagesratherthan 15years.
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Figure7.2.Groundwatertableriseasinfluenced byafixed, flexible andon-demand schedule
underdeepgroundwatertableconditions for un-restricted canalwater supplies overaperiod
of 15 years(1980-94).
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The groundwater table rise for the other two schedules was less steep and follows a
more or less similar trend (Figure 7.2). Here the groundwater table rise over the
simulation period of 15-years was about 3.5 m. This implies that distributing canal
water based on the temporal variable crop water requirements (flexible or on-demand
schedules), recharge to the groundwater can be reduced and the process of
waterlogging can be delayed if not avoided. This is advantageous for the long-term
sustainability of crop production and environment.
Under un-drained conditions, a fixed schedule was a complete failure as the
groundwater table rises to the soil surface level in just two years, creating severe
waterlogged conditions (not shown here). For these areas, the flexible and the ondemand schedules perform better as the irrigation amounts could be matched to the
actual crop water requirements, avoiding excessive deep percolation losses and
consequently rising groundwater tables.
Under drained and deep groundwater table conditions, soil desalinisation took place
for all three water delivery schedules. For a fixed schedule, the salt storage change
(SSC) was more negative (i.e. decreased) mainly due to high amounts of irrigation
water application. Under drained conditions, the lower SSC values for the on-demand
schedule indicates that applied water was efficiently used for crop transpiration
therefore very little leaching occurred. However, leaching of salts was sufficiently
enough to keep the SSC desirably negative The substantial amount of deep
percolation under deep groundwater table conditions removed a significant amount of
salts from the root zone, making SSC values considerably negative. Under un-drained
conditions, the SSC values remained positive (i.e. increased) for all three water
delivery schedules. This is attributed to inflow of salts from the bottom of the soil
profile through capillary rise.
The simulated water and salt balances for the local hydrological conditions computed
over a period of 15-years are presented in Table 7.1.In general, afixed schedule used
more irrigation water than the other two schedules. Under drained conditions, the total
average annual water used by the on-demand schedule (680 mm) was 20 percent
lower than the total annual water used by a fixed schedule (845 mm). The less amount
of water used by the on-demand schedule was mainly due to the presence of shallow
groundwater table, which contributed positively to the crop transpiration. However, in
terms of total average water used, the on-demand schedule was often comparable to
theflexible schedule, especially when one standard deviation was taken into account.
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Under deep groundwater table conditions, for the 15-years of model simulations, the
total average annual water used for the on-demand schedule amounts 780 mm. This
amount remained 13 percent higher than the total average annual water used under
drained conditions.
Under un-drained conditions, the total average annual water used for the on-demand
schedule was 620 mm. This amount was 8 percent and 20 percent lower than the total
average annual water used under drained and DWT conditions, respectively. The total
average water used for the flexible schedule was 30 percent lower than the total
average annual water used under drained and DWT conditions. However, the yield
reductions due to this reduced water application were only three to five percent. This
implies that in shallow groundwater table areas, water supplies on the basis of
potential evapotranspiration is notfeasible and corrections for capillary contribution
should be made more effectively.
Table 7.1. Simulated cumulative average annual water and salt balance components as
influenced by &fixed,flexible and on-demandschedule for un-restrictedcanal water supplies
under drained, deep groundwater table (DWT) and un-drained conditions. The values for the
fixed schedule under DWT conditions are based on 11 year averages. The numbers between
parentheses show the standarad deviation. Fxd. = Fixed schedule, Flex. = Flexible schedule,
Odm. =On-demandschedule. TheTpol =901mm.
Water balance

Drained conditions

DWT conditions

Un-drained conditions

components

Fxd.

Flex.

Odm.

Fxd.

Flex.

Odm.

Fxd.

Flex.

Odm.

Irrigation (mm)

845

760

845

760

520

868
300

885
104

854

895

780
(83)
900

845

T„cl(mm)
Drainage (mm)

680
(85)
893
20

858

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-246

-94

-110

-

620
(133)
895

+18

+8

0.96
-0.47
0.63

0.98
-0.20
0.71

1.0
-0.08
0.93

0.95
-0.30
0.61

1.0
-0.21
0.72

1.0
-0.27
0.74

_
-

0.95
+0.21
0.88

1.0
+0.12
0.87

q2so(mm)
* ace * pot

ssc
Y,Jl„ (kg m°)

The productivity of irrigation water supply (Y„c,/I,r) for different combinations is
presented in Table 7.1. As the simulations were made for two crops (i.e. wheatcotton) in a growing year, Y,K,/lrr was first calculated for each crop separately and then
averaged to demonstrate the overall effect of irrigation water applied in a growing
year. In general, Y„c,/I,r values for wheat were higher than cotton (not shown here).
Table 7.1 shows that although for the on-demand schedule, relative crop yields are
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four to five percent higher as compared to afixedschedule,the increase in Fac//„.is
15percent for DWTand30percent for drained conditions.Thelowervalues ofYact/I„for DWT conditions areattributed tohigh percolation losses. However, Yac,/Irr values
for theflexibleschedule arecomparabletothe on-demand schedule. The lower Yact/I„values for afixedschedule canbe explainedby thelarge amount ofwater lostthrough
drainage and deep percolation. Thisillustratesthat underun-restrictedwatersupply
conditions, theflexibility in irrigation schedulinghas a considerablepositive impact
ontheproductivityofirrigation watersupply.
The average drainage requirements for the on-demandschedule were only 3 percent
ofthetotal canal water applied as compared to 36percent for afixedschedule and 14
percent for theflexible schedule. The drainage requirements for a.fixedschedule also
showed large fluctuations over the simulated period of 15-years. They varied from
137 to 590 mm yr"1 (Figure 7.3). These fluctuations were primarily related to the
variations in rainfall amounts, as the irrigation gifts were kept constant for afixed
schedule. The variations in drainage requirements were 20 to 280 mm yr"1 for the
flexible schedule and0-128mmyr"1fortheon-demandschedule.
The average deep percolation losses for a fixed schedule accounted for about 29
percent ofthetotal canal water applied as comparedto 13percent for theflexibleand
14 percent for the on-demandschedules (Table 7.1). The annual fluctuations varied
from 47to 550mmyr"1for afixedschedule ascompared to 25to 246mmyr"1for the
flexible schedule and20to230mmyr"1fortheon-demandschedule(Figure 7.3).This
shows that with increasing schedule flexibility, water losses both through drainage as
well asdeeppercolation tendtobereduced. Thepositiveq2so values under un-drained
conditions indicate that shallow groundwater table contributed positively to crop
transpiration throughcapillaryrise.
The above discussion revealed that compared to a fixed schedule, the on-demand
schedule is more effective not only in increasing crop yields and productivity of
irrigation water supply but also in saving precious canal water, reducing drainage
volumes and controlling rising groundwater tables. These are important parameters
from the sustainability point of view and provide enough incentives to advocate a
shift from afixedto amoreflexible water distribution system providedun-restricted
water supplies areavailable.
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Figure 7.3. Average annual amounts of drainage and deep percolation as influenced by
fixed, flexible and on-demand schedule for un-restricted canal water supplies as calculated
with SWAP for a period of 15 years (1980-94). Drainage and deep percolation refer to
drained and deep groundwater table conditions, respectively. The amount of capillary rise
under un-drained conditions isnot shown.
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While comparing the results it must be kept in mind that model simulations assume
that the on-demand schedule can or will be perfectly carried out by the irrigation
organization-an assumption that is often not valid. At some level of flexibility, most
organizations will have limited capital or capacity to implement the on-demand
schedule and ultimately the performance will suffer. Thus, instead of standard
deviations decreasing as flexibility increases, the standard deviations will increase.
Clearly during schedule selection, the management capacity of an irrigation
organization must be taken into account. Due to high management capacity with
associated high costs required for the on-demandschedule, the general practice is a
morefixedschedule.
Restrictedwatersupplies
Whenthesameamount ofirrigationwater(600mmyr"1)is applied,water distribution
according to the on-demand schedule increases the average crop yields by two to
three percent as compared to a.fixedand the flexible schedule under drained, DWT
and un-drained conditions. This implies that under restricted canal water supplies,
deviations in cropyields duetotemporal variability inthe climatecantosome extent
be compensatedbyincreasingtheflexibility ofwaterdistribution (Figure7.4).
The average yields under drained and un-drained conditions for all water delivery
schedules were about four percent higher than DWT conditions. This increase in
yield under shallow groundwater table conditions canbe attributed tothe contribution
ofcapillaryrise from theshallow groundwatertabletocropevapotranspiration. Under
DWT conditions,thestandard deviationin relative crop yields was also larger. Under
all conditions, the standard deviation in relative crop yields decreases with the
increase inschedule flexibility.
The drainagerequirements and deeppercolation for allthreewater delivery schedules
are within three percent of the total canal water applied (Table 7.2). Under drained
conditions, these amounts were just sufficient to keep the SSC within acceptable
limits (< 0.05). However, this was not the case under DWT conditions and the
leaching was insufficient topush the salts below theroot zone,which makes theSSC
values considerably positive irrespective of water delivery schedule. Under undrained conditions, the capillary rise from the groundwater table contributes
positively to crop transpiration {Tac,/Tpot is higher than under DWT conditions) but
increases the SSCfor all three water delivery schedules. However, differences inSSC
values within three water delivery schedules are comparable. Due to low percolation
losses under DWT conditions, therecharge tothe groundwater was very low and the
rise inthegroundwater tableoverthe 15-yearsimulation periodwas only 50cm.
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Figure 7.4. Relative transpiration (Tac/Tpol) and salt storage change (SSC = AC/Cm„H,i) as
influenced by a fixed, flexible and on-demand schedule for restricted canal water supplies
under drained, deep groundwater table (DWT) and un-drained conditions as calculated with
SWAP based on 15year averages (1980-94). Note that SSC values for un-drained and DWT
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Table 7.2. Simulated cumulative average annual water and salt balance components as
influenced by afixed,flexibleand on-demand schedule for restricted canal water supplies
under drained, deep groundwater table (DWT) and un-drained conditions. Fxd. = Fixed
schedule,Flex.=Flexibleschedule,Odm.=On-demandschedule.TheTpo, =901 mm.
Water balance

Drained conditions

DWT conditions

Un-drained conditions

components

Fxd.

Flex.

Odm.

Fxd.

Irrigation (mm)

600

600

600

T„c (mm)
Drainage (mm)

830
-15

843
7

861
6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-20

-5

-15

+18

+22

+20

0.92
+0.04

0.94
+0.07
1.13

0.96
+0.05
1.17

0.90
+0.11

0.91
+0.13
1.09

0.92
+0.12
1.12

0.94
+0.12
1.15

0.91
+0.14
1.12

0.95
+0.14
1.16

I250 (mm)

' (IfF * pol

ssc
/•„,//„(kg m'3)

1.14

Flex.

Odm.

Fxd.

Flex.

Odm.

600

600

600

600

600

810

816

824

850

822

600
861

1.11

Table 7.2 shows thatproductivity of irrigation water supply (Y„cl/Irr) is, as expected,
higher for the restricted water supply as compared to un-restricted water supply
conditions (Table 7.1). Under restrictedwater supply conditions, the limited amount
of water applied was fully utilized for crop transpiration and losses through drainage
or deep percolation were almost nil (Table 7.2). This seems to be ajustification for
applying deficit irrigation: lower irrigation inputs increase theproductivity of water.
Contrary to un-restrictedcanal water supplies, the Y„c/Irr values are comparable for
all three water delivery schedules under drained, un-drained and DWT conditions.
This implies that under restricted water supply conditions, impact of schedule
flexibility onproductivityofirrigation watersupplyisnotverysubstantial.
Aclosereview ofpresented results indicatethat under restrictedcanalwater supplies,
the advantage of shifting from a.fixedto the on-demandwater distribution system is
only a small increase in crop yields. The effects of the on-demand schedule on
productivity of water, soil salinization, drainage requirements and groundwater table
behaviour arecomparablewiththefixed andtheflexible schedules.
7.4

Constraints and opportunities for improved water distribution in the
Indusbasin

Theadvantages oftheon-demandschedule areobviouswhen un-resrictedcanal water
supplies are available and the objective isto maximize cropproduction and minimize
environmental degradation. However, the most basic requirement for theon-demand
supply system is the availability of variable amounts of water during cropping
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seasons. The cropping patterns andintensities also need tobe more consistent. In the
present circumstances, both these conditions are not fulfilled in Pakistan. The actual
crop calendars often deviate strongly from those assumed in the design. The present
cropping intensities are around 150 percent as compared to the design value of 75
percent. The existing experiences show that it is not possible to control the cropping
patterns and intensities so as to keep maximum crop water requirement within the
water allowance andsupplyrange(baseduponthe original calculations for cropwater
requirement). Farmersplan accordingtothemaximum available waterfor allperiods.
Economic incentives have urged them to grow more cash crops (i.e. rice and
sugarcane). These crops often require much more water, rendering it impossible to
meetwater delivery requirements.
The water availability in the main irrigation network is limited and present canal
supplies are about 50 percent of the total crop water requirements (WADPA, 1989).
Theexisting capacity ofthereservoirs is fully utilized andnorun-off occurs from the
Indus basin during seven months oftheyear. In Kharif, asubstantial amount of water
flows into the sea, which could partly be used if new storage facilities could be
developed. Theonlypossibility toincreasewater supplies istheexploitation ofusable
groundwater. This resource is being extensively used in Pakistan and presently about
30 to 40 percent of the irrigation water available at the farm gate is provided by
groundwater through tubewells (Nespak/SGI, 1991). However, the un-regulated
pumping of groundwater often causes secondary salinization, land degradation, as
well as rapid depletion and quality changes in groundwater. Hence, the surface water
supply isthemajor resourcebasetobeused for irrigation planning.
The successful operation of the on-demandsupply system requires a differentiated
allocation and distribution of canal water, hence the present system of distribution
based on equity has to be abandoned. Furthermore, an institutional structure and a
large and intensive monitoring system would berequired to assess and communicate
cropwater requirements for eachtime step orperiod. Thenecessary requirements for
theon-demandsupply system include largeinvestments inthehardware (structures as
regulators, spillways, etc and communication system) and software (institutions,
management and training). This is a cumbersome and costly affair as the present
capacity anddesign ofcanalsis fixed tospreadtheavailablewateron landandhas no
relationship whatsoeverwiththeirrigationwaterrequirements ofcrops.
In a situation where periodic water shortages are experienced as in case of the Indus
basin, the decision of which schedule to choose should not be a question of which
schedule will maximize crop production, but rather of which one will optimize crop
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production in a sustainable way within the available water supply and management
capacity. Thesimulation results show that inthe present water deficient environment
of the Indus basin, thebenefits of the on-demandschedule over &fixedschedule are
only a small increase in crop yields. If these benefits are greater than the added
management cost of moving to the on-demandschedule from a fixed schedule then
the on-demandschedule isprobably themostproductive and cost effective. Giventhe
high cost ofmanagement and infrastructure, it is unlikely,however thatthis the case.
Moreover, a shift from a fixed to the on-demand schedule will imply more water
rights to individual farmers within the same command area. This might be justified
from an economical point of view, but is socially unacceptable. Therefore emphasize
should be on improvement of the current water allocations and on-farm water
management practices.
In Chapter 6 it has already been shown that by adapting water conservation
strategies, in shallow groundwater table areas because of supplemental irrigation
supply through capillary rise, about 25 percent of canal water can be saved.
Furthermore,thereis stillroomforimprovements inwatersupply andcropyields.For
example, crop yields are largely influenced by sowing and planting dates. If the
present water supplies can be made more reliable, fanners could adjust their farming
operations and plan their irrigations in most critical stages of the crop growth thus
ensuringmaximum cropyieldswithintheavailablewaterresources.
7.5

Conclusions

The process of choosing an appropriate schedule for an irrigation system must take
intoaccounttemporal variability ofitsclimate andwatersupply alongwith thespatial
diversity of soils and crops. Additional improvements of water use efficiency can be
obtainedby adjusting the canal water supplies according tothetemporal variability of
the crop waterrequirements oftheirrigated crops, provided un-restrictedcanal water
supplies are available. Besides increased yields with the on-demand schedule, the
deviations from average yields were minimal as a factor ofover- orunder-supply can
be included in order to deal with variations in rainfall amounts and evaporative
demand of the atmosphere. Theproductivity of irrigation water supply with the ondemand schedule was substantially higher as compared to &fixedschedule. The ondemand schedule was also effective in irrigation water saving, reducing drainage
volumes, and deep percolation. Although a complete solution of the rising
groundwater tables can not be achieved, the on-demandschedule was found effective
in delaying the process of waterlogging and soil salinization leading to a positive
effect onthe environment.
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The advantages of the on-demand schedule are obvious when un-restricted water
supplies are available and the objective is to ensure maximum crop production and
minimize environmental degradation. However, the successful operation of the ondemand system requires variable amounts of water during cropping seasons,
consistent cropping patterns and a well-designed and effective monitoring and
communication system to assess and communicate crop water requirements for each
time step or period. In the absence of these basic requirements, moving towards the
on-demandsystemisbesetwith social andmanagement problems.
In the present water deficient environment, the on-demandwater distribution system
is no clear option for the Indus basin. Therefore emphasize should be on the
improvement of the present supply-based water distribution system. There is still
room for improvements in water supply and crop yields. The management options
likereducing canalwater suppliesto areaswith fresh shallow groundwater couldsave
a considerable amount of canal water, which can be used in other water deficient
areas. If the present water supplies can be made more reliable, farmers could adjust
their operations andplantheirirrigations inthemost critical stages ofthecropgrowth
tomaximizetheircropyields.
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SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

The viability of irrigated agriculture in the Indus basin is threatened by waterlogging
andsoil salinization. Theseproblems aretheresult ofamultitude offactors, including
seepage from unlined earthen canals system, inadequate provision of surface and
subsurface drainage, poor water management practices, insufficient water supplies
and use ofpoor quality groundwater for irrigation. Optimal management of available
surface and groundwater resources with respect to quantity and quality in view of
rapidly diminishinglandandwaterresourcespercapitaisnecessary.
The study was conducted in the Fourth Drainage Project (FDP), Punjab, Pakistan.
FDP covers about 120, 000 ha irrigated land, of which about 30,000 ha is equipped
with a subsurface tile drainage system. The climate is semi-arid with annual
evaportranspiration far exceeding the annual rainfall, which necessitates irrigation for
crop production. Wheat and cotton are the main crops in winter and summer,
respectively. Canal water supplies are limited by design and siltation in the canal
system, besides cropping intensities being doubled over the past 50 years.
Groundwater tables aregenerally shallow andgroundwater quality is injurious toboth
crops andsoils. Conjunctive useofcanal andgroundwaterisverycommon.
Theproblems are complex because good quality water resources are diminishing and
the demand for food isincreasing,whichmeans that theproductivity ofwatermustgo
up. Reduced irrigation applications can increase the risk of soil salinization due to
insufficient leaching. Drainage systems have the drawbacks of being expensive to
install and operate and to produce highly saline effluent, which is a problem for
downstream users. Therefore the challenge is to utilize canal water and groundwater
(extracted from tubewells) optimally for crop production while keeping groundwater
table fluctuations andsalinity buildupwithinthe acceptable limits.Improve irrigation
water distribution with regard to crop water requirements and restrict the installation
ofdrainagesystemstothemostdeserving areas.
These complex interactions between the irrigation, drainage, weather, groundwater
table and salinity can be properly described by the use of simulation models. The
transient-state water flow and solute transport model, SWAP was used due to its
capability to handle highly dynamic processes such as irrigation, precipitation and
drainage. SWAP is a one-dimensional hydrological model, which produces daily
water and salt balance components as an output, besides crop growth and
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environmental conditions interms ofsoilmoisture,groundwater tableandsoil salinity
fluctuations. Before its application to actual field problems,the model was calibrated
and validated for the physical conditions of the FDP-area. During the calibration
process, special emphasis was given to accurate determination of soil hydraulic
parameters, reference evapotranspiration, drainage from the sample fields and a
suitablebottomboundary condition.
In Chapter 4 the calibration of SWAP model has been discussed. The soil water
retention curves determined from the laboratory experiments were found to be nonrepresentative for field conditions. Model simulation was significantly improved after
applying field determined soil waterretention curves and calibration ofsoil hydraulic
properties.Theresults indicatethatapplyingsoilphysical laboratory measurements or
pedo-transfer functions cancause considerable errors inthe calculations ofwater and
saltbalance components. Forsuccessful application ofsimulation models in irrigation
and drainage studies, more attention should be given to the field determination and
calibration ofsoilhydraulicparameters.
The reference evapotranspiration (ET0)values calculated by the Priestly-Taylor (PT)
method were found to be physically more realistic than the values calculated by the
Penman-Monteith (PM)method. Thelattermethod assumes stomatatobe open dueto
well-regulated soil moisture conditions. However, biophysical research elsewhere has
shown that stomata close to avoid cell water depletion if vapor pressure deficit (vpd)
increases beyond a certain level. The ET0 values calculated by the PM and PT
methodswereingoodagreementbelow avpd of20mbar.Abovethis threshold value,
PM-ET0 values were consistently higher than PT-ET„ values (Figure 4.3). PM- ET„
values exceed the net radiation (R„) values above a vpd of 20 mbar leading to PMET0IR„ > 1.3, which is physically unlikely. This implies that for hot and dry climates
(i.e. vpd >20 mbar),the Priestly-Taylor method ismorerobustto calculate reference
evapotranspiration, because it relies on radiation fluxes rather than on turbulent
momentum, heat and vapor transport mechanisms inside and above plants,which are
very intricatein aridclimateswithirrigatedlands.
Thesimulated drainagefrom the sample fields calculated with an equivalent drainage
resistance (/dram) pertaining to the geometry of that particular field, compares well
with the measured drainage. The analysis of piezometer data complemented by the
model simulations showedthat there is anegligible water exchange between the deep
aquifer and unsaturated zone.Therefore zeroflow conditions at adepth of 5m can be
assumed for the scenario analysis. This result was further confirmed by comparing
measured groundwater tables with simulated groundwater tables using zero flux as
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bottom boundary in the model. A close match between measured and simulated soil
water pressure heads, soil water contents and soil salinity gave confidence on the
calibrated parameters. After satisfactory calibration and validation, SWAP was used
for thedetermination of optimal drainagedesign criteriaforthe FDP-area. In addition
model was used to study the impact of different irrigation management strategies on
crop production, drainage requirements, soil salinity and groundwater table behavior
for different hydrological conditionsprevailingintheFDP-area.
Chapter 5 deals with the re-evaluation of present drainage design criteria and
determination of an optimal drainage design criteria for the FDP-area. In Pakistan,
drainage systems have been designed using steady-state drainage equations of
Hooghoudt andEmst.Theseequations assume steady-state moisture and solute fluxes
occurring in the unsaturated zone. Classical steady-state drainage design criteria also
describe the relationship between drain discharge rate (qdmin) and the hydraulic head
difference between drain level and phreatic level at mid point (Ah), independent of
soil and underground conditions. Theratio qdmiJAh is also called 'drainage intensity'
andistheinverse ofdrainageresistance, ydrai„(Ah/qdmm)- Inreality, however, moisture
and solute fluxes in theunstaurated zone arenot steady but vary with time according
to fluctuations inrainfall, irrigation and evapotranspiration. This implies that drainage
systems should be designed using a transient state approach that accounts for soil
water androotwateruptakedynamics.
To determine an optimal drainage design for the FDP-area, simulations were
conducted for aperiod of 15years to examine the long-term effects of land drainage
(twelve combinations of drain depth and drainage spacing) on crop transpiration, soil
salinization and groundwater table behavior. As the FDP-area represents a multiple
croppingsystem,thesimulations wereearned outfor three dominant crops ofthearea
i.e. wheat, cotton and sugarcane with considering the drainage conditions of fields
midway between two drains. As these fields have a groundwater table being likely
more shallow than at fields located closer to the drains, the worst conditions were
considered. The drain depths chosen were 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 m below the soil
surface. Each of these drain depths was combined with three different drain spacings
ranging from narrow (125 m), medium (250 m) and wide (500 m). These drain
spacings correspondtohigh,medium andlow drainage intensities,respectively.
For the (semi-) arid zones, selection of the proper drain depth was critical than the
drain spacing. Fortheconditions considered, deeperdrains perform betterwithregard
to crop growth, soil salinization and groundwater table control. The optimum drain
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depth from an agro-hydrological perspective for the multiplecroppingsystem of the
FDP-area was found to be 2.20 m (Figure 5.2). This drain depth was successful in
producing reasonably high crop yields (Tac,/Tpol> 0.90) at rather low drainage
intensities (spacing of 500m).This drainage design maintainedthegroundwater table
below the rootzone throughout the growing year, thereby eliminating the chances of
any yield reductions dueto excessive soil moisture conditions. Drains shallower than
2.20 m were found to cause severe yield reductions due to excessive soil moisture
conditions particularly during relatively wet years. Drains deeper than these were
found to increase the costs without any additional benefits. Soil salinization was also
moreclosely relatedto drain depththan todrain spacing. The salinity oftherootzone
decreases with increasing drain depth. This can be attributed to the increased
effectiveness ofsalt leachingthrough deeperdrains.
The drain discharge rate was not constant but fluctuates over time according to the
percolating moisture flux in the unsaturated zone. The present FDP design based on
the recommendations of the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) and the
design proposed by Smedema for the (semi-) arid conditions of Pakistan (Table 5.1)
were found to be rather conservative i.e. with high drainage intensities. The SWAP
simulations show that the FDP-area can effectively be drained with 25 percent less
drainage intensity than the USBR and Smedema drainage designs provided
operational and/or maintenance constraints are not present. This implies two
advantages: less drainage effluent volume and less canal water requirements.
However, the final decision on the optimum combination of drain depth and drain
intensitywouldrequireathorough economicalanalysis.
High installation, operational and maintenance costs and saline effluent disposal
problems associated with drainage systems stress the need to find alternate solutions
to control rising groundwater tables and soil salinization. In shallow groundwater
table areas without subsurface drainage systems, reducing irrigation water
applications, thereby allowing the crop to draw maximum water from the
groundwater, could be a useful strategy to sustain agricultural production. Reduced
water application inshallow salinegroundwater tableconditions has the ultimate goal
to prevent water losses and to increase the area that can be brought under irrigation,
using the same quantum of surface water resources. One of the objectives of this
study was to develop guidelines for sustainable agricultural production in shallow
groundwater table areas, avoiding soil salinity problems, under both drained and undrained conditions.
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In Chapter 6 water conservation strategies for the shallow groundwater table
conditions of the FDP-area and their long-term affects on crop production and
environmenthavebeen discussed. To developtheseguidelines, theSWAP modelwas
used as a suitable surrogate for otherwise expensive and time-consuming field
experiments. Simulations were performed for a period of 15years to develop water
conservation strategies for wheat-cotton croprotation underthe shallow groundwater
table conditions of the FDP-area. Due to the fact that farmers in the FDP-area are
using more and more groundwater for irrigation, simulations were carried out for
three different irrigation water qualities. The developed water conservation strategies
were comparedwith the farmers' present irrigation practices and long-term effects on
crop transpiration, root zone salinity, the groundwater table behavior and drainage
requirements were evaluated.
Areduced irrigation supplytowheat (195mm) andtocotton (260mm) gavethe best
results interms of cropproduction, minimum drainagerequirements, soil salinity and
groundwater table control under both drained and un-drained conditions, when canal
water was usedfor irrigation. Thiswater conservation strategy savedup to25 percent
of the precious canal water each year as compared to farmers' present irrigation
practices. Thepresent irrigation practices offarmers aimatprovidingmaximum water
for maximum crop production. The law of increasing benefits does not apply to
salinized land threatened by rising groundwater tables. The opposite is true:
unplanned irrigation applications could ruin the land resources within atime span of
several years. Careful management is therefore a pre-requisite to use the water
resources inaproductive andsustainableway.
For conjunctive useofcanal andtubewell waterwith anECvalue of 1.5 dSm"1or for
the use of tubewell water alone with an EC value of 3.0 dS m'1, the water
conservation strategywasinsufficient tomaintainsoil sustainablility. Theaverage soil
salinity, expressed to a critical value in the so-called salinity hazard index (SHI)
increased substantially (Figure 6.4), and the relative transpiration, which gives an
indication of relative crop yield, dropped accordingly due to salinity stress.
Apparently, irrigation supplies should be enhanced for leaching the salts from the
crop root zone. Additional water supply possibilities depend on the drainage system
design capacity and on the availability of water. In the absence of a good drainage
system, considering the trend in high groundwater tables, soil salinity and crop yield
reductions, leaching of salts by means of poor quality irrigation water will not be
suitable and lands will go out of production even at a faster rate. Therefore in these
areas, other options like growing more salt tolerant crops like eucalyptus or
phreophytes shouldbeconsidered.
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Due to decreasing availability of good quality canal water for irrigation, adaptation of
water conservation strategies is the best option rather than recommending farmers to
use poor quality tubewell water in an attempt to maximize crop production. The
simulation results indicate that drainage can not solve the salinity build up problem
under all circumstances because relatively dry monsoons provide insufficient leaching
water, and salts added by tubewell water irrigation can only be evacuated from the
soil profile if the drainage system is very intense and additional water supplies are
available. Reduced irrigation applications is a proper short-term solution. However,
large-scale drainage investments with adjusted irrigation planning would be necessary
in the long run.
The results emanating from the model simulations were used to formulate strategies
for the safe and sustainable use of different quality irrigation waters under different
groundwater table conditions and are summarized in Table 8.1. These guidelines are
restricted to the environmental conditions prevailing inthe FDP-area.

Table 8.1. Management strategies for the safe and sustainable use of different quality
irrigation waters under different groundwater table conditions for the FDP-area based on 15
year simulations with the SWAP model. CW = Canal Water, CTW = Canal + Tubewell
Water, TW = Tubewell Water. Irrigation amounts to wheat and cotton crops represent postsowing water applications (mm)in agrowing season.
Drainage

Management strategies for different quality irrigation waters

conditions

CW
(EC =0.3 dSm'1)

Subsurface
drainage

Reduced water
application

Leaching feasible

Extra leaching not feasible
Grow salt tolerant crops

Wheat = 195mm
Cotton = 260mm

Wheat = 325 mm
Cotton = 325 mm

Wheat = 325 mm
Cotton = 325 mm

Reduced water
application

Leaching not feasible
Grow salttolerant crops

Wheat= 195mm
Cotton = 260 mm

Wheat= 195mm
Cotton = 260 mm

Install drainage systems or
grow salttolerant plants
for reclamation e.g.
eucalyptus

No
subsurface

CTW
(EC=1.5dSm"')

drainage

TW
(EC = 3.0dSm"')

In Chapter 7 the effects of irrigation water distribution on crop production and
environment were evaluated. In semi-arid areas, the deviations in annual precipitation
from an average year were found to be critical to maintain a fragile equilibrium
between different water and salt balance components (Chapter 6). This implies that
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for sustainable water and salinity management, the water allocation and distribution
shouldbe based onpotential evapotranspiration,precipitation aswell as salinity build
up and being reviewed yearly. This means a change-over from the present fixed
rotational system (based on proportionate division of water over available land) to a
more flexible irrigation management to provide canal water at the time and location
whereitisactuallyrequiredfor optimumandefficient field irrigation ofcrops.
To test the validity of this argument, the impact of flexibility in irrigation water
distribution on cropproductivity and environmental sustainabilitywas evaluated. For
this purpose, the response of three water delivery schedules, representing various
levels of flexibility, on crop production, water saving, soil salinization, drainage
requirements and groundwater table behavior was studied. The simulations were
carried out for un-restrictedand restrictedcanal water supply situations considering
three groundwater table conditions (drained, deep groundwater table and un-drained)
prevailing in the FDP-area. Un-restricted supplies are based on ample snowfall and
that sufficient storage facilities in Pakistan are being developed. Restricted canal
watersuppliesreflects morethecurrentsituation.
Although additional water use efficiency improvements were obtained by the ondemandschedule,underaverageconditionstheeffect ofirrigation schedule flexibility
on crop yields was not very significant. However, compared to a fixed schedule
provided un-restricted canal water supplies would be available, theproductivity of
irrigation water supply (Yact/I,r) for the on-demandschedule was up to 30 percent
higher (Table 7.1). Besides increased water productivity with the on-demand
schedule, the deviations from average yields were also minimal as the timing and
amount of irrigations could be adjusted in order to deal with variations in rainfall
amounts and evaporative demandoftheatmosphere.
The on-demand schedule was also effective in irrigation water saving, reducing
drainage volumes, and deep percolation. The average annual water saving of the ondemandschedule over afixedschedule was 20percent, 8percent and 27 percent for
drained, deepgroundwater table andun-drained conditions, respectively. The average
annual drainage requirements for afixedschedule were more than 30 percent higher
ascomparedtotheon-demandschedule. Thedeeppercolation losses were 15percent
higher for a fixed schedule as compared to the on-demand schedule. Although a
complete solution for the rising groundwater tables can not be achieved, the ondemandschedulewas found effective indelayingtheprocess ofwaterlogging and soil
salinization leading to a positive effect on the environment. For the restricted canal
water supplies, the benefits ofthe on-demand schedule over afixedschedule resulted
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in only asmall increase in cropyields,while the effects on soil salinization, drainage
requirements andgroundwatertablebehaviorwererathercomparable.
The advantages of the on-demandschedule are obvious when the un-restrictedcanal
water supplies are available andthe objective is to ensure maximum crop production
and minimize environmental degradation. However, in a situation where periodic
water shortages are experienced as is true for the Indus basin, the decision of which
schedule to choose should not be a question of which schedule will maximize crop
production, but rather of which one will optimize crop production in a sustainable
way within the available water supply and management capacity. In the absence of
sufficient canal water supplies and a well-designed and effective monitoring and
communication system, a shift from a.fixedto the on-demandschedule in the Indus
basinwill neitherbeeconomically feasible norsocially acceptable.
Therefore emphasis should be on improvement of the current supply-based system.
There is still room for improvements in water supply and crop yields. Management
options like reducing canal water supplies to areas with fresh shallow groundwater
could save a considerable amount of canal water, which could be used in other water
deficient areas. Ifthepresent water supplies can bemademorereliable, fanners could
adjust their operations andplan theirirrigationsbetterinthemost critical stages ofthe
cropgrowthtomaximizetheircropyields.
Theirrigation anddrainageplanning for different soil and cropconditions in different
climaticzones is adifficult proposition andatransient model approach such as SWAP
makes it possible to study the complex soil-crop-climate interactions and allows the
investigation of long-term effects of a wide range of management interventions on
cropproduction andenvironment forwhich experiments couldnotbe conducted. The
presented conclusions are based on the climatic, irrigation and agro-hydrological
conditions oftheFDP-area. However,the developed approach is equally applicable to
otherareas facing similarproblems.
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SAMENVATTING EN CONCLUSIES

De levensvatbaarheid van de geirrigeerde landbouw inde Indus basin wordt bedreigd
door hoog grondwater en bodemverzouting. Deze problemen zijn het gevolg van een
veelheid van factoren, waaronder lekverliezen uit een niet-bekleed systeem van
kanalen, onvoldoende drainage door open drains, buizen en putten, slecht
waterbeheer, onvoldoende aanvoer van water en het gebruik van slechte kwaliteit
grondwater voor irrigatie. Gezien de snel afnemende voorraden land en water per
hoofd van de bevolking, is het noodzakelijk te komen tot optimaal beheer van
oppervlaktewater engrondwater, inkwantiteit eninkwaliteit.
Deze studie werd uitgevoerd in het Fourth Drainage Project (FDP) in de Punjab,
Pakistan. Het Fourth Drainage Project beslaat ongeveer 120.000 ha geirrigeerd land,
waarvan circa 30.000 ha is voorzien van eenbuisdrainage systeem. Het klimaat in dit
gebied is semi-aride met een jaarlijkse evapotranspiratie die ver uitgaat boven de
jaarlijkse neerslag, waardoor irrigatie nodig is voor de landbouw. In het winter- en
zomerseizoen zijn respectievelijk graan en katoen de voornaamste gewassen. De
aanvoer van irrigatiewater isbeperkt doorhet ontwerp endoorsedimentafzetting inde
kanalen. Bovendien is de intensiteit van het landgebruik in de laatste vijftig jaar
verdubbeld. Over het algemeen is de grondwaterstand hoog en de kwaliteit van het
grondwater slecht voor gewas en grond. Het naast elkaar gebruiken van kanaalwater
engrondwaterkomtveelvoor.
Het probleem wordt gecompliceerd doordat watervoorraden van goede kwaliteit
afhemen en tegelijkertijd de vraag naar voedsel toeneemt. Dit betekent dat de
productiviteit vanwatermoettoenemen. Verminderdeirrigatiegiften kunnen het risico
doen toenemen van bodemverzouting door onvoldoende afvoer van het zout.
Drainagesystemen zijn kostbaar in aanleg en beheer en produceren bovendien zouteffluent, hetgeen een probleem vormt voor de gebruikers benedenstrooms. De
uitdaging is om minder kanaalwater te gebruiken en meer grondwater voor het
maximaliseren van de gewasopbrengst, terwijl fluctuates van de grondwaterspiegel
en de zoutaccumulatie onder controle blijven. De verdeling van irrigatiewater moet
verbeterd worden om te kunnen voldoen aan de waterbehoefte van gewassen en om
de aanleg van drainagesystemen te kunnen beperken tot de meeste noodzakelijke
gebieden.
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De interactie tussen irrigatie, drainage, weersomstandigheden, grondwaterstand en
zoutgehalte in de grand kan goed beschreven worden met simulatiemodellen. Het
niet-stationaire stromings- en transportmodel Soil Water Atmosfeer Plant (SWAP)
werd gebruikt vanwege het modelvermogenom dynamischeprocessen zoalsirrigatie,
infiltratie en drainage goed te simuleren. SWAP is een 1-Dagrohydrologisch model
datnaast gewasgroei enmilieuomstandigheden uitvoergeeft opdagbasisvandewater
enzoutbalans componenten intermenvan fluctuatie invochtgehalte, grondwaterstand
en bodemzoutgehalte. Voor toepassing werd het model gecalibreerd en gevalideerd
met veldgegevens uit het FDP-projectgebied. Het ijkproces werd geconcentreerd op
een goede beschrijving van de hydraulische bodemparameters, de referentieevapotranspiratie, drainage van proefvelden en de meest geschikte onderrandvoorwaarde.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de ijking van het SWAP-model. De retentiecurven die in het
laboratorium werden bepaald bleken niet representatief voor veldomstandigheden.
Modelsimulatie verbeterde aanzienlijk toen retentiecurven werden gebruikt die waren
gebaseerd op veldgegevens. De resultaten geven aan dat het gebruik van
bodemfysische parameters uit het laboratorium of van pedo-transfer functies
aanzienlijk fouten kunnen veroorzaken in de berekening van de componenten van de
water- en zoutbalans. Voor het succesvol toepassen van simulatiemodellen in
irrigatie- en drainagestudies, moet meer aandacht geschonken worden aan de
veldbepalingenijking vanhydraulische bodemparameters.
Waarden van de referentie-evapotranspiratie (ET„) berekend met de Priestly-Taylor
(PT) methode bleken fysisch meer realistisch dan waarden berekend met dePenmanMonteith (PM) methode. Deze laatste methode veronderstelt dat stomata geopend
worden door condities van bodemvocht. Echter, biofysisch onderzoek elders heeft
aangetoond dat stomata sluiten om verlies van celvocht te voorkomen wanneer het
vochtspanningdeficiet (vpd) boven een bepaalde waarde stijgt. Beneden een vpd van
20 mbar waren de £T0-waarden berekend met de PM en PT methoden in goede
overeenstemming met elkaar. Boven deze drempelwaarde waren PM-£T„ hoger dan
PT-£T0 waarden (Figuur 4.3) en waren de PM-£T0 waarden hoger dan de netto
straling {R„). Dit leidt tot PM-£T0/R„ > 1.3, hetgeen fysisch onwaarschijnlijk is. Dit
betekent dat voor hete en droge klimaten, dwz met vpd > 20mbar, de Priestly-Taylor
methode betrouwbaarder isvoor hetberekenen vandereferentie evapotranspiratie. De
voornaamste reden is dat deze methode gebaseerd is op stralingsfluxen en niet op de
turbulentemomentum-, warmte-endamptransportmechanismen inenbovendeplant.
In aridegeirrigeerde gebiedenzijn dezemechanismen zeer ingewikkeld.
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De drainage van de proefvelden werd gesimuleerdmet een equivalente drainage
weerstand (7drain), die een functie isvan de geometrievan eenbepaald proefveld: de
berekende weerstand kwam goed overeen met de gemeten weerstand. Analyse van de
piezometerdata aangevuld met modelsimulaties toonden een verwaarloosbaar
transport tussen de diepe watervoerende laag en de onverzadigde zone aan. Om deze
reden werd als onderrandvoorwaarde op een diepte van vijf meter aangenomendat de
verticale stroming nul was. Dit werd bevestigd door vergelijking tussen gemeten en
gesimuleerde grondwaterstanden. Goede overeenstemming tussen gemeten en
gesimuleerde drukhoogten, vochtgehalten en zoutgehalten gaf vertrouwen in de
gecalibreerde parameterwaarden. Na calibratie en validatie werd het SWAP-model
gebruikt voor het bepalen van optimale drainageontwerpcriteria voor het
projectgebied. Daarnaast werd het model gebruikt om het effect te bestuderen van
verschillende
irrigatiestrategieen
op
gewasproductie,
drainagebehoefte,
bodemzoutgehalte en grondwaterstand voor verschillende hydrologische
omstandighedeninhet projectgebied.
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt de re-evaluatie van het huidige drainageontwerp en de
bepaling van optimale ontwerpcriteria voor het projectgebied. In Pakistan zijn
drainagesystemen ontworpen met de stationaire modellen van Hooghoudt en Ernst.
Deze modellen veronderstellen stationaire vocht- en transportfluxen in de
onverzadigde zone. Klassieke stationaire drainage ontwerpcriteria beschrijven de
relatie tussen de drainafvoer (qdmin) en het hydraulische potentiaalverschil tussen
drainniveau en phreatisch niveau midden tussen de drains (Ah) onafhankelijk van de
condities beneden maaiveld. De verhouding qdraJAh wordt drainageintensiteit
genoemd en is de reciproke van de drainageweerstand jdmm (Ah/qdrain)-In
werkelijkheid echter zijn de onverzadigde vocht- en transportfluxen niet stationair,
maar veranderen in de tijd met fluctuaties in neerslag, irrigatie en evapotranspiratie.
Dit betekent dat drainagesystemen ontworpen moeten worden met niet-stationaire
modellen die gebaseerd zijn op de dynamica van bodemvocht en wateropname door
dewortels gedurendehethelejaar.
Voor het maken van een optimaal drainageontwerp voor het projectgebied werden
simulaties uitgevoerd over een periode van vijftien jaar om het lange termijneffect te
bestuderen van drainage met twaalf combinaties van draindiepte en drainafstand op
gewastranspiratie, bodemverzouting en grondwaterstand. Daar het projectgebied een
meer-gewas-systeem heeft werden de simulaties voor de drainagecondities midden
tussen de drains uitgevoerd voor drie dominante gewassen in het gebied, namelijk
graan, katoen en suikerriet. Daar deze velden een grondwaterstand hebben, die
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waarschijnlijk hoger is dan die van velden dichter bij een drain gelegen, werden in
feite de slechtste omstandigheden bestudeerd. De gekozen draindiepten waren 1.0m,
1.5 m, 2.0 m en 2.5 m beneden maaiveld. Ieder van deze draindiepten werd
gecombineerd met drie verschillende drainafstanden varierend van klein (125 m),
middengroot (250 m) tot groot (500 m). Deze drainafstanden komen overeen met
respectievelijk hoge,middelhogeenlage drainageintensiteiten.
Voor de semi-aride gebieden was de keuze van draindiepte meer kritiek dan die van
drama/stand.Voor de bestudeerde omstandigheden werken diepere drains beter voor
de gewasgroei, bodemverzouting en beheer van de grondwaterstand. Vanuit een
agrohydrologisch standpunt bezien is de optimum draindiepte 2.20 m voor het meergewassen system in het projectgebied (Figuur 5.2). Deze draindiepte bleek succesvol
in deproductie vanredelijk hoge gewasopbrengsten (Taa/Tpo, > 0.90) bij tamelijk lage
drainage intensiteiten (drainafstand van 500 m). Dit drainageontwerp handhaafde de
grondwaterspiegel beneden de wortelzone gedurende het gehele jaar en voorkwam
daarbij de kans op opbrengstdalingen als gevolg van te hoge vochtgehalten. Drains
die ondieper dan 2.20 m waren gelegd bleken ernstige opbrengstdalingen te
veroorzaken door extreem hoge vochtgehalten, in het bijzonder gedurende relatief
natte jaren. Dieper geinstalleerde drains bleken de aanlegkosten te verhogen, maar
leverden geen additionele baten. Bodemverzouting had ook een nauwere relatie met
draindiepte danmet drainafstand. Ditkanworden toegeschreven aanhet grotere effect
vandieperedrainsopdezoutuitspoeling.
De drainafvoer was niet constant maar fluctueerde in de tijd als gevolg van de
benedenwaartse vochtflux in de onverzadigde zone. Het huidige systeemontwerp in
het projectgebied is gebaseerd op aanbevelingen van het United States Bureau of
Reclamation (USBR). De ontwerpnormen voorgesteld door Smedema voor de aride
en semi-aride condities in Pakistan (Table 5.1) zijn tamelijk conservatief, dwz
resulteren in hoge drainageintensiteiten. De SWAP-simulaties laten, onder de
aanname dat er geen beperkingen zijn in systeembeheer en onderhoud, zien dat het
projectgebied effectief kan worden gedraineerd met een drainageintensiteit die 25
procent lager ligt dan de ontwerpnormen van USBR en Smedema. Dit betekent twee
voordelen: een geringer volume draineffluent en minder behoefte aan kanaalwater.
Echter, een eindoordeel over de optimale combinatie van draindiepte en
drainageintensiteit vereist eendegelijke economische analyse.
Hoge kosten van drainagesysteemaanleg, beheer en onderhoud en problemen van de
afvoer van zout draineffluent onderstrepen de noodzaak tot het zoeken naar
alternatieve oplossingen voor de stijgende grondwaterspiegel en bodemverzouting. In
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gebieden met een ondiep grondwaterpeil waar geen drainagesysteem wordt
geinstalleerd, zou een bruikbare strategie voor duurzame landbouwproductie kunnen
bestaan in vermindering van de irrigatiewateraanvoer, waarbij het gewas maximaal
grondwater kan opnemen. Verminderde wateraanvoer in gebieden met ondiep zout
grondwater heeft tot doel om waterverliezen te voorkomen en om het geirrigeerde
areaal te vergroten met dezelfde hoeveelheid irrigatiewater. Eenvan de doelstellingen
van deze studie was het ontwikkelen van aanbevelingen voor duurzame
landbouwproductie in gebieden met een ondiep grondwaterpeil, waarbij
bodemverzouting wordt voorkomen onder gedraineerde en niet gedraineerde
omstandigheden.
Hoofdstuk 6bevat eendiscussie overwaterconserverende strategieen voor deondiepe
grondwatercondities van het projectgebied en de lange termijneffecten voor
gewasproductie en het milieu. Om deze aanbevelingen te ontwikkelen werd het
SWAP model gebruikt als een geschikt alternatief voor kostbare en tijdrovende
veldproeven. Simulaties werden uitgevoerd voor een periode van vijftien jaar om
waterconserverende strategieen te ontwikkelen voor de graan-katoen gewasrotatie bij
de voorkomende ondiepe grondwaterstand inhet projectgebied. Daar deboeren inhet
projectgebied steeds meer grondwater gebruiken voor irrigatie, werden de simulaties
uitgevoerd voor drie verschillende kwaliteiten irrigatiewater. De resulterende
strategieen van waterconservering werden vergeleken met de huidige praktijk van
irrigatie door de boeren en een evaluatie werd uitgevoerd van lange termijn effecten
opgewastranspiratie,bodemzoutgehalte, grondwaterstand en drainagebehoefte.
Eenverminderde irrigatiegift vankanaalwater voorgraanvan 195mm envoor katoen
van 260 mm gaf het beste resultaat in termen van gewasproductie, minimale
drainagebehoefte, bodemzoutgehalte en beheer van het grondwaterpeil voor zowel
gedraineerde als ongedraineerde condities. Vergeleken met de huidige
irrigatiepraktijk bespaarde deze waterconserveringsstrategie tot 25 procent per jaar
van het schaarse kanaalwater. De huidige irrigatiepraktijk ishet geven van maximale
hoeveelheden water voor maximale gewasproductie. De wet van toenemende
meeropbrengsten is echter niet van toepassing op verzout land dat wordt bedreigd
door stijgend grondwater. Het tegengestelde is waar. Niet goed geplande
irrigatiegiften kunnen het land in enkele jaren ruineren. Nauwkeurig waterbeheer is
daaromeenvoorwaarde voorproductief enduurzaam gebruik vanwatervoorraden.
Voor het gelijktijdig gebruiken van kanaalwater en grondwater met een EC waarde
van 1.5 dS m"' of voor het gebruik van grondwater alleen met eenECwaardevan 3.0
dS m"1 bleek de waterconserveringsstrategie onvoldoende om duurzaam
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bodemgebruik te handhaven. Het gemiddelde bodemzoutgehalte uitgedrukt in een
kritieke waarde als de zogenaamde SalinityHazardIndex (SHI)nam substantieel toe
(Figuur 6.4). De relatieve transpiratie, die een indicatie geeft voor de relatieve
gewasopbrengst, nam af als gevolg van toegenomen bodemzoutgehalte. Kennelijk
moet de aanvoer van irrigatiewater vergroot worden om zouten uit de wortelzone te
kunnen spoelen. Mogelijkheden voor aanvullende wateraanvoer is een functie van de
capaciteit vanhet drainagesysteem envandebeschikbaarheid vanwater. Bij eentrend
van een stijgend grondwaterpeil, toenemend bodemzoutgehalte en reducties in
gewasopbrengst en zonder een goed drainagesysteem, is het uitspoelen van zouten
met slechte kwaliteit irrigatiewater niet geschikt en zullen deze gronden zelfs sneller
uit productie gaan. Daarom moeten voor zulke gebieden andere mogelijkheden
overwogen worden zoalshet verbouwen vanzouttolerante gewassen als eucalyptus of
phreatophyten.
Bij deafnemende beschikbaarheid vangoedekwaliteit kanaalwater voorirrigatie isde
optie van een aanpassing van de waterconserveringsstrategie beter dan het alternatief
de boeren aan te raden grondwater van slechte kwaliteit te gebruiken in een poging
gewasproductie te maximaliseren. De simulatieresultaten geven aan dat drainage niet
onder alle omstandigheden het probleem van zoutopbouw kan oplossen, omdat het
relatief droge moessonseizoen niet voldoende water levert voor zoutuitspoeling. Zout
dat wordt toegevoegd door irrigatiemetzoutgrondwater kanalleen afgevoerd worden
met een intensief drainagesysteem enmet aanvullende watervoorraden. Vermindering
van irrigatiegiften iseengoedekortetermijnoplossing. Echter,op langetermijn zullen
dan tochgroteinvesteringen noodzakelijk zijn meteenaangepast irrigatieplan.
De resultaten van de modelsimulaties werden gebruikt om strategieen te formuleren
voor het duurzaam gebruik van verschillende kwaliteiten irrigatiewater bij
verschillende omstandigheden van grondwater, zoals samengevat in Tabel 8.1. Deze
aanbevelingen zijn beperkt totdemilieuomstandigheden vanhetprojectgebied.
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Table 8.1. Strategieen voor duurzaam beheer van verschillende kwaliteiten irrigatiewater
onder verschillende omstandigheden van de grondwaterstand in het FDP projectgebied
gebaseerd opvijftien jaar simulatiesmethet SWAPmodel.CW=CanalWater, CTW=Canal
+ Tubewell Water, TW = Tubewell Water. Hoeveelheden irrigatiewater (mm) voor graan en
katoen zijn de irrigatiegiften gedurende het groeiseizoen nahet zaaien.
Drainage

Strategieen voor duurzaam beheer van irrigatiewaterkwaliteiten

condities

CW
(EC=0.3 dS m 1 )

Met
drainage

Verminderde
watergiften.

Zoutuitspoeling
mogelijk

Extra zoutuitspoeling
neit mogelijk.
Verbouw van
zouttolerante
gewassen.

Graan =195 mm
Katoen =260mm

Graan = 195mm
Katoen =260mm

Graan =325mm
Katoen = 320mm

Verminderde
watergiften.

Zoutuitspoeling neit
mogelijk.
Verbouw van
zouttolerante gewassen.

Installeer drainage
systeem of verbouw
zouttolerante gewassen
zoals Eucalyptus.

Graan = 195mm
Katoen =260mm

Graan =195 mm
Katoen =260mm

Zonder
drainage

CTW
(EC=1.5dSm'')

TW
(EC= 3.0dSm')

Hoofdstuk 7 evalueert de effecten van de verdeling van irrigatiewater op
gewasproductie en het milieu. In semi-aride gebieden bleken de afwijkingen in
jaarlijkse neerslag van een gemiddeld jaar kritiek om een evenwicht te handhaven
tussen de verschillende componenten van de water- en zoutbalans (Hoofdstuk 6). Dit
betekent dat voor een duurzaam beheer van water en zout de watertoedeling en verdeling gebaseerd zou moeten zijn op potentiele evapotranspiratie, neerslag en
zoutaccumulatie. Dit zou jaarlijks moeten worden herzien. Dit zou een verandering
betekenen van het huidige vaste rotatiesysteem, gebaseerd op een proportionele
verdeling van water over beschikbaar land, naar een meer flexibel beheer van
irrigatiewater om kanaalwater toe te wijzen op tijd en plaats waar het in feite
benodigd is voor optimale en efficiente gewasirrigatie.

Om de geldigheid van dit argument te testen, werd het effect geevalueerd van de
irrigatiewaterverdeling op basis van gewasproductiviteit en duurzaamheid voor het
milieu. Voor dit doel werd het effect bestudeerd van drie waterverdelingsschema's
met drie gradaties van flexibiliteit, op gewasproductie, op waterbesparing, op
bodemverzouting, op drainagebehoefte en op grondwaterpeil. De simulaties werden
uitgevoerd voor een onbeperkte en voor een beperkte aanvoer van kanaalwater,
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gecombineerd met drie condities van de grondwaterstand (gedraineerd, diep
grondwater en ongedraineerd) die in het projectgebied voorkomen. Onbeperkte
aanvoer zou betekenen dat er veel sneeuwval is en dat er voldoende voorraden zijn
aangelegd.Beperkte aanvoer vankanaalwater komtovereen metdehuidigesituatie.
Hoewel met het on-demand schema additionele verbeteringen werden behaald in
efficient watergebruik, was voor gemiddelde condities het effect van irrigatieschemaflexibiliteit op gewasopbrengst niet erg significant. Echter, vergeleken met een vast
schema en aangenomen dat kanaalwater onbeperkt beschikbaar zou zijn, zou de
productiviteit van water (Y„c,/Irr) tot dertig procent hoger zijn voor het on-demand
schema (Tabel 7.1). Naast verhoogde productiviteit van water met het on-demand
schema waren afwijkingen van de gemiddelde opbrengst minimaal, daar timing en
hoeveelheid irrigaties konden worden aangepast afhankelijk van variaties in neerslag
enverdampingsvraagvande atmosfeer.
Het on-demand schema was ook effectief in de besparing van irrigatiewater, in de
reductie van drainage volumina en diepe percolatie. De gemiddelde jaarlijkse
waterbesparing van het on-demand schema vergeleken met een vast schema was
twintig procent, acht procent en zeven-en-twintig procent voor respectievelijk
gedraineerde condities, diep grondwater en ongedraineerde condities. De gemiddelde
jaarlijkse drainagebehoefte van een vast schema was meer dan dertig procent hoger
dan van het on-demandschema. De diepe percolatieverliezen waren vijftien procent
hoger voor een vast schema vergeleken met het on-demand schema. Hoewel een
volledige oplossing van de stijgende grondwaterspiegel niet kon worden bereikt,
bleek het on-demand schema effectief in het vertragen van het proces van stijgend
grondwater en bodemverzouting. Dit gaf eenpositief milieu-effect. Voor de beperkte
aanvoer van kanaalwater waren de baten van het on-demandschema vergeleken met
een vast schema slechts een kleine toename in gewasopbrengst. Het effect op
bodemverzouting, drainagebehoefte engrondwaterpeil was vergelijkbaar.
De voordelen van het on-demand schema zijn duidelijk wanneer kanaalwater
onbeperkt beschikbaar is enwanneer de doelstelling is ommaximale gewasproductie
te bereiken met minimale milieudegradatie. Maar in een situatie van periodieke
watertekorten, zoals in de Indus basin, kan de keuze voor een schema niet alleen een
keuze zijn voor maximale gewasproductie. De keuze moet zijn voor een schema dat
binnen de gegeven beschikbare wateraanvoer en beheerscapaciteit gewasproductie
optimaliseertopeenduurzamemanier.Zonder voldoende aanvoervankanaalwater en
zonder eeneffectief monitoring- encommunicatiesysteem isdeovergang van eenvast
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schema naar een on-demandschema in de Indus basin niet economisch haalbaar en
ookniet sociaal acceptabel.
Om deze reden moet het accent liggen op verbetering van het huidige op aanvoer
gebaseerde systeem. Erisnogruimteaanwezig voorverbeteringen inwateraanvoer en
gewasopbrengst. Opties voor een beter waterbeheer zoals reductie van kanaalwateraanvoer naar gebieden met hoog maar zoet grondwater, zou een aanzienlijke
besparing van kanaalwater kunnen opleveren. Dit water zou gebruikt kunnen worden
in andere gebieden met watertekorten. Indien de huidige wateraanvoer meer
betrouwbaar zou kunnen worden gemaakt, zouden boeren om een maximale
opbrengst te behalen, hun werkzaamheden kunnen aanpassen en hun irrigatie beter
kunnenplannen indemeestkritieke fasen vangewasgroei.
De irrigatie- en drainageplanning voor verschillende bodem- en gewascondities in
verschillende klimaatzones is niet eenvoudig. Met een niet-stationair model zoals
SWAP kunnen debodem-gewas-klimaat interacties worden bestudeerd evenals lange
termijn effecten van een groot aantal beheersopties op gewasproductie en het milieu,
waarvoor veldproeven niet konden worden uitgevoerd. De hier gepresenteerde
conclusies zijn gebaseerd op de condities van klimaat, irrigatie en agrohydrologie in
het projectgebied. De ontwikkelde aanpak kan echter ook worden toegepast in andere
gebiedenwaarsoortgelijke problemen voorkomen.
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